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ABSTRACT
A new finite element technique based on the bicubic B-spline 
element is introduced for the prediction of the buckling behaviour 
of grid shells. Physical model test results show a good agreement 
with the numerical analysis.
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modulus of elastcity 
Poisson ratio
tangent modulus of elastcity
reduced modulus of elastcity
second moment of area
normal force in x-direction
normal force in y-direction
membrane shearing force
flexural rigidity
strain rate and stress






unit vectors in x,y,z directions
contravariant metric tensors
g ,.g 2 and ^ covariant metric tensors
ds distance between two adjacent points on a surface
du deformed length
a ,p axial and bending stiffness
S curvature
(®)» initial curve length.
(®)» final curve length.
s spring stiffness
5 spring displacement
Q rQ 2»Q3»Q4 bending, axial, spring and loading terms of the
strain energy equation
BIi,Bl2,Bb,Bl4,Bl5 integration values of [B] up to the fifth
integration
BDi,BD2,BD3,BD4 differentiation value of [B] up to the fourth
derivative
P. .»j nodal load
M„ and MB g bending moment about axis in plane of surface
and bending moment about normal axis
Mx torsion moment,
^  T normal curvature, geodesic curvature and twist
Tj tension forces in the surface.
Aj ,A2, ,An control points coordinates in the strain energy
equation
P> bending stiffness in x direction






Tj tension forces in surface
Q1.Q2 normal and geodesic bending terms in virtual work
Q3 torsion bending term in virtual work equation
04, supported spring (boundries) term in virtual work
Qs external load term in virtual work equation
€ .2’S 21 special skew symmetric tensors
bn ’b22 symmetric surface tensors
r 2 r 1n* 22 Christoffel symbols of the second kind
x,y,z coordinates of the control points
(A copy of these notations is inclosed in a folded sheet at the 
end of the thesis)
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INTRODUCTION
Exhibition and sports centres need a structure that can cover 
large spans with the minimum number of intermediate supports. 
Such structures can be constructed using many different structural 
forms including trusses and spacframesy tents and cable nets, air 
supported structures and shell structures. This thesis will study
the structural behaviour of one particular type of shell, the grid 
or lattice shell.
The concept of the grid shell was introduced in 1946 by
Professor Frei Otto of Stuttgart University. He investigated the 
design of dome structures formed by inverting the shape of a
hanging chain net in which self-weight produces direct forces 
only. These forces are tensile when the net is hanging and will 
change to compressive when the net inverted into a standing grid 
as shown in Fig.(l).
With this technique, Professor Otto was extending the method 
employed by the Spanish architect, Antoni Gaudi, at the end of the 
nineteenth century for the design of masonry structures. Methods
of graphical analysis were popular with engineers at that time, 
and Gaudi developed their two-dimensional modeling into three 
dimensions.
The first grid shell structure was erected for the German 
Building Exhibition at Essen in 1962 ( Roland Conrad (1975))* ,
References are listed by author in alphabetical order at the end 
of the thesis.
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h a n g i n g
N E T
T E N S I O N
T E N S I O N B E N D I N G
C O M P R E S S I O N B E N D I N G
S T A N D I N G
G R I D
C O M P R E S S I O N
Fig.(l) Types of stresses (From IL-10 (1975))
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by professor Otto. He developed an erection method in which the 
shape of a hanging uniform mesh chain net is recreated by a 
lattice of wooden rods. The lattice can be prefabricated flat as 
an equal grid, pulled or pushed up and then fixed to boundary 
supports. This erection technique requires relative rotation of 
the lattice members and therefore only single bolts can be used 
where the members cross and the bolts need to be loose during
erection.
>
After erection the bolts are tightened and this provides a
certain amount of *in-plane shear stiffness*. If expected deform­
ations are excessive, diagonal ties may need to be provided.
Following the Essen Exhibition Building, grid shells were 
constructed at the German Federal Pavilion for Expo. *67 at 
Montreal and the Mannheim Exhibition Centre (1974). The two 
Mannheim grid shells were made from double layer grids to cover an 
area 74066m2,(see Fig.(2) from Happold and Liddell (1975)). A 
number of smaller grid shells as shown in IL-10 (1974) were also
constructed.
However, grid shells are not popular with engineers because 
they are highly nonlinear in their structural behaviour and are 
prone to buckling and creep buckling. Also there is no clear and 
direct design method for this type of structure.
The main task of this thesis is to present the nonlinear 
analysis of grid shells and to build up a computer program to
Fig. (2) Mannheim Exhibition 
Centre
(From Happold and Liddell 1975).
calculate the buckling load of the grid shell.
This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I discusses the 
principles and analytical methods employed in buckling theory, the 
creep buckling, the finite element method, the differential
geometry and the theory of spline functions.
Part II applies these methods to the numerical analysis of 
the buckling of grid shells. A finite element program initially 
in two-dimensions is described which uses cubic B-spline element.
Then the program is extended for the grid shell which uses a new 
bicubic B-spline finite element.
The results of physical model tests are presented which show 
a good agreement with the prediction of the numerical analysis.
Readers who are familiar with the theory described on Part I 
may prefer to start reading Part II which refers back to Part I.
It was thought necessary to include the contents of part I since
very few engineers are familiar with the theories it describes.
PART I
CHAPTER ONE
BU CKLING O F STRUCTURES 
1-1 Buckling characteristics of s tru c tu re s
Buckling leads to the failure of many structures, including
shells, without any obvious warning. That is why one of the most 
main problems in the theory of elasticity is the prediction of the 
buckling load of thin-walled structures with either single or
double curvature.
Buckling could be defined as the loss of strain stiffness due 
to compressive forces within a structure. Sometimes the structure 
remains elastic during buckling and in other cases buckling may be 
complicated by yielding and even brittle fracture.
Buckling leads to excessive deflection but the 
deflection prior to buckling may be small or large. Thus in
the case of the arch shown in Fig.(l-l-a) subjected to a uniform 
load, deflection will be small until buckling occur.
However, the concentrated load case shown in Fig. (1-1-b)
will undergo large deflection buckling. In practice, buckling is 
rarely a problem for arches subject to non-uniform load since the 





Most of the standard analytical work that has been done on 
the buckling of structures assumes small displacements prior to 
and during the initiation of buckling. This assumption produces a 
linear theory which also becomes as eigenvalue theory.
Simple model tests shows that linear theory is unlikely to be
of much value when applied to grid shells. However it is
necessary to have some understanding of linear buckling before 
going on to study the far more complicated subject of non-linear 
buckling.
The following section will introduce the ideas and methods 
used in buckling analysis, starting with the simplest case, 
pin-ended column.
1-1-1 Buckl ing  of a uniform  pin-ended elastic column.
In 1744 Euler investigated the deformation of an initially
straight uniform elastic rod under endwise compression. There are
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three conditions (Calladine (1983)), which must be satisfied
simultaneously at every point on the deformed centre-line of the
rod;
a) The equilibrium relation between the load, P, and the bending
moment, M, in the rod.
b) The elasticity relationship (Hooke’s law) between the bending
moment and curvature k.
c) The compatibility relation between the profile of the displaced
moment and local curvature.
It is assumed that the axial stiffness of the rod is
sufficiently great for deformation to take place by bending only.
The exact expression for the local curvature, k, of a plane curve
was written by Euler as follows;
* = —
[  ■ *  $ i
where E and I are the modulus of elasticity and second moment of 
area. This equation may be simplified, when « 1 and by
eliminating the moment, M, a differential equation for the unknown 
displacement y is given;
EI ^ 4  + Py = 0 . (1-2)
dx2
The solution of this equation is





ET ( 1- 1)
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where A and B are constants of integration, which will be subject 
to boundary conditions at the ends of the column.
Let;
y=0 at x=0 and x=L (1-4)
equation (1-3) gives,
B=0 and A sin pL=0 (1-5)
where; pL=irc (i=l,2,3, ...),
L is the column length
The second solution of the equation is satisfied for any
value of A including zero. Therefore the shape of the column 
deflection is;
y=A sin px or y=A sin (1-6)
this represents the buckling mode of the column as a sine wave of 
half-length (L/i) and of arbitrary amplitude A at a certain values
of the load P. The lowest of these is known as the Euler buckling
load,
PE=J ^  d -7 )
E L2
2 E r2and the resulting stress a =--------  (1-8)
e l 2
where; r is the radius of gyration
Equation (1-8) shows the stress G_ depends only on the
elastic modulus of the material and the ’ slenderness ratio L/r.
The Euler buckling load can represent the column behaviour at L/r 
greater than 100. For values less than 100 there are theoretical
and empirical forms that should be taken into consideration (see
Marshall 1969), and can be summarized as follows;
a) The reduced modulus theory
Consider a column subjected to an axial load P greater than
P and another disturbing force applied to produce a slight
deflection. This will increase the stress on the concave side and
reduce it on the convex side of the buckled column. On the
concave side the rate of increase will be proportional to da/de=
where E^  is the tangent modulus at the stress a . However, on 
the convex side the reduction relieves only the elastic portion of 
the strain and the normal value of E will be applied. Hence, the
equation (1-2) of the column can be written as,
. O  (E I+E  I )=-Py (1-9)
dx
where I and I are the second moments of the areas to the left1 2
and right of the new neutral-axis.
Putting £l=EI +E I
°  1 t 2
gives
2
£ l + Py = 0 (1-10)
dx2
then the reduced modulus £  can be calculated as;
£  = E j i +  E t (1-11)
This is similar to the Euler equation and the value for the
critical load P is
p -  *1*1
T L 2
d-12)
b) The tangent modulus theory
The tangent modulus theory assumes that no strain reversal 
takes place and that the tangent modulus applies over the whole 
cross-section. The analysis is then the same as the standard 
Euler approach with the substitution of E^for E gives the critical 
load P (see Fig.(l-2»;
ji2E I
P =   (1-13)
' L2
Fig (1-2)
£  is greater than E  ^ also the critical load from the reduced
modulus approach is greater than that derived from the tangent
modulus theory.
c) Shanley’s column explanation
Shanley showed that there is a continuous spectrum of load
increases from to P with the deflection increasing from zero
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at the former to infinity at the later. He shows that the
relationship between the load P(>P) and the deflection y is given 
by;
P = P . (1+ b/2y+(l+x)/(l-x)] (1' 14)
where;
x=E/E and is assumed constant, 
b is column diameter.
d) Perry-Rebertson Formula
The perry-Rebertson approach is based on the assumption that 
the column has an initial curvature which is given by the equation
y =c cos Jtx/L (1-15)O O
where Cq is the initial departure from straightness at the centre 
of the column. Under a load P the deflection is increased by an 
amount y, the differential equation of bending being;
d2vEl —=£ = -P [y+c cos(7tx/L)] (1-16)
dx
or +|i2[(y+ c cos(itx/L)]=0 (1-17)
dx2
where (i2=P/EI. A solution of this equation, similar to equation
(1-1), is shown by back substitution to be
-12-
H 2 c  c o s ( tcx/ L )
y= A sin p.x + B cos |ix + — ------  —
7t2/L 2 - \i2
(1-18)
In order to discuss what happens as the deflection gets large 
after buckling has started, the results can be summarized as shown 
in Fig.(l-3).
4T
( P /P J
non- l i n e a r  









Fig.(l-3) A uniform pin-ended elastic column 
subjected to a compressive load
The load-displacement relationship is plotted in non- 
dimensional form, the horizontal axis is the lateral displacement,
A, (measured at the midpoint of the column) divided by L the arc 
length of the column. The vertical axis is the load, P, divided
by the Euler load. When P /P e is less than 1, the column is in 
equilibrium only when it is straight; this state, which is one of
the stable equilibrium, is represented by the line OA.
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When P/P e is equal to or greater than 1, there are three
possible equilibrium positions. The first, represented by the
line AD, implies that the column remains straight; however, this
is a position of unstable equilibrium which cannot be sustained in 
practice without artificial assistance. The second equilibrium 
position is stable, and it is represented by the curve AE, the 
figure shows that the value of P rises only to I.IP e when A/L=0.25
which is certainly a ’large deflection’ for most of the problems.
The third equilibrium position is merely a reflection of the curve
AE (shown as AEX in the diagram), including the alternative
possibility of displacement in the opposite direction.
The equilibrium path OA is said to bifurcate at point A 
(where the end force reaches its critical value, Pe) because it 
forks there and presents a choice of stable paths (AE, AEV) and an 
unstable path (AD), of which one of the stable paths will normally
be followed.
All of these predictions are valid only if the column remains
perfectly elastic. In reality it is to be expected that a load
will eventually be reached at which, somewhere in the column, the
material reaches its limit of proportionality. Further increase in 
the load leads to the development of a zone in which the material
is inelastic. In this condition the column is less stiff than it 
would have been had if it remained elastic. Only when the column 
is relatively short and thick the inelastic behaviour is likely to
happen early.
Provided that, the column remains elastic the load can 
increase and buckling is initiated at the eigenvalue load, P£. 
This case becomes as the stable post buckling and it means that 
the eigenvalue load is conservative and therefore safe.
However many structures, particularly shell structures 
exhibit unstable post buckling in which the load drops off rapidly 
after buckling. In practice this means that imperfection of the
structure makes it impossible for the structure to resist the 
eigenvalue load.
In fact, it can be shown that the two-column structure shown 
in Fig. (1-4) exhibits unstable post-buckling. This is because 
the column which buckles First attracts more than its ’fair share’ 
of the load.
The initial imperfection as well as the creep buckling, in
general, lead to a considerable reduction in the maximum load
which the column can cany, (the effect of creep buckling will be
studied in more detail in chapter 2).
-15-
The behaviour of the initially imperfect structure is best
understood, as explained by Allen and Bulson, by referring to the 
inset diagram (1-5). As the end load is increased from zero, the
stable curve AB is followed, then displacements increase more 
rapidly than the load. When the maximum is reached at B, and
provided that the load is held constant, the structure collapses







0 o = l
Odegree
Fig.(l-5) Force-displacement curves for a light
rod-and-spring structure
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If the load is then progressively reduced in magnitude, the
path ED is followed and the structure eventually collapses again
along 1X3. The unstable path BCD can be followed only if the
structure is held in a deflected state while the load is allowed
to adjust itself. It is very important to recognize that the 
sensitivity of the maximum load to the size of the initial
imperfection, which is a characteristic of nonlinear unstiffening
structures, cannot be predicted by any ordinary small-deflection




0 o d egree
Fig.(l-6) The relation between the maximum load 
and the initial imperfection
1-1-2 Linear buckling of plates
The theory of bending of thin plates is similar to the theory 
of beams, but the effect of bending in two directions has to be 
taken into account. When the plate deflects, due to the
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application of an external load, it will bend to radii of 
curvature in two directions p ,p . The early treatments of thex y
bending theory was made by Navier in 1820 based on the following 
assumptions;
1) Deflections are small (less than the thickness of the plate).
2) The middle plane of the plate does not stretch during bending, 
and remains a neutral surface.
3) The thickness of the plate is small compared with other 
dimensions.
4) Plane sections rotate during bending to remain normal to the 
neutral surface and do not distort, so that the stresses and 
strains are proportional to their distance from the neutral 
surface.
The basic bending equation of the plate can be written as 
follows (see Timoshenko (1963),(1970) and Allen (1980));
3-W +2_ ^ _  + = £  ( i.i9 )
dx dx dy - dy
where q is the intensity of the distributed lateral load,
E t ^and D  = ------------- — is the flexural rigidity of the plate element,
12(1-v2)
v Poisson ratio.
Equation (1-19) is analogous to the basic equation for the
bending of a beam under lateral load (04w/9x4=P/EI). If, in 
addition to the lateral load, there are forces applied at the
edges of the plate, acting in the middle plane such as; Nx and Ny
per unit length applied normally to the edges and Nxy per unit
length as shearing forces as shown in Fig. (1-7), the general
equation for the buckled plate can be summarized as follows;
3 4 w  0 4w  3 4 w  1+ 2 ^ -^ —  +
Ox4 dx2d y 2 d y * ^  dx7  =  h [ « *
x 9! w  +2Niy + N y  ^ 1 ( 1 - 2 0 )  
dx d y  dy  '
It should be emphasised that equation (1-19) for plate is the 
equivalent of equation (1-2) applied to the column and the linear 
equation (1-20), only applies to small deflections. Assuming that
there is no lateral load (q=0), in equation (1-20) then;
0 4w 04w , 9 4w 1 (XT 3 2w 32w , VT 0 2w ) /1
+ 2 —   — +  --------  =  n  N x     + 2 N x y    + N y  --------  ( 1 - 2 1 )
4 ^ 2 dx d y  dy  'd x 4 dx2d y 2 dy dx
N y x
N x y T
N x
Fig.(l-7) Notation for the buckling of a simply-supported 
uniform rectangular plate
The above equation is the basic differential equation of 
plate buckling and by using the Ritz equation (as in Bleich 
(1952)) or the energy equation, the solution can be introduced.
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However, the expression of the strain energy stored in a complete 
plate derived by Bryan 1891 is,
3 2w +  9 2w 
d x 2 d y 2
] ! - 2( 1- v ) [ |
Thus this equation can give neither information about the 
post-buckled stability on the effect of imperfection nor cover the
problems of large deflections.
Since the surface was originally flat, it can only have 
curvature and twist on account of normal displacement w. There is 
almost certainly in general, a change of Gaussian curvature when 
the initially flat surface adopts a buckled configuration; con­
sequently there must necessarily be some nonzero surface strains 
which are required, by Hooke’s law, corresponding to changes in
Nx, Ny and Nxy. A check may be done on the magnitude of these
changes for any postulated modeform in comparison with the values 
of the stress resultants which a re , applied at the edges. The
local change of Gaussian curvature is proportional to the square
of the amplitude of w. This explains the need for the assumption 
that w is small. The relationship between Gaussian curvature and
surface strain is discussed in chapter 4.
The behaviour of plates containing small initial deviations 
from flatness is similar to that for columns. With a lateral
deflection of amplitude (et), the deflection grows from the onset 
of loading and there is no load at which buckling can be said to 
occur. As it can be seen from Fig.(l-8), the effect of
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imperfection is most noticeable in the region of the flat plate 
buckling-load and becomes small remote from it.
N»tet
i n i t i a l  impc r f e ction (e t)
Nx
( N x ) c r
/ im perfect plate
/
Fig.(l-8) Deflection of plates with initial imperfection
1-1-3 Linear buckling of shells
In deriving the expressions for the strain energy equation of 
thin shells, both bending and stretching strains must be taken 
into account. Consider first the small shell element drawn in
Fig. (1-9) formed by the intersection of two pairs of adjacent
planes normal to the middle surface. The radii of principal 
curvatures are r and r in the xz and yz planes respectively.
x y
When the shell element deflects due to application of external
load, the radii of curvature will change to rx and rN then the
x y
change in curvature are p ,p and p .
°  r x r y xy
The strain energy due to bending with no middle surface
stretching can be derived from the expression of flat plates
from equation (1-22) as follows;
u „= t  U K + p/  - V  O ]  dA
and the strain energy due to stretching of the surface is;
ll[(e.+£/-2(1-v)(e.v -r-)]dA • <’-24>
where;
are the middle surface strain in x and y direction
respectively,
y is the component of shear strain in the middle surface of
the shell,
dA,t are the infinitesimal area and the element thickness.
d z ,
r x-'
Fig. (1-9) shell element
A numerical study has been carried out by D.Wright (1965) on 
reticulated or framed shells. This study covered some
relationships between the shell membrane forces and bar forces,
elastic properties of the analogous shell, and the buckling 
criteria of individual members, for ’snapping’ and for the overall 
shell instability.
Most of the cylindrical shells have small initial deviations, 
Donnell and Wan (1950) show that the smallest imperfection leads 
to a considerable reduction in the peak compressive load as shown 
in Fig.(l-lO) where Cmin and Om« are the minimum and maximum 
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Fig.(l-lO) Imperfection in cylindrical shells
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1-2 M atrix  form ulation
Problems in structural analysis usually lead to simultaneous
equations and/or differential equations which need to be solved.
Analytical solution to a differential equation can usually be
behaviour). The finite element and finite difference methods, for 
instance, are based on the role of replacing a differential
equation by a large number of simultaneous equations which may be 
linear or non-linear.
1-3 L inear behaviour
The differential equation governing deflection of a pin-ended 
column is,
found in simple special cases (often only after assuming linear
j2
M=P .y =-EIc r ; , 2 (1-25)
the buckling load can be obtained by using the finite difference 
method therefore, equation (1-25) can be written as;
(1-26)
where;{X}is a square matrix of all the eigenvectors x, 
p. is the load factor
[C] is a diagonal matrix contain the stiffness terms; 
[A] & [B] are traditional matrices .
Multiplying both sides by [A]'1 then the equation will be;
[H]{XJ = y{X} (1-27)
where;
[H]=[A]-‘[B][C] (1-28)
r - i -
Where the solution of equation (1-28) is an eigenvalue problem.
If the matrix H is symmetric and positive-definite, all the 
eigenvalues are positive and real, and n eigenvalues exist. On 
the other hand, the structure becomes unstable when its stiffness 
matrix becomes singular or the determinant would become zero.
Similarly in the case of plate buckling when an in-plane load 
is applied, the governing differential equation can be written as;
d [ ^  +2 ^  +2Pxy J h L .  +Py ^ l = q ( l - 2 9 )
b x  dx d y  dy J 3x dx d y  dy '
Substituting the external applied forces by |i{P) where p is 
constant corresponds to the critical load and putting the above 
equation in a matrix form, then equation (1-29) can take this 
form;
[K]{w)=p[A]{w) (1-30)
where, [K] represents the left hand side of the equation (1-29)
*\2 , ~\2
and [A] represents the values — — ,— — ,---- — multiplied by the
dx dx d y  d y 2
known P-values. Multiplying both sides of equation (1-30) by
[K]'1 then,
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[G ]|w |= y |w | (1-31)
where, [G]=[K]'[A] and y=I
The solution of the equation (1-31) for the largest
eigenvalue y  gives the smallest value of |x which corresponds to 
the critical load and the eigenvector w is the deflection.
Therefore, the solution of the linear buckling problem of
pin-ended column or thin plates can be achieved by following the 
procedure of the ’eigenvalue* problem. The only requirement is 
that the equation should be in a certain matrix form, in another 
words the ’eigenvalues buckling* should be determined as may be
explained below;
By assuming a system of n linear homogeneous equations with n 
unknowns as shown in matrix A, then there is at least one vector x 
and one corresponding scalar X for which
where x and X are termed respectively an eigenvector and
(1-32)
eigenvalue of matrix A. By introducing the unit matrix I, 
equation (1-32) could be rewritten as,
(A-M)x=0
this equation may be written in full matrix as:
(1-33)
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K ' X) a ,2













where l &i2 ,etc.., are the individual terms of A, and x , 
x2>etc.., are the various unknowns. Equation (1-34) forms a 
homogeneous set of linear equations, whose determinant must be 
zero, i.e..
| A - XI |=0 (1-35)
This determinant could be expanded, providing an nth order 
polynomial in eigenvalue X of the form;
X" +C, V ‘+ C  X " '2 + 1 2 +C = 0n (1-36)
and the solution of this equation gives the eigenvalues X w h i c h  
satisfy the conditions,
Z  X. = Z  A..1 u
i =  1 i = 1
(1-37)
and
Xj X X2 X .........  X X2= | A | (1-38)
Instead of evaluating the determinant, an iteration method
could be used which leads to the eigenvalue with the largest
absolute value.
1-4 Non-linear behaviour
The material nonlinearity has been heavily investigated by 
many authors such as Merchant (1954), Home (1963), Tezcan (1966), 
(1969) and Majid (1970) in many applications of framework. Also, 
the geometric nonlinearity which is the situation in shells has 
been studied, (see Calladine (1977),(1986) and Haisler (1972)).
The solution of a nonlinear problem has been reduced to that 
of tracing a nonlinear load-displacement path by solving a system 
of nonlinear algebraic or differential equations. This solution is 
fully dependent on many factors which can be summarized as follows;
- The type of the problem to be solved.
- The degree of nonlinearity involved and the accuracy desired.
- The computer time required for a solution.
Assume the simultaneous equations of a nonlinear buckling 
problem in the following shape;
The majority of the matrix form of these equations can be written;
where;
{51} is the vector of nodal displacements at iteration i 
[K‘] is a matrix accounting for elastic and geometric stiff. 
{R1} is the vector of residual nodal forces
[a1] and [p1] are diagonal correction matrices and {C*} is a 
correction vector which may depend on previous residuals and 
projected stresses.
The calculation of the nonlinear differential equations can
be obtained by using the incremental stiffness procedure (see
Conner (1968) and Brebbia (1969)) for slight nonlinearity problem. 
Or by matrix iterative methods such as Newton-raphson or modified 
Newton-Raphson for highly non-linear problems ,( see Stricklin 
(1971), Mallet (1968), Haisler (1972) and Barnes (1984)).
1-4-1 N ew ton-Raphson m ethod
The Newton-Raphson method is the most widely stable iterative
analysis used for geometrically non-linear problems. In this
method [K‘] is the current tangent stiffness matrix, (C) is null
and, unless abnormal deflection increments or residuals are
encountered, (a )  and {p} are identity matrices. More rapid 
convergence correction factor is,
ki+1 + k*
a j = J W J  (1-39)
for the j th degree of freedom, where the diagonal term k**1 is
computed after determining the deflections {51} using the tangent 
stiffness at iteration i. In other cases, when very low
stiffnesses occur, it may be necessary to specify a maximum 
permissible deflection increment for any degree of freedom and
scale down all increments if this maximum is exceeded. 
Diagrammatically the procedure is represented in F ig.(l-ll).
PT
Fig .(l-ll) Newton-Raphson method
1-4-2 Modified Newton-Raphson
A drawback of he Newton-Raphson method is that the tangent 
stiffness matrix has to be reset and solved at each stage. For
this reason a "Modified Newton-Raphson" method is considered to be
more efficient if the stiffness is held constant throughout. An 
alternative to using the initial value of the stiffness matrix
throughout the process is to reset at intervals with a number of 
constant stiffness iterations within each interval. Although
convergence is less rapid than for the standard Newton-Raphson 
method, computationally the process may be more efficient provided 
the system is not grossly non-linear. For a stiffening system,
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however if the initial out-of-balance is too large, the analysis 
may diverge. Fig.(l-12) shows the procedure of the method.
PT
Fig.(l-12) Modified Newton-Raphson method
The solution of non-linear problems using the iterative 
analysis, usually, needs a number of cycles in order to achieve a 
certain accuracy as it will be explained.
1-5 P ro c e d u re  of  the  i t e ra t ion  m e thods
The iteration procedure to determine the buckling load of the 
structures in general .taking into account the non-linear 
behaviour, follows certain steps. The basic idea in this
procedure is to perform a standard linear analysis under the
action of a given set of external loads and then calculate the 
*
member end forces using the deformed geometry. If the member end
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forces at a joint are not in equilibrium with the given external 
forces, the out-of-balance forces are applied on to the deformed 
geometry to yield another set of deformations and forces. If the
new forces do not satisfy the joint equilibrium, the linear
analysis continues with the latest geometry and with latest
out-of-balance forces.
This procedure is repeated until equilibrium is reached at 
every joint The original external loads are gradually increased
and the equilibrium status is established at each time by 
following the process described above.
The magnitude of the external loads causing divergence in the
unbalanced forces, in other words, producing excessive 
deformations at the joints, is considered as the buckling load of 
the system.
Calculating the buckling load in grid shells more or less
follows the same process. The only difference is the out-of
-balance forces are checked by making sure that the strain value 
in every patch in the shell, which is created as a result of
forming the shell to a certain shape from the initial one, is
zero. That will lead to modify the total stiffness matrix of the
shell to include the part concerning the non-linear behaviour.
1-6 Buckling of grid shells
Grid shells could be considered as a system of interconnected 
arches and at the same time they behave in some ways like ’true* 
shells. Therefore the buckling behaviour of grid shells is a 
combination of the behaviour of arches and shells.
The understanding of the buckling of grid shells can be made 
easier by comparing the behaviour of a squash ball and a ping-pong 
(table tennis) ball when they resist a load. The squash ball
represents a thick shell with comparatively high bending stiffness 
compared with membrane stiffness, while the ping-pong ball 
represents a thin shell. The crossing members of grid shells are 
free to rotate, so that their membrane stiffness is comparatively
low meaning that they will behave as a squash ball.
A squash ball undergoes large deformation before the maximum 
load is reached, but a ping pong ball buckles suddenly after very 
little deformation. This applies even if holes are made in the 
balls to remove any effect of internal air pressure.
Using ties with grid shells may increase their shear 
stiffness and change their behaviour from thick to thin shells.
The main advantage of using ties on a grid shell is to
increase the collapse load of the shell and control the large 
deflections. But on the other hand the shell becomes more 
sensitive to imperfections and creep which leads to a gradual
increase in the imperfections.
Ties were used on the Mannheim Exhibition Centre 1973. In 
model tests reported by Happold and Liddell (1975), the addition 
of ties increased the collapse load and reduced the size of the 
buckle. Also with ties the shell under uniform loading became 
more brittle and the collapse was sudden.
From this discussion, the buckling analysis of grid shells 
must be non-linear.
CHAPTER TWO
C R EE P BUCKLING
2-1 G eneral
The prediction of the buckling loads has been studied in 
chapter 1, and as mentioned, the creep buckling and the
imperfection have a great effect on the exact values of the
buckling load of the grid shell especially those made from timber. 
This effect can be considered as ’Vicious circle* for the
behaviour of any structure under creep. When a load is applied, a 
moment and deflection will be created. This deflection will 
increase by the time and that means extra moment, thus leading to 
more deflection and this operation will be repeated until the
structure collapse.
However, the effect of the creep buckling ,on different types 
of columns, will be discussed and recommended points will be 
explained in the case of grid shells.
2-2 Introduction and literature review
When a piece of material is subjected to external forces, it 
will deform elastically. If the load is increased, part of the
load ------- > m om ent
m o r e  moment *
more d e f le c t io n
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deformation will become plastic, that is will not be regained upon 
removing the load. When unloaded, some metals show an
instantaneous reverse deformation followed by a slow recovery of 
part of the remaining deformation. Such time dependent deformation
is termed creep, Fig.(2-1) shows the typical curve of creep and 
creep recovery.
There is always some eccentricity in all real columns.
Therefore when an axial load is applied there will always be an 
increase in lateral displacement due to elastic, plastic and/or
creep strains. The deflection due to creep will increase with time 
and this is equivalent to an increase in the initial imperfection.
Catastrophic failure is a short term phenomena and occurs due to 
elastic instability, plastic deformation and/or brittle fracture.
There are three periods of time that can be observed during 
the creep rate process. As shown in Fig.(2-2), the first stage 
which is called the primary stage, usually occurs immediately upon 
the application of the load, the creep rate at that time is
usually very high and the instantaneous deformation in this period
may be partly elastic and partly plastic. Subsequently the rate 
at which the deformations proceed becomes constant; this is the 
secondary or the steady stage of creep and is usually the most
important one in engineering applications. It is followed by a 
third period in which the creep rate is increasing. Hoff (1958)





e l a s t i c  recovery 
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Fig. (2-1) Schematic curve of creep and creep recovery
(e
i i h i
Fig.(2-2) Strain and strain-rate in constant stress creep test
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The creep phenomenon is strongly temperature-dependent, the 
creep rates increase markedly with raising the temperature. On the
other hand, creep buckling is a phenomenon which does not
intrinsic dependently on temperature. Creep buckling has an
interesting consequence for elements subjected to compression. As 
shown in Fig. (2-3) the column is slightly curved in its natural
state before the compressive load (P) is applied to i t  This is a
reasonable assumption because all structures must have an initial 
imperfection, but never to zero tolerance. Similarly, an 
experienced testing machine operator can align the column a great
deal of accuracy, but never perfectly.
In creep buckling the column load can not be based on a fixed
critical load but rather depends on the allowable deflection which
occurs to it at a certain time, Hult (1966) , Finnie, et al (1959)
and Illston (1978). The first analysis of creep buckling appears 
to be due to Siegfried (1943), who pointed out that creep buckling 
could occur, and illustrated this for a material in which the
strain rate is proportional to stress. The first reference to a 
specific problem of creep buckling appeared a few years later when
Ross (1946) and (1947) studied the influence of creep on the
buckling load of concrete columns.
From 1947 to 1957, many studies have been carried out to
investigate the creep buckling of columns and plates followed by
an interesting applications on bars and columns. In 1952 ,Libove,
has studied a slightly crooked H-section columns for some
materials. The material is characterized by a strain-time
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e = g  + A eP ° t k (2-1)
where:- E,A,B and k are the material constants
e, c  and t are the strain, stress and time subsequent to 
load application respectively,
Also the obtained strain increments are based on strain hardening.
The analysis assumes that the deflected shape of the column
remains a sine-wave. This assumption enables the calculations to 
be based on only the centre cross section of the column and 
enables the results for the "H" column to be presented in a closed
form. The accuracy of the method will depend on the agreement 
shown between the data and the previous empirical expression, 
which neglects initial plastic strain and creep recovery.
Higgins (1951) has investigated a complete analysis for 
inelastic columns. He used four fundamental assumptions in his 
analysis. Three of them are usually used in most of the structural 
analysis; viz, that plane sections remain plane, lateral 
deflections are small compared with the length, and the 
stress-strain relations for bending are the same as for pure
tension and compression loading. The fourth and the important 
assumption is that the rate of inelastic strain at a given stress
level depends only on the total value of inelastic strain at that
time. The only disadvantage in this study might result from negl­
ecting the creep recovery. The analysis predicted a change in the
shape of the column-deflection curve with time which required an
iterative method for the numerical solution. A good agreement has
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been found in the comparison between Libove and Higgins studies.
Both of them in their studies have followed Shanley's
approach (1952) which is based mainly on strain hardening.
An expression for the critical time in creep buckling of a column, 
has been given by Hoff (1954) considering a two-hinged perfect
elastic idealized H-section. The elastic deformation during the
buckling process was neglected compared to the creep deformation.
Two important results have been written in this study; first, 
the time is comparatively not largely influenced by the initial 
crookedness of the column. Second, the critical lifetime of the
column is very sensitive to the magnitude of the applied average 
compressive stress. Odqvist (1954) after that generalized H offs
formula to include the effect of primary creep beside the
secondary creep. Continuation to the Hoff and Odqvist studies,
Hult (1955) considered the influence of the elastic deformation on 
the critical time which is deduced by Hoff and Odqvist. Hult in
his conclusion mentioned that the effect of elastic deformation,
as well as primary creep, shorten the critical buckling time.
2-3 M ethods o f  analysis of creep buckling
The method of analysis of creep buckling have been discussed
in different ways according to the analysis assumption. For
simplicity, these methods can be grouped as follows:-
a- Newtonian viscosity method: This method considers a special
case of creep where the strain rate is proportional to the 
stress. This analysis formed the basis of several creep 
buckling calculations. It has the advantage of the analytical 
convenience but is not applied to many structural materials. 
Usually the initial eccentricity is represented by half a sine 
curve, but a sine series or a constant initial eccentricity can 
also be assumed. Tne linear relation between creep rate and 
stress leads to the same as the stress distribution in the 
elastic case. The predicted deflection increases with time but 
no sudden great buckling ,of the type predicted for inelastic
columns, occurs. Failure may be defined in terms of a limiting 
stress, strain, or deflection.
b- Method based on a complete creep curve: This analysis of creep
buckling is very complicated to predict the real creep curve, 
and some simplification is usually needed. Often the deflected
shape is assumed to be sinusoidal throughout the life of the 
column, although it is known that this overestimates bending 
near the ends. This assumption greatly simplifies calculations, 
since only the centre cross section of the column needs then to 
be considered in the calculations. Such assumption could 
produce error, but is not likely to be serious.
c- Method depending on nonlinear stress: The first solution based
on the nonlinear stress analysis was given by Marin (1947) who 
assumed a steady-state creep law to represent the material
behaviour as follows:-
t  = P o n (2-2)
where £, o  are strain rate and stress
P,n are constants may be temperature dependent
In his study, the bending stresses have only been taken into 
consideration, and are not applied to cases in which the average 
stress is significant for example, short column with small 
eccentricity. Also Johnson et al (1956) treated the column in
which only bending stresses need to be considered, where the creep 
rate was taken to be a function of stress and time (time 
hardening).
2-4 C reep  buckling of columns
To investigate the creep buckling for plates and shells, it 
is sensible to postulate the studies of creep buckling of columns. 
According to the Shanley’s engineering hypotheses (1952), two 
major assumptions for a material at constant temperature can be 
written as follows:-
1- When a material is at some condition of stress(a) and strain
(e) and the stress is held constant, then the strain rate 
(3e/3t) is also constant. This rate of strain is a function of
the stress and the strain only. Following to this theory, the 
strain change (de) occurring during an infinitesimal time
interval(dt) at constant stress, may be written in the 
following formula;
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de = f(o,e) dt (2-3)
2- When a material is at some condition of stress(c) and strain
(e) and the stress is given an instantaneous change; then the 
material behaves elastically, with elastic modulus(E) being
that associated with the temperature of the material. Following 
this theory, the strain change (de) occurring during an 
instantaneous stress change (da) can be written;
d £ = (4 - )d o  (2-4)
A general expression for strain under variable uniaxial 
stress can now be formulated by considering the stress-time
relation to be made up of a series of infinitesimal steps. The 
total strain change can be written according to the last two
equations as follows:-
de= f(a,e)dt + ^ -jr- jd a  (2-5)
and by dividing by (dt) therefore, the average strain rate can be 
written as follows;
(af)= f(a,e) + (e ) (a?) • (2' 6)
This equation constitutes a general creep law for a material under 
varying stress. Applications may be made for different types of 
columns depending on the shape and number of degrees of freedom 
for each case.
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2-4-1 Creep buckling of a bar with one degree of freedom
Suppose two rigid bars AB and BC are jointed at B by a 
hinge,containing a spring subjected to creep, see Fig.(2-4). The
length of each bar is(L/2), and the initial angle of rotation is 
(cto) when the structure at rest,
a=ao . (2-7)
The final angle of rotation is <J>, where;
<J> = 2a-2oco 
and the bending moment is,
(2-8)




Fig.(2-4) Column with one degree of freedom
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So, the constitutive equations may be written as:-
<H>( i ) + 4»(c) (2-10)
where;
<jj( i ) ^ ( c ) gj-g instantaneous and creep deformation respectively
4»( * >=2(cti-0to) (2-11)
<t»( , ) = ( l-0 ) .( -^ r ) + « .( - ^ r ) k (2-12)
( ^ ) = ( i ) ( ^ r
where;
Me,Mn are constant bending moment depending on k,n 
respectively
t is the column life-time,
T is a certain time may be chosen to be 10 s, 
n,k are the temperature constants (l<k<^i),
0 is a constant between 0 and 1 corresponds to a linearly 
elastic deflection and the pure creep law respectively.
The structure is assumed to be at rest with a=cto. When the 
load, P, is applied instantaneously at t=0, the ensuing angle 
a=ai can be calculated from the following equation:-
2 ( a i - O o ) = ( l - 0 ) .  ( " 2 M ^ ) s i n a i + 0 -  ( ^ M ~ c s i n a i j  ( 2 - 1 4 )
where, the initial condition <j>(c )=0 at t=0 .
Assuming at a certain load P=Pcr, the structure becomes 
unstable, in sense that an infinitesimal increase of P  above Per 
cause a finite increase in ou. The angle corresponding to this 
instability load is denoted Ocr where otcr and Per depend on the 
initial angle ou>.
By applying the condition dP/dcti=0 and if the corresponding 
angle is denoted (etc) the equation (2-14) can be written as;
2 = ( l - 0 ) . |- ^ ^ j  cos etc + k.sink* W c o s  etc (2-15)
when 0=0
then
c tc= a  = 0  
Pcr=PE =




from equation (2-14) where < X i« l and c t c « l
(2-18)
Oic—
I - ( l - e > [ A ] l < P n^Pe )
• K
(2-19)
from equation (2-10) <J>(c * =<}>-<j>( 1J
Hence,
(2-20)
d(j>(c)_ d<j> d<j>(i) (2-21)
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Then,
PL . n  1 .sin a  =( x )*( 2M nJ
4 r [ 2‘( l'0 ) ( ‘2M 'e)cosa-0[-7^;] k-smk !a.cosaJ (2-22)





j^2-(l-0) jcosa-0 ^ 2M“e] k sink 1a.cosaj/sinna  da
(2-23)




|^2-(l-0)^j cosa-0 k.sink la.cosaJ/sinna  da
(2-24)
where; T is equal to tc/x time factor dimensionless,
PP is equal to P/Pe* load ratio dimensionless,
F is equal to PL/2Mn dimensionless load factor.
From equation (2-24) the relation between the column 
deformation and time can be calculated according to the applied 
load term (PP), the initial angle(ao) and the material properties 
A,0,n and K. Figures (2-5) & (2-6) shows the relation between 
time and deformation for different values of loads ratios at 0= 
0.1,0.9. The initial deformation is constant for all cases. 
Appendix (A-l-a) includes more figures for different values of 
load ratio (F).
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PP=2.0 & N=1.6 & K=1.5
theta=0.1 and initial angle=1.0
1 0 - 1
,1*’
1008020 40 600
A L P H A ( c )
Fig.(2-5) Column with one degree of freedom
Legend
P /PE =0.40 
P /PE = 0.50  
P /P E -0 .6 0  
P /PE =0.70 
P /P E -0 .8 0  
P /PE = 0.90
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p p = 2 .0  & N=1.6 & K=1.5 
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P /PE =0.90
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2-4-2 Two hinged H-section column
The analysis of the creep buckling for two hinged-bar is
quite complex, unless the bar cross-section is of the idealized
H-type as shown in Fig. (2-7). In this case, the stress
distribution across the bar is statically determinate, and only
its distribution along the bar remains unknown. For
simplification, the deformation curve is assumed to be sinusoidal, 
and an approximate solution of the resulting differential equation 










The equilibrium equations are,
=p (2-26)
OiAH _  G2AH =pw (2 2?)
With Om=P/A 6= 2w/H
A=2W/H C= ik /L
there results ai=  Om.(l+A sinQ for inner flange
0 2 = Om.(l-A sinQ for outer flange (2-28)
and the compressive strain of the two flanges are;
e i = £ o ■h ( L 2  - L - )  0 - 2 , ,
e 2 = £ o - lv ra2w a2w“H | - S  - (2-30)
ei-62=2 (JtH/L)2(A-Ao) sin£ (2-31)
where Co is the compressive strain of the centre line and wo(x) is 
the initial deflection. Therefore, according to the constitutive
creep equations where in the inner flange the stress, oi, is 
increasing and in the outer flange the stress, 0 2 , is decreasing 
during the creep deformation then;
d£i_ 1 d o i .d  f a i ) k , 1 fa i)n n
■fft- "E 31“  3t(5kJ x[cSrJ {I' i2)
d£2 1 da2, 1 f02)n _ f'y-ar=-r3r+ xl^ J ssn 02 <2-33>
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where the signum function is defined by
sgn x =-1 x < 0
0 x = 0
+1 x > 0
The differential equation can be written as follows;
a r ^ - l t  - ( M )  ( ^ ) k.(l+A)k l] ^ [ ( l +A )"-|l-A |"sgn(l-A )] (2-34)
The creep buckling will occur after a certain finite time,
and (tc) which can be obtained by the following integration;.
[, Om K E f Om ) x 1 , a \ k - ll 
^ o T - ' T o e  o T  I ( 1 + A )  I 
---------------------------------------------- — dA (2-35)
[ (1 + A )“ - 11-A |” sgn(l-A )j
-  .
0e=(jiH/2L)2.E
A (o )= A o /[l- |= -] (2-36)
Figures (2-8) and (2-9) show the relation between time factor
(tc/x) and the angle of rotation (cti) for different values of
stress ratios (cWok) at initial angle ou= 1°
More results are given in Appendix(A-l-b) for different 
values of (am/ok).
Sm/SK=0.01 & S m /S n= 0 .05  
initial alpha=1.0
- X
/  , /
A.  "
/ /  j T  *******  ^ ******
Legend
* P/PE=0.40 
' P /PE =0.50 
= P/PE=0.60
• P/PE=0.70
......—r- ■■ -..i-------  t  ............ 1------------
• P /PE =0.80
* F£PE=0.90
0  10 2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  6 0
a l p h a ( c )
Fig.(2-8) Two hinged H-section column
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Sm/SK=0.01 & Sm /Sn=0.10 
initial alpha=1.0
Legend
• P /PE =0.40
■ P /P E = 0 .5 0  
= P /PE = 0.60
• p/ pe:~ o .7o
• P /P E = 0 .80
■ P /P E = 0 -9 0
Fig.(2-9) Two hinged H-section column
n ------------- r — t  ------------ 1------------ -i
2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  60
a l p h a ( c )
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2-4-3 Unstable case
As shown in Fig.(2-10-a), a spring(X) has been attached to 
the bar(L) to keep it vertical. Small imperfection(Ao) has assumed
at time t=0 .
The tension force in the spring
F=X(A-Ao) 
or F=X.L(sina-sinao)
Comparing the spring model 
shown in Fig.(2-10-b) then the 




* = *<*>+<t>(c >
(j) = 2(sina - sinao)
M = (FL/2)
M = (PL/2).tana
can be easily written as;
(2-37)
(2-38)
with bar that has one hinge as 
relation between the initial angle 









Using equations (2-12) and (2-13) of the creep deformation, 
therefore;
2(sinai-sinao)=(l-0) tana+6 ^M e] tank°t (2-39)
When dP/doti=0 and etc is the corresponding angle, hence;
2 c o s a = ( l - e ) f ^ ; |se c 2a + e .K . f - |^ ; j  tank l a.sec2a  (2-40)
Substituting equation (2-13) and (2-40) in equation (2-21)
therefore,
d a
H T [2 cosa-(l-O) | ^ - e|  sec2a-0.K. ^ - 1  tank ' 1 a.sec2a l
t a n ” a  (2_41) 
The creep buckling time tc can be calculated as;
tc r2M n)n
co sa-(l-9 ). I ^Me] s ec2 ( i M^)  tank 1(x-sec2a
x
a*
,a c  2
tan "a
(2-42)
A relation between the column’s lifetime and the deflection 
is shown in Figures(2-ll) and (2-12). Appendix (A-l-c) includes 
more figures for different values of (PL/2Mn) and (0). Also a 
list of the computer programs which have been used in this 
calculation is shown in Appendix A-2
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2-5 Creep buckling of plates and shells
The studying of creep buckling for plates and shells is more 
complex than in case of pin-ended columns. A similar approach
relating creep buckling to the existing inelastic buckling 
solutions for the pin-ended column is indicated for the plates and
shells. The inelastic buckling solutions can be obtained in turn
by replacing the elastic modulus, in the elastic buckling
equations, by an effective modulus of the plates.
The effective modulus involves both the tangent modulus and 
the secant modulus of the plates is shown in Fig.(2-13). The
effective modulus equals the tangent modulus when the longitudinal
bending predominates the deformation. On the other hand, when 
longitudinal bending is small compared with other types of







2-6 C reep buckling o f grid shells
In section 1-6 it was stated that grid shells are system of 
interconnected arches and therefore grid shells exhibit structural 
behaviour part way between that of arches and that of shells. This 
also applies to their deflection due to creep. The creep 
behaviour of an individual grid shell member will be similar to 
that of a member can only be calculated if one knows the
deformation of the structure as a whole. The structure is 
statically indeterminate where as a single pin ended column is 
statically determinate. In order to predict the creep behaviour of 
grid shells it is necessary to:
a) Assume a relationship between bending moment, curvature and 
time.
b) Employ an analysis technique which steps through time. 
Equilibrium of forces and moments has to be maintained and the 
increment of displacements must be compatible with the 
increments of creep and elastic strains.
2-7 Conclusion
General conclusions can be written for creep buckling 
of columns as follows;
a) Column with one degree of freedom.
- The lifetime of this column depends on four different factors 
as follows;
1) a  the initial angle,
2) n,k temperature functions,
3) P,F load ratios,
4) 0 deflection constant.
- The load ratios have a significant effect on the column 
lifetime
- The temperature and deflection functions have less influence 
on the relation between the deformation and time.
• The initial angle of rotation up to 5° does not make a big
difference.
b) Two hinged H-section columns.
The following factors have been found effective in shortening 
the lifetime of such column against the deformation.
1) Increasing the loads ratios (P/PE) and (cm/on), where
the(PE ) is the Euler load.
2) Decreasing the temperature functions n,k
3) Finally, the initial deformation does not have a noticeable
influence on the relation between the time and the deformation.
c) Unstable structure.
The critical time of the column can be predicted more easily
than the other two cases as shown in Figures (2-12) and (2-13).
CHAPTER THREE
FUNDAM ENTAL PR IN C IPL E S
Certain principle theories will be used in this thesis, such 
as the theory of minimization of the total potential energy and 
the principle of virtual work as well as the finite element
techniques and the spline function. Therefore, it is important to
discuss briefly these principles.
3-1 The calculus of variations
The calculus of variations was conceived by Bernoulli, Euler,
and Lagrange for the solution of a certain group of problems in
differential geometry and physics. This branch of mathematics
together with the theory of linear differential equations form the
backbone of the mathematical treatment of various problems in
statics and dynamics. Knowledge of the fundamental features of 
the calculus of variations is indispensable for a thorough under­
standing of the nature of the energy method. The most important 
advantage of this advanced mathematical analysis, is dealing with
structural elements with different boundary conditions and this is 
the case in the present study.
The calculus of variations enables problems posed in terms of 
minimization of certain quantities to be reformulated as 
differential equation.
For instance, the differential equation of a plane curve, can 
be provided by using the calculus of variations as follows;




The energy equation of this curve is;
_ pi= ds + pjcos v  ds is minimum ( 3 - 1 )
After a small displacement dy, the energy equation will take the 
following form;
1+31= | |d(xjf+dxj^)j ds +  p | c o s ( v + d v )  d s ( 3 - 2 )
and with some simplification the change in the energy can be 
calculated;
3I=| 2 j j f  ds - p jd y  sin V ds. ( 3 - 3 )
If I is a minimum then 51=0 to the first order in 5y and by using
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integration by parts then the dl must =0 for any <h|f;
P + P sin y  = 0 
d s2
(3-4)
So, this is the plane curve differential equation.
The calculus of variations is described in details in Forsyth
(1960), and for more applications on two-dimensions and surface
problems under different types of boundary conditions can be seen 
in Williams (1987).
3-2 P rincip le  of virtual work
The principle of virtual work is related to two distinct and
separate systems in which the first is a set of forces in
equilibrium, with the external forces (P) and internal stresses
(a), and the second is a set of geometrically compatible deform­
ations, with the displacements (A) and strains (e). The principle 
states that for any system in equilibrium, the external virtual 
work must be equal to the internal virtual work, hence;
Where; P and a  represents the equilibrium system




From the above relation, one of the systems always relates to
a real or actual structure in which some sort of solution is 
required, while the other is an imaginary or virtual system. 
Therefore, it is possible to have the option of establishing;
a) Theorem of virtual forces in which a real system of 
displacements and strain is coupled to a virtual system of
forces and stresses applying equation (3-1), then
Z(Virtual external forces).(Actual displacements)
= | (Virtual stresses).(Actual strains) dv (3-2)
v
b) Theorem of virtual displacements in which a real system of
forces and stresses is coupled to a virtual system of 
displacements and strains. Again, using equation (3-1),
Z(Actual external forces).(Virtual displacements)
= | (Actual stresses).(Virtual strains) dv (3-3)
v
Equation (3-2) is used to calculate displacements and leads 
to the unit load theorem while equation (3-3) is used to calculate
external forces and leads to the unit displacement theorem.
Therefore the virtual work analysis is considered more 
general in structural problem applications especially with the
nonlinear problems such as shells as it will be shown later.
It is important to notice that the virtual work theorem makes 
no assumptions regarding material behaviour. Thus the theorem can
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be applied to problems in elasticity, plasticity and problems 
involving creep.
3-3 P rincip le of m inim um  total potential energy
The total potential energy of a system is defined as,
♦  = U + W  (3-4)
in which W is the potential energy of the external force, P, in 
the deformed configuration and is defined as.
W = - I  P.A (3-5)
and U is the strain energy of the deformed structure and is given 
by,
U= J  ( J a  dej dv (3-6)
If the deformed system is now taken as the real or the actual 
system and a set of small geometrically compatible displacements 
3A, as the virtual system, then by virtue of equation (3-3) it is 
possible to establish that,
I  P.3A = f (a.3e) dv . (3-7)
V
However, due to the imposed virtual displacements, the actual 
system will also undergo a change of a total potential energy of
34>=3U+3W
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then 3t>=f (o.3e)dv - E  P.3A (3-8)
By comparing equation (3-7) with equation (3-8), it can be
concluded that
04> = 0 (3-9)
in other words, the total potential energy of a system in
equilibrium is stationary, and also because it can be further
proved that the energy is always a minimum for stable structures, 
it is called the principle of the minimum potential energy. The
principle can also be alternatively expressed as "of all compa­
tible displacements satisfying given boundary conditions, those
which satisfy the equilibrium conditions make the total potential
energy an assumed a stationary value". A solution satisfying both
equilibrium and compatibility is of course the correct solution 
for a linear elastic problem.
However, such solutions are difficult, if not impossible, to
work out for the majority of cases and researchers have to resort
approximate solutions by assuming compatible displacements with 
undetermined parameters such that the total potential energy of
the system is a minimum.
It follows that if a set of trial displacement functions with
unknown parameters A . ■ is used to approximate the actual
displacements of a system, then it is possible to determine such




J a r = °  <3' 10>
this relation has been used extensively in the derivation of
finite element stiffness matrices as it will be explained in the
following section.
3-4 Num eral analysis approach
The solution of the differential equations of a complex
structure such as shells, might only be possible by the numerical
methods. The finite differences and the finite element techniques
are considered the most powerful tools for the structural
engineering problems.
3-4-1 F inite d ifference analysis
All the methods of structural analysis are essentially
concerned with solving the basic differential equations of
equilibrium and compatibility supplemented by equations describing
material behaviour. Analytical solutions are limited to the cases
when the load distribution, section properties and boundary
conditions can be described by mathematical expressions. But for
complex structures numerical methods are in general a more
practical means of analysis.
The numerical solution by finite differences generally 
requires replacing the derivatives of a differential equation by
difference expressions of the function at the nodes.
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The numerical solution by finite differences governing the 
displacement (or stress) is applied in a difference form at each 
node, relating the displacement at the given node and nodes in its 
vicinity to the external applied load. This usually provides a 
sufficient number of simultaneous equations for the displacements 
(or stresses) to be determined. The finite difference
coefficients of the equations applied at the nodes on ,or close
to, the boundary have to be modified compared with the
coefficients used at interior points in order to satisfy the
boundary conditions of the problem.
3-4-2 F in ite  elem ent analysis
The main disadvantage of the finite difference is the
difficulty encountered in providing extra nodes in areas where 
greater accuracy is required. Also, this analysis does not ,of 
itself, provide a method of interpolation between nodes. On the 
other hand the finite element method starts with the question of
interpolation. The finite element method has been applied widely 
to many structural and non-structural problems, see Zienkiewicz
(1967),(1971).
In the finite element method, the actual continuum is
replaced by an equivalent idealized structure composed of discrete 
elements refereed to as finite elements. Each discrete element
is required to deform reasonably and similarly to the deformation 
developed in the corresponding region of the structure.
Continuity in displacement and slope between each two
neighboring nodes should be adjusted, in some problems the
curvature also is needed to be continuous.
Continuity must be granted
a t every neighbouring edges 
of discrete element
The main aim of this technique is to converge to the true 
solution as the number of elements is increased. This aim can be 
achieved by choosing a suitable displacement function. Many
authors such as Coates et al (1972) and Ghali et al (1978) in 
their books mentioned that a good displacement function should 
satisfy the following conditions;
a) The displacement function and its derivatives should be 
continuous within the element.
b) Allow nodal displacements caused by rigid body translations and 
rotations to occur without changing the strain energy within 
the element.
c) Allow the strain within the element to be uniform for all 
states.
d) Maintain the internal compatibility within the element and also 
maintain compatibility and displacements between adjacent
elements at the nodes and along the boundaries.
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A stiffness matrix is written to relate the nodal forces to
the nodal displacement parameters, using, as mentioned before, the 
principle of virtual work or the minimum of total potential
energy.
A set of simultaneous algebraic equations is formed, the
solution of which gives the nodal displacements, which in turn are
used to determine all the internal stresses.
In the application of the finite element on curves and
surfaces, the stiffness matrix of the element will deal with the
coordinates of the control points that cover the element or the
patch. The overall stiffness matrix will be formed from the 
overlapping between the control points which will cover all the
surface. Therefore an interpolation method must be needed to 
guarantee the smoothness of the curve or the surface.
CHAPTER FOUR
GEOM ETRIC FUNDAM ENTALS
4-1 The spline function as an interpolation method
The finite element method requires displacement functions
which allow interpolation of displacements between nodes within an 
element. In this section the use of the spline function for
interpolation will be discussed.
The modem mathematical theory of spline approximation was 
introduced by Schoenberg (1946). In that paper he developed 
splines for use in a new approach to statistical data smoothing.
The application of splines to surface interpolation uses
methods which were first developed for plane curves. Therefore 
the application of splines to plane curves will be discussed prior 
to consider surfaces. Complex curved surfaces such as car bodies 
or aerodynamic surfaces of aircraft may need a definite math­
ematical representations. As described by Faux and Pratt (1979) , 
Riesenfeld (1973) and Gordon (1979) ., the procedure used for the 
mathematical representation of surfaces such as these, commonly 
runs roughly as follows;
a) Two notional sets o f lines are envisaged to lie in the surface, 
one set running fore and aft, the other transversely. This
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network of lines defines a number of ’topologically 
rectangular* patches, each of which, for a smooth surface will 
be bounded by four smooth continuous curves.
b) The coordinates of the intersections of this notional mesh are 
measured from a model or a set of cross-sectional drawings of 
the surface.
c) An interpolatory technique is used to establish firm mathe­
matical specifications of the two sets of lines comprising the
network.
d) Each mesh cell of the network now has four well-dimensional
boundaries, and the interior of the cell is filled by using
two-dimensional interpolation.
The mathematical details of the process described are
simplest when the curved surface is defined with respect to a flat
plane, the (x,y)-plane, the mesh being composed of lines of
constant x and of constant y. The fitting of plane curves can be
achieved by applying one of the classical methods of numerical
analysis such as Lagrange’s method, Hermite’s method and the Least 
squares polynomial. Never the less, each of those methods has one 
at least of the following major disadvantages;
1- Oscillatory tendencies.
2- Inability to produce a smooth curve.
3- A requirement for gradient values at the data points.
4- Discontinuity in slope (the second derivative).
By using a low-degree polynomial the problem of oscillation
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can be reduced and using a cubic function, the continuity of the
first and second derivative can be provided.
4-1-1 Cubic spline
The generation of a cubic spline <|>(x) which fits the data
points (x.,y.), i=l,2, ..,n can be written as follows;
a) <J>(x) is a polynomial of degree<3 in each interval (x. ^<x< x.)
b) <(>(x.) =y.
c) d>'(x) and 6"(x) are continuous at the nodes x .x ...,x
1 2  n * 1
The practical implementation of cubic splines may be started 
by considering initially only a single span of the spline, whose 
width is h .=x.-x . , as shown in Fig.(4-1). Since <{>(x) is
cubic. 4>'(x) is quadratic and <j>"(x) is linear in x over this 
span. If <J>"(x. ,)=S. l and ^"(x .) are given at any point on the
span by the linear interpolation formula;





where the constants of integration and C2 may be evaluated from 
the end conditions <j>(x. 1)=yi j , <Kx.)=y . to give,
X X Xi-1 i
Fig(4-1)
S. fx.-x)3 S.(x-x )3
0(x)= - 1 ^ 1 ----- + 1 M~W
{y , S. ,h.\ ,y. O..I1A
“ FT------------V ^ *  i ' x ) + { l f  “  ~ V i } ( x ' x  i • 1} ( 4 ' 3 )
r S h.
This expresses the interpolating cubic over the span X) ; < x < x. 
in terms of two known: y ,y , and two unknown: S ,S .
*  i - 1 i i - 1 i
The values of S and S can be determined by using the 
property of First derivative continuity at the nodes of the 
spline. On differentiating equ.(4-3) with respect to x and setting 
x=x. and after some simplification then the equation will lead to;
y.-y., s .h s. .h
\  * *•» j  * * j ••i 1
* ( x i ) = - H -  +  - 3 “  +  - 5 “
(4-4)
Now by replacing (i) by i+1 throughout (4-3) the cubic which
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interpolates the next span, (x. < x £ x . + j) can be obtained. By 
differentiating this and setting x=x. then,
i+1 i+1
~ 5----- (4-5)
where h. =x. - x.
i + i  i + i  i
Since <|>'(x) is to be continuous across x=x. the right hand sides 
of (4-4) and (4-5) must be equal, this gives,
which is linear in the three unknowns S . , S . and S . . An
,x can also be written. But there are (n+1) values of S to ben - 1
calculated, namely S0>S,» ,Sn, and therefore two additional
relations must be needed to complete the system and to compute the 
spline unambiguously.
By assuming that each end span is a quadratic function, and
has a constant second derivative, the two extra constraint
equations are SQ=Si and Sn j=S . This assumption is the only one 
fairly obvious method to solve the function without specifying any 
derivative values. A more satisfactory way of doing this, however, 
is to set up a single cubic over the double span (xQ«x« x2) which
is also required to interpolate the point (x ,y ),' and similarly
at the other end of the spline. The resulting equations are,
(4-6)
equation of this type for each of the (n-1) internal nods x ,x ,
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h Sn - (h + h  )S, + h S = 0 2 0 1 2  1 1 2
h S - (h + h ) S  , + h  S = 0
n n - 2  n - 1 n n - 1 n - 1 n
(4-7)
It should by now be apparent that splines are smooth yet
flexible and have many applications in curve fitting and design.
They have great advantages where second order continuity is
attained (so that curvature is continuous) and that a little
priori derivative information is required in their construction. 
They do have limitations, however, among which are;
a) A local modification involves the recomputation of the entire
splines,
b) A spline as treated here will not cope with a vertical tangent,
c) Oscillation problems may arise in the approximation of a curve
with a discontinuity in its second derivative, for example the 
continuation of a straight line by a circular arc.
Of these three problems, the first can be avoided by the use
of a B-splines, as will be explained in the section 4-1-2, while
the second can be overcome and the third be alleviated by the use
of parametric splines.
4-1-2 B-spline
The last section shows how a cubic spline can be constructed 
over (n) spans. By virtue of the continuity conditions imposed,
the only data requirements are the function values y. to be
interpolated at the (n+1) nodes, together with just two extra
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items of information, making (n+3) items of data in all.
Bearing this in mind, the construction of a cubic spline 4K*)
is considered to have the properties 4>(x)=4>/(x)=4)"(x)=0 at each
end. These six items of data should enable the unique spline over
three spans to be computed . This is indeed so, but the spline 
proves to be <})(x)=0, which do not neglect to fit the end
conditions and has the required continuity at the nodes. The case
of four spans is much more fruitful, then an additional item of 
data is needed, and can therefore specify a non-zero function
value at an internal nodes, which ensure that the spline is not
identically zero. The general form of the resulting curve is as
shown in Fig.(4-2), where the spline has been extended from its 
end-points x. 4>x. by straight lines along the X-axis.
x x X X X XX
i-2i-5 i -4 i-3 i-1 i
Fig.(4-2)
This analysis can also be understood from the draughtman’s
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spline as shown in Fig. (4-3). Where every part of it is assumed 
to be a piece of elastica. Drawing the deflection line which is 
considered as a small deflection problem, the shear force equation 
can be written in the form;
then;
dM . 0 O
dx3
y= £ j  g- + Ax2+ Bx + C
(4-8)
(4-9)
where; A,B and C are constant, and by satisfying the end
conditions an extra item of data (like the end forces) is needed 
to get the required shape of the B-spline.




Fig. (4-3) draughtman’s spline
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The result is a cubic spline over an indefinite number of 
spans, but which departs from zero only over precisely four of 
those spans. Such a function is called a B-Spline (or fundamental 
spline) of order 4 (or degree 3). A B-spline is said to be a 
spline of minimal support, its support being the number of spans 
over which a spline is non-zero.
The practical importance of B-splines is due to the property 
that any spline of order m on a set of nodes x ,x ,....,x can be 
expressed as a sum of multiples of B-splines defined on the same 
node set extended by (m-1) additional nodes at each end of the 
range, which may be chosen arbitrarily; x ,x and*m+ 1 * m+ 2 - 1
x ,...,x . It is possible to construct m+n-1 successiven + 1 n+m- 1
B-splines on the extended node set, each of which is non-zero over 
just m consecutive spans hence;
<t>(x)= z  c . M (x) (4-10)
i m i
1 =  1
where, <J>(x) is any spline of degree (m-1) on the original node set 
,M . (x) is the spline on the extended node set which is non-zeromi
for (x, <x<x ) and c. are numerical coefficients.i -m l l
The result is very significant because the B-spline is only 
locally non-zero. If a spline of degree m-1 is expressed in terms 
of B-splines, therefore changing the coefficient of one of the 
B-splines will alter precisely m spans of the curve, without 
affecting its continuity properties. This means it is possible to
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make any local modifications to the curve without having to 
recompute it completely.
4-2 P aram etric  cubic curves
4-2-1 The cubic B-spline curve segm ent
Using the spline function as an interpolation method has been
briefly discussed in section 4-1, more explanation will be needed
to enter the cubic B-spline with the theory of curves.
Faux (1979) deduced a formula of the cubic B-spline curve
segment which may be written in the form
r(u) = 6 I1
for
u3] r 1 4 1 (1 r p i
p 2-3 0 3 0 M
3 -6 3 0 p ,
-1V 3 -3 1J . p < .
(4-11)
and for short r(u) = |  u } [ ^  on^  o^r
where P . are the position vectors of the control polygon points, 
as shown in Fig.(4-4).
The relation between the curve segment and its control points 
can be written from the equation (4-11) by using the end condition 
of the segment u=0 and u=l as follows;
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r(u=0)= 2 p  ,T F 2 + [vp,] (4-12)
r(u=l)= 2 P + T F 3 + "®"1 (4-13)
The cubic basis functions o f the B-spline curve segments is
all non negative on (0,1), and sum to unity. Then any point of
segment is a weighted average of the four control points defining
the associated polygon. This implies that the entire curve segment
lies within the convex hull of its control points, therefore with 
complex curves more development must be needed for this function.
(u)u=0 u—1
P
Fig.(4-4) The cubic B-spline curve segment 
4-2-2 Composite B-spline curve
The single parametric cubic segments are not capable to
represent the complex curves which will be used in the
applications later in chapter 5. However, such curves can be
synthesized as sequences of cubic segments. It is important to
verify the continuity of the curves up to the second degree, as
clarified by Pratt, that means the tangent and the curvature must
be continuous, this allows more freedom in the construction of
83
smooth composite curves.
Therefore with the composite cubic B-spline curve, this 
continuity can be obtained automatically by arranging successive 
control polygons to overlap as shown in Fig. (4-5). In this figure 
it can be seen each successive control polygon has three of its 
four points in common with the preceding one.
According to the cubic B-spline curve segment, the values n(u=l) 
and n(u=0) coincide up to their second derivatives, so r, f and 





Fig(4-5) Composite cubic B-spline curve
4-2-3 cubic B-splines
Expansion of the right-hand side of equation (4-11) reveals 
that the cubic B-spline curve segment on the interval 0<u<l is 
defined in terms of the set of basis functions;
^ - ( l - u ) 3 , (4-6u2+3u3) , -^ (l+ 3u + 3u 2-3u3) , -£-u3
By considering a composite B-spline curve defined by a set of 
control points [P ,P ,.... ,P ] as shown in Fig.(4-5), the second
1 2  n
segment of the curve is expressed by equation (4-11) with the
control points in the column vector are replaced by P 2,P3,P4,P5 
and u replaced by u2, therefore the local parameter runs from 0 to 
1 on the new segment. However, by setting u2=u-l where u runs 
from 1 to 2 on the second segment, the parameter u can be used as 
a single global parameter over both segments. This stratagem 
allows parameterisation of the entire curve in terms of u, which
runs from 0 to n over the n segments and is related to the local 
parameter u. on the i lh segment by u.=u-i+l.
The curves representing these functions are illustrated on
the relevant interval in Fig.(4-6)
In terms of the global parameter u the basis functions on the
i segment are translated a distance i-1 along the u-axis as shown 
in the Fig.(4-6). From this figure it’s clear that the basis 
functions on each integer interval in u is continuous with those
on either adjacent interval.
In fact an analysis based on equation (4-11) shows that the 
second continuity is obtained between the curve segments where 
they join at integer value of u. The bold curve labelled N3(u),
in Fig.(4-6), is a second degree continuous curve composed of four 
cubic segments with the u-axis at u=0 and u=4, so that the
continuity of this curve is verified for all u but which departs
from 0 to 4 only on a four intervals.
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(u) N 2 ( u )  N3( u)  N 4 ( u )  N 5 ( u )
Fig.(4-6) Uniform cubic B-spline functions
4-3 P aram etric  cubic surfaces
4-3-1 The bicubic B-spIine patch
Pratt (1984) specified the bicubic B-spline patch 
to the cubic B-spline curve segment which has been 
section 4-2. The equation of the patch is given by;
r(u,v)=(l u u2 u3|dTDt|i v  v 2 v3j
only 0 <u< 1 and 0 <v< 1
where u and v are parameters as shown in Fig.(4-7), 
and [D]= 1 4 1 O'
-3 0 3 0
3 -6 3 0
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The central matrix [T] contains the coefficients of the basis
functions. These coefficients are the position vectors of a 4X4 
array of space points which form the vertices of a control
polyhedron of the surface patch.
fP n P ,2 P ,3 P u)
P21 P» P23 P24
P3, P33 P33 P34
lP4. P« P« PJ
However, the relation between the patch and the polyhedron is
different from the B-spline case, as shown in Fig.(4-7).
The figure shows that none of the control points lies on the
surface in general. Also, the B-spline surface patch lies inside
the convex hull of its control polyhedron.






Fig.(4-7) A bicubic B-spline patch and its control polyhedron
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4-3-2 Composite Bicubic Surface
The main condition of the composite surface is to keep the 
continuity in all components of r(u,v) as functions of u and v 
across the boundary. Then, the continuity of the tangent and 
curvature of the surface is usually required.
Resulting from the overlapping of the control polyhedra of 
neighbouring patches, the bicubic B-spline surface has automatic 
continuity of the second degree, as shown in Fig.(4-8) at least 12 
control points overlap between each two adjoining surface patch 
sharing a common boundary curve. Moreover, because the B-spline 
surface has a local modification property similar to that of the 
B-spline curve; a change in one control point modifies a maximum 
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Fig.(4-8) Part of the Control polyhedron 
of a Bicubic B-spline Surface
There are many studies that have been carried out to produce 
smooth surfaces subjected to these boundaries and conditions, such 
as Pratt (1984), Sturge (1986), Gordon (1974) and Williams (1980) 
,(1986). These studies can be used in the design of car bodies and 
aircraft as well as in the design of grid shells.
4-4 C urv ilinear coordinates
The coordinates x1 or x. referred to a right handed 
orthogonal cartesian system of axes define a three-dimensional 
Euclidean space. A general coordinates 0. or 0J can be introduced 
by the transformation;
0 i= 0 i (x1^ 2^t3) or 0 j = 0 j (Xi,x2,x3) (4-16)
where;
i and j =1,2,3 and 0. are arbitrary single valued functions 
of cartesian coordinates x. which can derivatives up to any 
required order and which are independent of each other. By 
reversing the transformation of the above equation, the x. can be 
written as;
x.= x.(e\e2,e3) and xj= x'Gj.e^ ep (4-n>
where the functions in (4-17) are also single-valued. With the 
above assumptions, each set of values of x. corresponds to a 
unique set of values of 0. and vice versa. Hence the variables 0. 
determine points in the defined three-dimensional Euclidean space,
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and it can represent the space instead of the cartesian system x..
The functions in equations (4-16), (4-17) are assumed to be 
single-valued and to have continuous derivatives so that the
correspondence between (x \x 2,x3) and (91,82,03) is unique.
The transformation of differential d 0 . and dx* are alsoi
unique and a linear one where;
<j0.= dx. . (4-18)
* 90* J
While the transformation of the variables x1 in (4-17) is not
linear in general.
The relation 0 (x!,x2,x3) = constant is the equation of a
surface and as the value of the constant varies a family of 
surfaces can be obtained. Also corresponding to i=l,2,3 three
families of surfaces are created and the point Of intersection of 
one member from each of these families determine one point in the 
space. The conditions imposed on the functions 0. ensure that the 
three surfaces obtained by taking a member of each family
intersect in one and only one point, thus defining the position of 
the point uniquely.
At this point, let R be the position vector which can be 
expressed as a function in coordinates 0. thus
R=R(0r 02,03) (4-19)
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and from (4-18) and (4-19);
dR»g g id6j (4-20)
where,
g .,g 2,g3 and g 1,g2.g3 are the covariant the contrvariant 
base vectors as mentioned in Green and Zema.
The relation between the two kinds of the base vector can be 
seen in Fig. (4-9).
The surfaces 0 = constant is called coordinate surfaces andi
refer to them briefly as the 0.-surfaces. The intersections of 
these surfaces also give three curves through every point P, two 
of them lying on each coordinate surface. These curves are called 








4-5 In troduction  to  d ifferen tia l geom etry of curves
Classical differential geometry is the mathematical study of 
the general properties of curves and surfaces embedded in three
dimensional Euclidean space. There are many authors like Struik 
(1961), Chung (1988), Coxeter (1961) and Lipschutz (1969) whom 
defined the curve in different ways. For instance Struik,
illustrated the curve in space as a path of a point in motion, and 
by using the parametric formulation, the equation of the curve in 
space was given in the form;
x .=x.(0) 0j<0 <$2 (4-21)
The parametric geometry is conventionally used in the
computer aided design of free-form curves and surfaces, but the
main advantage of using the parametric formulation is that any 
points on curves or surfaces can be easily computed.
On the other hand Coxeter studied the concept of the curve 
using the vector analysis as shown in Fig. (4-10). The Figure
shows that the curve C is given by expressing the radius vector 
OP=r of a generic point P as;
r  = Xji + x2j  + x3k (4-22)
where i j ,  k are the unit vectors in positive direction of
the coordinate x ,x and x .r  2 3
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The unit tangent of the curve C at point P may be calculated 
from the first derivative of r with respect to the arc length of 
the curve, s, as
Fig. (4-10)
t(s) = K s)= -^  (4-23)
If another parameter 0 is used instead of, s, the unit tangent
can be written (with respect to 0) as follows,
t(0)= f(e) (4-24)
l««>l
In fact, using a natural parameter like 0 is considered more 
general and convenient especial during the calculation of the
surface’s quantities as it will be seen in section (4-7).
By differentiating the unit tangent t(0) with respect to 0,
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the unit normal vector n, which is perpendicular to the tangent, 
can be obtained. Thus the curvature can be calculated as follows,
i “ .= K = t = f  = kn (4-25)
The value of k being positive or negative is according to the 
direction of n whether is on the concave or convex side of the 
curve as shown in Fig. (4-11).
From the above two orthogonal and continuous unit vectors t 
and n, another unit vector b is called the unit binormal vector is 
obtained from the vector product of t and n as follows,
pi ane
+-1 tangent line
Principle normal  l i ne
Fig(4-11)
b = t x n (4-26)
Therefore the three orthogonal vectors n,t and b can form a
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three orthogonal plane as shown in Fig.(4-12). From equation 
(4-26) the second curvature or the torsion can be calculated by 
using the first derivative of that equation,
B i no r ma 1 1 i ne
N orm al plane
Reefi fy in g “ 
plane Normal line
Oscul  a t i n g  plane
Tangent l in
Fig.(4-12)
b = t x n  + t x f t
b = k | n x n j  + t x ft
b = 0 + t x A (4-27)
also, ft= pt + xb (4-28)
where ft is orthogonal to n and therefore is parallel to the
rectifying plane so that, A is a linear combination of t and b as 
shown, by substituting equation (4-28) in equation (4-27).
b = t x |  p.t + x.b j = x | t X b |  = - xn (4-29)
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where the t,n and b are right handed orthogonal triplet and txb=-n 
then the torsion equation can take this final form,
x = -b.n (4-30)
Therefore the regular curve is uniquely determined by those
two scalar quantities, curvature and torsion, as a function of the 
natural parameter from equations (4-25) and (4-30) respectively.
4-6 The p aram etric  form ulation of the surfaces
The tensor analysis is widely used in differential geometry
and numerous problems in three dimensional analysis. The main
advantage of the tensor analysis that it is easy to transform a
set of coordinates from one frame of reference to another (see
Green and Zema (1968), or Bickley and Gibson (1965).
The well known physical quantities such as scalars (like
mass, volume) and vectors (like velocity, force, etc..) are
considered the simplest quantities that can be described by tensor
notation. In three dimensions a vector is represented by three
quantities, its components referred to some coordinate system. It
is rather more difficult to describe some entities as vectors, for
instance, the component of a stress distribution is associated
with two directions. Therefore, use of the tensor analysis made
it easy to seek expressions for such entities which are formally
the same for all coordinate systems.
For instance; the scalar quantity is called tensor of rank zero,
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the vector quantity is tensor of rank one, 
the stress distribution is tensor of rank two, 
and there are even more complicated quantities which are called
tensors of higher rank.
The geometric study of a surface ( 0 , ^ 2) embedded in three
1 2  3dimensions (x ,x ,x ) may be shown in Fig.(4-13) which represent
a portion of surface that define the position vector,
or
1 v r  2' 2 v r  2' 3 
for short where k=l,2 and 3.
(4-31)
where xk are cartesian coordinates and unit vectors in the 






At each point on the surface there are two sets of base
vectors. Firstly there are the covariant base vectors
a = - ^ r -  (4-32)
a  30
where, a  means partial differentiation with respect to 0 and may
have the value of 1 or 2.
In general and a2 are not unit vectors and they lie in the
local plane of the surface in the direction of increasing 01 and 
02 respectively. The third covariant base vector, a3, is the
local unit normal to the surface.
a ixa2
(4' 33)
The two contravariant base vectors, a 1 and a2, lie in the local
plane of the surface where a 1 is perpendicular to a 2 and a 2 is 
perpendicular to a , and have direction and magnitude such that
the scalar product
aa .ap = 5p = 1 if a=P (4-34)
= 0 if a*|3
where 8jJ are the Kronecker deltas.
The third contravariant, a , is also the unit normal so that;
a3=a3 (4-35)
The surface is usually known by a set of points in space 
which resembles a portion of a plane in the nighbourhood of each of 
its points, and this surface is considered the image of a
sufficiently regular mapping of a set of points in the space.
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Struik (1961) expressed the equation of the surface by its
rectangular coordinates x 1, as a function of two parameters 6 1 and
0 in a certain closed interval;2
x i =x i ( e l ,e2) (4-36)
where e '  S0.29? and e '< 8„se?I l l  2 2 2
Lipschutz (1969) introduced the surface equation using the
vectors analysis, then equation (4-36) may be written again as
follows;
x i=xi(0i ,e 2^ = x lg i+ x2g2+ x 3 g 3 ( 4 ' 3 7 )
The parameters Gjand ©2must enter independently in the 
surface equation.
By using the 0 J and 02 Parameters, the surface can be formed 
first by keeping 02 constant, then x will depend only on one 
parameter, 0 , ■ and thus determines a curve on the surface (a
parametric curve) 0 =constant. Secondly, 0 =constant represents• I
another parametric curve. When the constants vary, the surface is 
covered with a net of parametric curves, two of which pass through 
every point P, forming the family of «> curves 0 2=constant and the 
family of ©o curves G ^onstant.
The geometry of surfaces determined by certain local
invariant quantities is called the first and second fundamental 
forms and can be referred to those forms as follows;
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4-6-1 First fundamental form of the surface
The tensor notation is useful in dealing with the surface
analysis, in sense, it makes the subject more compact, but at the
same time more elusory. It might be more easier to understand this
form using the classical notation as in Struik. In spite of that
the tensor analysis will be used in the rest of this chapter which
will be used in chapter 6. Green and Zema (1968) provided a full
explanation of using the tensor analysis in surface, thus tensor
notation can be used to write those forms as follows,
The second order tensor aa ^ and aa p defined by the scalar
are the covariant and contravariant metric surface tensors
respectively. The distance, (ds) between two adjacent points on 
the surface is given by,
products;




=au (d0’)2 + 2alJ(d0')(d02)+a22(d02)2 (4-39)
This equation is known the first fundamental form of the surface.
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4-6-2 Second fundamental form of the surface
The second order tensor ba p can be defined from the scalar 
product of dr and da3 as follows;
dr.da =-a .a o^a .a o=a .an 
3 a 3,p 3 a,p 3 p,a
=-ba p dea deP=-ba ^  d8a d0o=-bp dea deP (4-40)
then,
ba p  “  b p a  " 'a a a 3,p- 'a p a 3 , a = a 3 a a , p = a 3 a p ,a  (4_41)
where a .a„=0 a  3
The subscript aP  means partial differentiation with respect 
to e“ and e^ .
bap  ls a symmetric seconc  ^ order tensor.
a is a unit vector and thus a „ » lies in the plane of the3 3,p r
surface.
In undergoing a small displacement, (dr), on the surface the
unit normal will change by (da3>. The component of (da3> in the
direction of (dr> is due to the normal curvature in that direction 
and the component of (da3> perpendicular to (dr> is due to the
twist of the surface in the direction of (dr). then the scalar
product
dr.da3 = (a ^ e V b ^ a ^ d e P )
= - b o  dOa dOP (4-42)
is known as the second fundamental form of the surface and the
normal curvature in the direction of dr is equal to
- 1 0 1 -
dr.da3 ^ ^  seconcj fundam ental fo rm  ^
dr.d r '  the f i r s t  fundam ental form  '  '
b R d e a d 0 P
a P  * .  (4-44)
d e^ d ePXp'
The minimum and maximum values of the normal curvature are 
the principal curvatures, which always occur in orthogonal
directions. The mean curvature, H, is the mean of the two values 
of k;
a b - 2a b +a b 
2H=b* = -1L H  LI (4-45)
a i . a22-( a i2>
and the Gaussian curvature, G, is the product of the two values;
p   I I  22 ^ 12^   l I i . 2  P  ( A
G = — — — - 7  = 12~ 1 2  = A t  v y  ( 4 - 4 6 )
n  22”  ^ 12^
The Christoffel symbols of the second kind can be defined as;
raP=Ipa = ^Vp <4'47>
The expressions for the derivatives of the base vectors of 
the surface, are written in the formulae of Weingarton and Gauss





\ a  xdr
T w ist=  ~ W ^ r
(a3xdr).da3
(4-49)
From the second fundamental form and Gaussian curvature,
important since it effectively shows that the Gaussian curvature
can be expressed in terms of the metric tensor (a .. ,a_,a ) and 
r  11 22 12
its derivatives only as;
(calculation of this equation is shown in Struik (1961) and 
Williams (1987)).
In the cable structures and grid shells, the Gaussian
curvature depends on the angle a  between the crossed elements,
then equation (4-50) is written as;
Gauss theorem can be produced. Gauss theorem is particularly
G= +a1 1 , 2 2  2 2 , 1 1 )
G - ae’ae2 (4-51)
where a. =a„ =1 . 11 2 2
-1 0 3 -
PART n
INTRODUCTION TO PART H
Part I of the thesis discussed the buckling behaviour of
structures and the analytical and numerical methods used in
buckling analysis.
In part II o f the thesis, this knowledge will be applied to
the buckling of grid shells. However before studying the grid 
shell properly the analytical and numerical techniques are first 
studied with a plane curve.
Chapter seven discusses an experimental study on a grid shell 
model. A general conclusions and possible suggestions for future
research on grid shells is written in chapter eight.
CHAPTER FIVE
STRAIN ENERGY EQUATION OF A PLANE CURVE  
USING CUBIC B-SPLINE FUNCTION
5-1 G eneral
The finite element analysis is applied to calculate the 
buckling load of a plane curve using the cubic B-spline function. 
The analysis studied the bending and stretching stresses of the 
curve as well as the boundary conditions.
5-2 The total potential energy of a plane curve
From the principle of minimum total potential energy which 
has been mentioned in part 1, the strain energy equation of a 
deformed curve C with length ds due to bending is





where p is the bending stiffness of the curve.
From Fig.(5-1) the curvature of the curve C is = ^  then 




The strain energy equation of the curve due to stretching is
or




= 2  |  a  (strain)2 ds . (5-5)
where a  is the axial stiffness of the curve, and from Fig.(5-1) 
this equation can be written as follows,
.d s
Q2 = a
d s ] 2 _ ds 2l 




where (df)f (du)i are ^  initial curve length
respectively. Also the strain energy of the springs S1,S2,S3 and 
S4 is
Qs= j  ^  S-52 (5-7)
where, S and 6 are the spring’s stiffness and displacement 
respectively.
The potential energy of the external forces P in the deformed 
configuration is defined as;
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Q4= - I  P.A 
where A is the displacement due to the force P
(5-8)
From the above equations, the total potential energy equation 










ds + i l S 8 2
(5-9)
This equation can be written as a function in a parameter du 












+ 2 s  s  82 - ]T P.A (5-10)
dsand by substituting =L therefore, equation (5-10) can be 
written as follows;
I = f ( * f
uS=0
+ 2S.82 - I  P.A








Substituting the co-ordinates of the control points of cubic
B-spline curve (which has been explained in section 4-2), the 
first and second derivatives can be calculated with respect to u 
as shown;
r (u) = i  [0 1 2u 3u2]
and for short,
r'(u) = u ' [  A ] |  P }
[P] (5-12)
where U = [0 1 2u 3u ] . 
Also;
r (u) = 1 [0 0 2 6u]
and for short,
"(u) = l T [  A ] |  P |
[P] (5-13)
where U = [0 0 2 6u]
[ p < 1
= ■ x,+y, ■
p 2 V y2
p , x3+y3
i pJ X4+y4 J
as shown in Fig.(5-2).
y. y2 y3 y4




To carry out the solution of equation (5-11), the equivalent 
load and stiffness matrix for each term can be calculated
individually as it will be explained .
5-2-1 Calculation of the  bending force and  stiffness (Q i)
The normal curvature |  j = J  ^ r  (u).r (u)j (5-14)
hence,
U 5.1 u ^ .1
< ^ ) 2.du = [ r " ( u ) . r " ( u )  jdu
uio u%0
(5-15)
Substituting by equation (5-14), the above form is written as 
follows,
1 „  „  “j 1 , , r
[ r " ( u ) . r ” (u)]du = {P)t[A]t U .U [A]{P)
o uio
(5-16)
So, assume [C2]= U
(0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 4 12u
0 0 12u 36u
(5-17)
from the last substitution in equation (5-17), the middle part is
(5-18)
[ D ]"35 f l -3 3 - 1 ] ro 0 0 o  1 r i 4 1 0 )4 0 - 6 3 0 0 0 0 -3 0 3 0
1 3 3 -3 M0 0 0 I2u M 3 - 6 3 0
0
V
0 0 1 J 0 0 0
36u J - 1I 3 -3 1 /
H - l-2 u + u 2 -2+5u-3u2 l-4u+3u u-u
4-12u+9u -2+9u-9u -2u +3u
(symmetric)
l-6u+9u u-3u
Then the strain energy of the plane curve due to bending is,
Q .=f U  ( r " ( u ) . r " ( u )  jd u = | U  { P  } "[ D ]{  P  }du
u io  u io
The integration of equation (5-21) ,with respect 
co-ordinates of the control points, will end to a new matrix 










M- 2 Uu - u + 3 -2u+ 2u2"u3 
4 u - 6 u2+3u3
u - 2 u 2 + u 3 
-2u+ 2U2-3u3 









The equivalent load on the control points in the x
equal to .
The equivalent load on the control points in the > 
equal to j j j S l j
where,
PQiV _ PQi 3Qi 9Qi 3Q0 
t 3 x - J  = v r 2 3 x7
/8 Q i\ t _ /8Qi 8Qi 8Qi 8Q i\ 
\8 y T ; \8 y ;  8 y ; 8 y ; 8 y ; |
Di
x +y1 J \
x +y„2 2
x + y ,
3 J 3
x +y
I 4 J 4














i and j  are the unit vector in x and y directions 
respectively.
Hence,
^  | d i  ( l . i y x ^  0  + D i  ( U ) * x 2+  0  + D i  ( i .3)*x 3+  0  + D i  ( i ,4)*x 4+ o |  
| 2 |=  £  |o+D i(i,i)*yl+ 0 +Di(i,2 )*y2+ 0 +Di(i,3)*y3+ 0 +Di(i,4)*y4J.
U 0 +Di(i,2 )*y2+ 0 +Di(i,3)*y3+ 0 +Di(i,4)*y4| .
So, the stiffness matrix for normal bending is
\2i
f d 9 l )[ d ^ d y .}
and
where i and j= l to 4
(5-28)
(5-29)
a2Qi _ P f 32Qi ft B2Qi 
^ d y .  E  \  dxj d y i d x ^ y . 0
a2Qi 0 d2Qi 0
a2Q- _ p
d x . d y ,  Ui l
a2Qi o a2Qi
dx3d y, dx4d y>















D i(3 2) 0
0 Dl(43)
Dl(4.2) 0
0 Di( i ,4) 0








where the values of Di(ij) are shown in Appendix (B-l-a).
5-2-2 Calculation of the axial force and stiffness(Q2)
The calculation of the second term in equation (5-11) can be 
carried out by studying the axial strain value which can be 
obtained from the following formula;
St= r (u ) .r  (u) j (5-31)
From equation (5-12), the scalar product of |r  ( u ).r (u)j may be 
calculated as follows;
r'(u).r'(u)=j P } T[ A ] W [  A ] j  P j
To simplify the previous equation then,
(5-32)
[  C i j =  u"V=
r o 0 0
0 1 2u 3u
0 2u 4u 6U40 3u 6u 9u
(5-33)
Substituting equation (5-33), the middle part of equation 
(5-32) is
therefore, 
[ B ]= 1 5 - f l -3 3 - 1 ] r o 0 0 ° J f 1 4 1 0 )4 0 - 6 3 0 1 2u
3 U 3
-3 0 3 0
1 3 3 -3 M0 2u 4u
6 U 4
3 - 6 3 0
0\ 0 0 1 J 0L 3u 6u 9u J - 1 3 -3 1/
(5-34)
(5-35)
[»H fB ( l» 1) B(l,2) B(l,3) B(l,4)l B(2,2) B(2,3) B(2,4) 
B(3,3) B(3,4)
symmetr i c B(4,4)
where the values of the matrix [B] are in Appendix (B-l-b). 
Then,
. T i
'(u ) .r '(u )= | P  } [ B ]{  P  }
(5-36)
(5-37)
Using equation (5-37), the value of Q2 is
rv _ a LQ 2= ^- 2
L 4 I ( p }T[B ]{p Hp}’[B ]{p}douio
_2_
L :T  Kp}“uio J
(5-38)
The first part of this equation can be solved by using 
integration by parts as shown in the following procedure.
This method usually needs to calculate the differentiation and 
integration of the variable many times, where in this case the 
integration will be carried out up to the fifth integration for 
matrix [B] with respect to u degree. So, equation (5-38) can be 
rewritten as;
1 ( {p )T[Bil]{p ){p )T[B] , p ) . {p )t [B I2]{p) {P)t [BD i](p)
+ {P)t [BI3]{P)(P)T[BD 2]{P)-(P)T [ B h ](P )  (P )T[BDj](P)  
+{P)T[Bl5]{P){P)T[BD4](P )j - —- (P)t [BI 1 ] { P ) J (5-39)
where, BIi,Bh,Bl3,Bl4 and Bis are the integration values of [B] 
up to the fifth integration.
BDi,BD2,BD3 and BD4 are the derivatives [B] up to the fourth 
derivative.
The equivalent load of the control points can be calculated 
from the differentiation of equation (5-39) with respect to the
co-ordinates of the control point as follows;
are shown in Appendix (B-l-c).
The stiffness values can also be calculated by using the
second differentiation with respect to the co-ordinates of the 
control point of the equation (4-39) as follows;
where i=l to 4 (5-40)
where 3Q2 3Q2 3Q2 3Q2 3Q2 dQi  dQi  3Q2
and the differentiation of the
1a p 0 (5-42)
1 dx~ 0
1 0
The values of the 3Q2 3Q2 dQi  3Q2 3Q2 3Q2 3Q2 , 3Q2
1 ^ 1 2 - 2  3 * '3  4 4
KAE(i^ = "3 x f^ 3 Y r
and those values are shown in Appendix (B-l-d).
(4-43)
5-2-3 Calculation of equivalent load and stiffness of the spring 
supports (Q 3 )
In the analysis of the plane curve, springs will be used at a 
certain position as shown in Fig.(5-3). The stiffness, S, of the
springs and its position are defined in the data.
Equivalent load and stiffness values, can be calculate from
the first and the second derivatives of equation (5-7) which
represents the strain energy of the spring.
To simplify the solution of the equation.(5-45) the second





KSi = Si. 35i 96i_dx * dyi 1
(5-46)
w h e r e ,  & =  ( x  o r  y  c o m p o n e n t  o f  r(u)) - c o n s t a n t (5-47)
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. x or y component
--------------------------- T -----------------------------
Fig. (5-4)
Therefore, equations (5-44) and (5-46) can be written as
follows;
PS(i)=Si^D(ij).x, - constantj .D(ij)J (5-48)
KS(ij)=Si.D(i,j).D(j,i) (5-49)
where the values of D(i,j) were defined in equation (5-20)
5-2-4 Calculation of potential energy of the external force Q4
The potential energy of the applied load is = -P.A so, the
equivalent load on the control points is
0 ^ — -  Z  w^ere * = No. of degree of freedom.
Hence,
Fp0) = p . | | - = p .D(1>j) (5-50)
From the above analysis a computer program was written, using 
the finite element analysis and the cubic B-spline function, to
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calculate the buckling load of the plane curve. The flow-diagram 
is shown in Appendix (B-2), Fig(5-5) shows the behaviour of the 
curve under an axial load, and Fig.(5-6) shows the curve under 
intermediate load.
Fig(5-5) Column subjected to axial force (Output from 2Dprog.)






- 0 . 0 7 5
Fig(5-6) Beam subjected to intermediate load (Output from 2Dprog)
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5-3 T h eo ry  of E lastica
The theory of the elastica is studied to verify the results 
which was obtained from the analysis of the finite element 
computer program.
The problem of the elastica was first solved by Euler in 
1744, the theory assumes no plastic deformation takes place (see
Karman 1940). Therefore this assumption would only apply to
extremely slender columns as shown in Fig. (5-7). The exact 
solution of the problem requires a solution of a non linear 
differential equation which determines the shape of the deflected 
central line of the column as follows,
Fig.(5-7) Progressive deformation of an elastic column
+ i f f  [ 1 + ("dx") ] = 0 s^ee e9uation
By assuming small deflection and neglecting the second order term 
( ~dx~) ’ simplificat>on 10 a simple second order linear
differential equation of the form;
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d 2y
dx2 “E r y  "  0
or Py = -El d2y = . R dv*» K dsdx‘
(5-51)
(5-52)
where |3=EI is the bending stiffness of the curve(s) and its




By assuming y=J sin \|r ds
so, dyy  ~  = sin V (5-53)
by differentiating both sides of equation (5-52) and substituting
in equation (5-53), the following equation can be produced,
P siny = -p A X (5-54)
ds
by multiplying the above equation by | j and integration
then;
(5-55)
where C is a constant,
- 122 -
■ fr  (liilr) -  «>s v  +c
n*I fas = f  a - - - - - - -"■ p  J J J (c o s  V  +  C  ) (5-56)
equation (5-56) is considered as an elliptic integral and 
the solution the numerical methods can be used as follows;
J d s  =  PIF d y4 (cos y  + C )
where at the end of the curve y=0;
y  = ± y and also
"2F (iTs") “ c^os V " cos
d y
«Kcos y  - cos y^
where the (-) sign is with the square root .therefore 
arc length can be calculated as the following.




-Kcos y  + cos y  )






then by substituting those values in equations, (5-59) the arc 




K  J 2 p n
(5-60)
sin2 ^
L -  I T  <
r * 
1
sin 2 * ■VI,
r+V,
d y
J2[l-(sin2 i / s i n 2 ^-°)J
(5-61)
L = JT 1sin 2 J (r
d y (5-62)
By making some transformation to solve the above problems 
numerically, suppose sin x and after diff. this value,
_^_cos d y  = dx
and d y  = 2 dx
cos
= 2 dx =  2 dx
J | l - s i n 2 j -1(1 - x2)
by substituting in equation (5-62) where sin-^-=x and s in -^ = 0
then;
2dx 2dx
P I /  _ 1 
T ~  " T
aJ J (a2- x2) a
•1(1- X 2 )  _  f °  1(1- X 2 )
-1 (a-x ) (a+x)
(5-63)
the second transformation can be made by assuming —1—=y
o * X
so -i-= a-x or
thus, dy= -----!— dx
(a-x)2
or 2 1 dx=(a-x) dy = — — dy
y
where, at x=a y=+oo and at x=0 y = iA
from the above relation the final shape of equation (5-63) can be 
written as follows
where the +°° should be a very big value corresponding to (1/a), 
then by using trial and error a satisfactory accuracy can be
achieved. By using numerical integration (like trapezoidal rule).
where xo< e < xi then the expression (1/a) can be calculated and 
from, a, the initial angle, \\fo, can be known, therefore if a and p 
are known, the deflection buckling can be calculated for the axial 
loaded column. Fig. (5-9) shows the mode of the elastica with 
initial angle (\ja>) and load increment, where Fig. (5-10) shows the 
behaviour of the elastica with different initial angle(\|/o).
PL2 _
T ~  ~. J  J (2ay-1). [y2- (ay-1 )2]
(5-64)
3
[  f(x)dx= -jj- [f(xo)+f(xi)j - - ^ ( e ) (5-65)




Fig.(5-9) The behaviour of elastica subjected to different loads
E L A S T I C A  P L OT  NO.  2
1 . 5
Fig.(5-10) The behaviour of elastica with different initial angles
5-4 Results and Conclusion
From the application on a plane curve in two dimensions, the 
deformed shape of the curve under different types of loading were
predicted and a final conclusion can be written as follows;
1-The results obtained from the two-dimensional computer program 
are analogous with those obtained from the theory of elastica.
2-The cubic B-spline function can provide a smooth and continuous 
curve, also the deformation at any point on the curve can simply
be calculated.
3-The shape and the type of the supports have a great influence 
on the behaviour of the curves.
The finite element analysis and cubic B-spline function can 
be extended to study the behaviour of the grid shell and predict
the buckling load as it will be explained in chapter 6.
CHAPTER SIX
TH REE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF GRID SHELLS USING 
VIRTUAL WORK EQUATION AND BICUBIC B-SPLINE FUNCTION
6-1 Introduction
The main aim of this chapter is to study the buckling load of 
grid shells subjected to external force by using the virtual work
equation. The analysis includes the effect of the bending and
torsional moment as well as the axial stretching on the behaviour 
of grid shells. The bicubic B-spline patch with 16 control points 
is used.
The erection method of the grid shell is usually started from
a horizontal position, where the lattice is rotatable at the 
inter-section points. Then by pulling or pushing up the edges and 
fixing it at certain boundaries against collapse, the required 
shape can be obtained as shown in Fig.(6-1) .
f J.
F TI










6-2 Inextensional deformation in grid shells
The complete solution of any stress problems is usually
combined with the determination of a corresponding deformation.




T,E»A and e are the tension,
sectional area and strain.
In certain problems, such as the deformation of arches,
displacements are almost entirely due to bending deformation
rather than axial strain. In this situation the actual value of
EA does not influence the behaviour, provided that it is large
enough to effectively prevent axial strain.
Mathematically it is more satisfactory to replace equation
(6.1) by e=0 and this means that the tension, T, has to be
determined by the consideration of equilibrium.
A grid shell deforms mainly by changing the curvature of the 
grid members both out of the plane of the surface and in the plane 
of the surface, that is normal and geodesic curvature. The axial
strain in the grid members are so low that the condition £=0 will 
be used. Note if the axial stiffness of ties is much less than
that of grid members, the condition e=0 can not be used for ties.
(6- 1)
Young’s modulus, cross-
Even though the assumption e=0 is made for grid members, the 
hypothetical compatibility set used in the virtual work equation 
will use deformation modes which violate the condition e=0.
The virtual work equation which represent the relation 
between the tension force and strain is;
(6-2)
where P. is the actual external load,i
is the tension force (unknown),
8. and are the displacement and the virtual strain, 
L is the member length.
when 5n =1 and all the other degrees of freedom =0
The relation between the change in stress and the change in 
strain can be written as;
P  = I  T.[R]n J (6-3)
where [R] =
r ae.
3 T  L jn
(6-4)
From these equations, the relation between the surface
constraint and the deformation at the degrees of freedom is shown 
in the following matrix.
where IQjkH R i J T 
3 £ i j  =  w Jk] Ak
(6-6)
(6-7)
6-3 Virtual work equation o f grid shells
The virtual work equation under this condition can be written 
in the following form;
lfp .a u  I d e d e ,  =
I I  *J 1 2
where
Mfl and are the bending moment about axis in plane of
surface and bending moment about normal axis respectively 
M is the torsion moment,t
kBJcQ and x are the normal curvature, geodesic curvature and 
twist respectively
MB3kB+MG9ka+MX3kt ) d91d02+ S ‘it
|(t Hd9>d0. (6-8)
Tj is the tension forces in the surface. 
S= the spring stiffness.
BY assuming du„ the displacement at the control points is 
arbitrary displacement and equal to unity. Then, from the virtual 
work relation the following equation can be deduced;
[ [ ko ( ^ ) de,de2e L  e Lo 1J e M  e Ao 1J1 2  1 2
.1 -1
+? [ f x (a$:)d9id02 + SA(w) + h Ri j Ti (6-9)
0 i 0 0 ±0 ‘J 1J1 2
where,
Pij is the nodal load.
pi=EIx (the bending stiffness in x direction)
P2=EIy (the bending stiffness in y direction)
y=GJ where J is torsion factor and depends on member cross 
section as follows,
J= for the circular section.
3 5
and J = - ^ -  [4-2.52 -£-+0.21 f - jU  1 for the Rect. sec.
The first part of equation (6-9) which is concerned with the 
bending and torsional stress of the surface can be analyzed as 
follows;
ruThe unit tangent in u-direction= y ^ ru ru ^
and in v-direction= rvV(rv.rv)
the rate of change of unit tangent in u and v direction
respectively is equal to;
3 ru 
du I ✓ (ru.ru) I 
 V (ru .ru)
3 [ rv ]
dv I / ( r v . rv) | 
✓(rv.rv)
The change of normal curvature =
(6-10)
d T ru  
3IT I ✓ (ru.ru)
✓ (ru.ru) .n +
r s  |
7 lv | ✓(rv.rv) ]
✓(rv.rv) .n (6-11)
The change of geodesic curvature=
r o r ru 11"air ✓ (ru.ru) 1 (nX ru)
✓ (ru.ru) * ✓(ru .ru )
The change of twist
o■air rv r  ✓(rv.rv) j (nX rv)
✓(rv. rv) * ✓ (rv .rv )
r a nX ru 1■air ✓(ru .ru ) J .n✓ (ru .ru )
(6-12)
r 3  | nX rv 1]
dv | ■ /(rv .rv ) j
✓(rv .rv ) .n (6-13)
u O r  nX ru  1 ru
where an- [  V ( ru .ru )  J-n=- V(ru.ru) nu
9 r nX rv  *] . rv
dw |_ ✓ ( r v .  rv) J * * V (rv.rv) *and




r, - 2  J  J  i>'Q In  Q
1 2
3 r ru  i3ul ✓(ru.ru) I 
—  Wru.ru) .n d0.de, 1 2
U  I ”0 io  0^—01 2
a [ rv 1 
0v| ✓(rv .rv )  J 
—  V( rv .rv ) .n d0 d0^ 1 2
1 -1
i [0 io 0 A0 1 2
P2-
1 -1M I0 io  0 io  1 2 p2




r a r rv 11
dv ✓(rv.rv) j
✓(rv.rv)
r nX ru 1 
[ ✓( ru . ru )  J d0 d0„ 1 2
r nX rv  I 
[✓(r v .rv)J . d0 dG, 1 2
1 -1U I0 io  0 io  1 2
r 3 [ nXru 11
dv ✓(r u . ru )  J
✓(ru .  ru) n d0jd02
i -i
4 | J*
0 i() 0 io1 2
ra r nXrv 11
dv| ✓( r v . rv )  j
✓(rv .  rv) n ' ^ d e ^ ^ - S S  +P.A . (6-14)
since ru.n=0
and (nXru).n=0
nuXru = -nXruu (6-15)
From the relations of equation (6-15), the general equation 
(6-14) can take the following simple form,
.1 -1 . ,1 .1
?,4 [ [ P1{fe§ fd0,d02 + Z [ [ P'lf^S}2*10,*19:
A i n  A i n  A i n  A i n
0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 °
4 f [ n-((^ )  vi;?% }«,«■e >o e io1 2
.1 -1
4  [ [ P2'{(rvVrv) V (rv !rv )}  d0id0:
A i n  A i n0 ^ °  0 ±o 1 2
4  [ '
A i n  A in0 —o 0 ±o 1 2
4  [ f  * { - ( ( r v : r V r } 2(19. d92 + I 55 + PA  • « « « >
A i n  ft i n  V *
6-3-1 Calculation of th e normal bending term (Q i)
The normal bending term (Qi) can be written as follows (by 
using the tensor notation and by substituting in the first
fundamental form of the surface dr.dr=aa ^ d0a d0p );
^  L  [ ( W - *0 -o 0 ±o 1 2
+ 4 *  f  <*-">
A  i n  O  i n  2 20 -0  0 ±0 1 2
Using the relation a, ,.a=b and a, .a =b (the second0  1,1 3 11 2,2 3 22
fundamental forms of the surface) where and b22 are symmetric
surface tensors of order two, then equation (6-17) takes the form,
q>=4-p> f {
fl 1 a ft 1




d0 d0„ 1 2
J J





d 0 'd 0 . 1 2 (6-18)
where a i>a 2,au *a 2 2 ,an ’a22’bi r b22,b i 2 31,(1 a 3 316 8>ven in
Appendix (C-l).
The double integration of the surface along 0i and 02, in the 
above equation will be solved numerically by dividing the patch 
into small elements in both u and v directions. The value of the 
equivalent load on the control point and the stiffness term of the 
normal bending can be calculated from the first and second 
derivative of equation (6-18) as follows;
The equivalent load on the control point FNB= - ^ 1* i
where,
dQ 1 a. 
W ' P 1i j
f b ] f b 1 r b i f b 1'11 d 11 22 a 22
a,. a , f + a„„ a„„liI J »j 11 22 I J »j 22I i
(6-19)
The stiffness matrix KNB(48,48) is
(6-20)
To simplify the solution, the double integration can be
carried out after working out the differentiation as in equations
(6-19) and (6-20)
6-2-2 Calculation o f the geodesic bending term  (Q2)
The second term in equation (6-16) Q2, can be worked out by
using the tensor analysis and the surface fundamental forms as
follows;
According to tensor notation the vector multiplication in the 
above equation can be treated as shown below;
2
(6-21)
and a x a = e  a1
3 2 21
where e  =-e„ =Va
12 21
Gi2’€ 2i ^  special skew symmetric tensors.
(6-22)
By substituting in equation (6-21) then,
Q2—i |  Ie io e io 1 2
 ^ d 0 d 0 ,  1 2
4 1 {P2
e.±o e.±o1
U K ,-')] ► d0 ,d0 , 1 2 (6-23)
The Christoffel symbols of the second kind with respect to 
the surface can be found from the scalar product as,
r2= a. ..a2 and r* = a. ..a 1n 1,1 22 2,2 (6-24)
then the equation (6-23) may be rewritten in form,
< * 4  [ U
0 io  0 io
U K ) }
l /h )3!
de,de2
^ I 10 io  0 io  1 2 l / M ’J► d0,d0„ 1 2 (6-25)
Then the value of the equivalent load on the control point 
and the stiffness term of the geodesic bending can be calculated 
from the first and second derivative of equation (6-25);
The equivalent load on the control point FGB= -j^ 2 where;
3Q2 n.
* j
A l l a [ A l l . [ A l l  a f A l '
*3$:
»j A ) JJ l / W ’J V [ A
 •as: (6-26)
The stiffness matrix KGB(48,48) is,
- 8 29 5 :3 8 ' -P2
i j  nm
| [ A )  1 d2 *(1.) ’ . 3 a A )  '
•38 .35
1 j nm
W , } ' \
35“nm w •as:»j
✓a(r L ) ' a2 A ) .3 A 1 ' a *(r!.) 1
i / ( a J 3J
‘a s .a s
1 j  nm 1/M’J3 5 “n m l/(A
as:»j 1/W’JI
(6-27)
The double integration can be carried out after the
differentiation of the last two equations.
6-2-3 Calculation of the  torsion bending t e r m  (Q3)




0 io  0 > 0  1 2
1
2 1 {*
0 io  0 io  1 2
h x a . K J
M  ) 
(aJ  •
- d0 d0o 1 2
[ d0 d0 1 2 (6-28)
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By using the relation of the second fundamental form of the
surface in equation (6-28), therefore;
i
034 J
0 Ao 8 i o  1 2
[ 1 fa b a b I!1 12 11 1112 J
h)
d0 de,1 2
i [  I*
0 ==o 0 i o  1 2
\.Ma b - a b 22 21 12 22
(aJ
[ d0,d0_ 1 2 (6-29)
Then the value of the equivalent load of the torsion bending
on the control point can be calculated from the first
differentiation of equation (6-28);




r — fa b ■ a b 1 TaT [ 12 il it 12J
(*.o
*j
J -  fa b - a b 1 va [  12 11 11 12)




^ r l a22b2l '  a !2b22!
(aJ
(6-30)
From the second derivative of equation (6-28), the stiffness 
matrix of the torsion bending can take the form,





3 6 .9 5  ■>'i j nm
VT (a i 2^ i r  a i 1^12! 92 ^a~(a i 2^n~ a i 1^ *12!a
3 5 ^ 5
1 j nm
95“
v r k V  * n bit] a  ^t K A i ' 3 n b i ; i9
95:




1 j  nm
W
92T




J -  fa b - a b I✓a ( 22 21 12 22]
(* ,)
(6-31)
The double integration can be carried out after the 
differentiation of equations (6-30).(6-31)
6-2-4 Calculation of equivalent load and stiffness m atrices of the 
spring supports term  (Q 4)
In the three dimensional analysis,three translations and
three rotations must be constrained to keep any structure in a 
stable mode. In this analysis, three springs will be used at
certain nodes along the boundary to prevent any translation.
Therefore, the stiffness of the springs and its position must be
defined in the data.
The strain energy equation of the spring can be written as,
Q 4 =  \  S 8 j  (6 -3 2 )
the equivalent load and the stiffness terms, can be calculated
from the first and the second derivatives of the above expression.
f  j = ! £ -  = s -8 U r  (6-33)
1 J 1 J
K S (4 8 ,4 8 )=  S . +  S .6  (6 -3 4 )
i j  m n  i j m n
To simplify the solution of the equation.(6-34) the second
part of that equation can be neglected due to smallness, so that
the equation can be written in this formula;
K S (4 8 ,4 8 )=  S . - g y -  - g y -  (6 -3 5 )
i j  mn
where, 5 is = (X. component of the r) - constant.
This constant is the initial value of the spring position
defined in the data as has been mentioned in chapter 5.
then, equations (6-33) and (6-34) can put in the following form;
P(48)=S.^D(i,j).X^- constantj .D(ij)J (6-36)
KS(48,48)=S.D(ij).D(m,n) (6-37)
where; the values of D(i,j) has been defined in chapter five.
6-2-5 Calculation of the potential energy of the external load (Qs)
The loads which are applied to a surface must be supplied in 
the data which usually start with an arbitrary load and increase 
by a small increment. For many problems the majority of the nodes 
do not have any loads applied to them, so that the loaded nodes 
need only to be defined in the data.
The potential energy of the applied load is (U)=-P.A so, the 
equivalent load on the control points are;
Hr" * Hr <M8>-
1 j i j
where ij = no. of degree of freedom
then, the equivalent force on the control points (FP) may be in 
the form;
FP(48) = P. | £ -  = P.D(ij) (6-39)
» j
6-4 Membr ane  forces in the grid  shell
An iteration method is carried out to updating the 
coordinates of control points until the strain reach to or close 
to zero. The change of strain in each element of the surface can 
be calculated as follows,
- each element may be divided into a number of small elements in
both directions u and v.
the elongation in the two direction can be calculated by
assuming an initial value of a^ an d  a ,then the strain can be
defined for the small element in u and v directions.
by integrating those values, the strain (e) and the stiffness
value of R and Q in the matrix (6-5) can be calculated as
follows;
er ^ r i
a22 “ ^22
(6_41)
where, A. ,A„„ are the initial value of a .a_ respectively 
1 1 22  1 1 22 r  J
by using the first derivative of the above equation, the value of
f^Rii) f^R22)^  —J can ^  defined in the form,
6-5 Results and Conclusions
The grid shell which has been analyzed is composed of four 
elements as shown in Fig.(6-1). The shape of the shell is defined 
by;
Z= A cosh -^ -+  B cosh (6-44)
where,
X,Y and Z are the coordinates of the control points.
A and B are constants.
The behaviour of the surface is controlled by the 25 control 
points shown in Fig. (6-2). Also this figure shows the marked 
points where the springs have been used in three directions.
Two cases of loading were studied, the first case was 
symmetric in which the load was applied at the centre of the 
shell, and the second was asymmetric where the load was applied at 
the middle of the first element.
From the previous analysis of the two cases the following 
results have been achieved;
1- The grid shells in this example behaves purely elastic in both 
cases.
2- No difference in results occurs when the element is divided 
into nine small elements (3x3) and when it is divided into four 






Fig.(6-2) The control points and springs positions on the grid shell
3- In the strain calculations, each element is divided in four 
small elements (2x2), where eight values of strain for each 
element (2 direction x 4 small elements) have been obtained
That means, the number of constrains were 32 against 75 D.O.F 
(25 control points x 3 directions).
4- The program did not converge when the element was divided into 
nine elements (3x3), even when the element was taken as a
whole.
From the above remarks, the following conclusions can be 
written;
1- The division of the elements during integration did not affect
the values of the bending and torsion stiffness and forces.
2- Care must be taken during the division of the elements of the 
when calculating the strain.
3- The ratio between the number of constraints and the degrees of 
freedom of the control points may be in the range of 1:2
4- In the author’s opinion the previous point has no right 
explanation and thus, more application or further research may 
be needed
From the above analysis a computer program has been made ,(it 
will be discussed in Appendix C-2). Fig.(6-3) and Fig.(6-4) shows
the behaviour of two applications that have been loaded symmetirc- 
ally and unsymmetrically respectively.
R g(6-3-a) Svm
* Symme'ric lo ^
Reformation at 20.0 ^
Fig.(6-3-b) Symmetric load (deformation at 90.0 kg.)
-151-
Fig.(6-3-c) Symmetric load (deformation at 150.0 kg.)
-152-
Fig.(6-4-a) Unsymmetrical loading (deformation at 10.0 kg.)
w—»
Fig.(6-4-b) Unsymmetrical loading (deformation at 30.0 kg.)

CHAPTER SEVEN
EXPERIM ENTAL STUDY OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF
GRID SHELLS
7-1 Introduction
Most of the studies made on the construction of grid shells
were combined with experimental investigations on physical models.
This chapter describes an experimental study to investigate 
the behaviour of a model of a grid shell under different 
concentrated loads. The model test and its method of construction
are discussed and the apparatus used in the test is described. 
The experimental results are presented at the end of this chapter 
and also compared with the corresponding behaviour predictions, 
obtained using the computer program of the analysis of grid 
shells.
In this test two models are used, the first one studies the
behaviour of grid shells under unsymmetrical load, where as the 
second model is under full symmetric loading.
The mathematical calculation of the model test is shown in
Appendix D.
7-2 Description of model structure
7-2-1 Configuration
The two models tested were single layer domes fixed to the 
edges of a plywood frame built especially for this test, Fig.(7-1) 
shows the wooden frame. The surface was made from self colour 
mild steel woven wire mesh 2x2, and the space between the wires
was 1.28cm. By using the woven wire mesh, joints between the 
crossing wires, were free in rotation. The configurations of the 
two surfaces were calculated from the formula of equation (6-31) 
in which;
X YZ = A cosh 1 B cosh ■
where;
A and B are constant, (equal to 50)
X,Y and Z are the dimensions of the dome nodes.
The surface was divided into 4 patches with 9 nodes, as shown 
in Fig.(7-2). Theoretically each patch was controlled by 16 
control points and the overlapping between them produced 25
control points for all the surface, the geometry of the control 
points of the model are shown in Table (7-1).
The supports of the dome which are considered as semi-rigid,
are continuous along the edges of the frame to prevent any
translation.
X - s t i f  f .
PLAN
Two layers 6 f plywood
bracing column





Elevation or side-view 




The surface model(4 patches) 
Fig(7-2)
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Node No. X(cm. ) Y ( c m . ) Z(cm. )
1 - 8 0 . 0 0 - 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
2 - 4 0 . 0 0 - 8 0 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0
3 0 0 . 0 0 - 8 0 . 0 0 7 8 . 8 7
4 4 0 . 0 0 - 8 0 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0
5 8 0 . 0 0 - 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
6 - 8 0 . 0 0 - 4 0 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0
7 - 4 0 . 0 0 - 4 0 . 0 0 1 2 4 . 0 0
8 0 0 . 0 0 - 4 0 . 0 0 1 4 0 . 9 0
9 4 0 . 0 0 - 4 0 . 0 0 1 2 4 . 0 0
10 8 0 . 0 0 - 4 0 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0
11 - 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 7 8 . 8 7
12 - 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 4 0 . 9 0
13 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 5 7 . 7 4
14 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 4 0 . 9 0
15 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 7 8 . 8 7
16 - 8 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0
17 - 4 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 1 24 . 00
18 0 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 1 40 . 90
19 4 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 1 2 4 . 0 0
20 8 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0
21 - 8 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
22 - 4 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0
23 0 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 0 7 8 . 8 7
24 4 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 0 6 2 . 0 0
25 8 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
Table(7-1) theoretical geometry of the control points
7-2-2 Constructional details of the model
The construction of the testing model was divided into two 
parts. The first part was concerned with the design of the wooden 
frame, taking into consideration the requirement to use this frame
throughout all the testing without damage. The second part was 
concerned with the wire mesh (i.e. grid shells) which needed to be 
changed after every test. The shape of the frame as shown in
Fig.(7-1) was constructed to fulfill the following conditions.
a- Provide the exact shape of the wire mesh.
b- To be stiff enough to prevent deformation during the test 
loading.
c- To be easy to load the grid shell and monitor the deformation.
Therefore, the construction of the wooden frame passed 
through the following steps;
1- Each of the four sides consists of two layers of plywood 
thickness 12.0 mm, having the same curvature with 5.0 cm 
difference in height between them. This difference provides a 
groove for the wire to rest on. A polyester resin was used to
fix the two layers together and four bolts with nuts and 
washers were also used to prevent any separation between the 
plywood sheets during testing, see Fig.(7-3-a).
2- Every two sides were jointed to a wooden comer to adjust the
level, then a steel angle was used to fully tighten the comer
to prevent any collapse in the frame comer’s, see Fig(7-3-b).
3- For every test, the edges of the frame were covered by a
plastic tape before Fixing the wire to keep the frame undamaged 
for the next test (i.e. acting as a release agent).
4- Two wooden rods 25.0 mm were used as ties across opposing 
sides to stiffen the frame across
5- Four wooden posts of height 1.0 m and X-section 100x100 mm
were connected to the frame comer’s using two threaded steel
rods 250 mm in length with nuts for each post. By lifting the 
level of the model by 1.0 m, the fixation of the surface and
the loading process would be more easier. Horizontal and cross 
bracing were used between the posts to prevent any movement of 









According to the calculation of the model dimensions, the 
required area of the wire mesh was cut and the sharp ends bent. 
By pushing the mesh from its four sides at the same time, fitting 
it to the frame, the model configuration was obtained. The
primary fixation for surface was made using staples along the
model's edge at spacings of about 150 mm . Also, the staples were 
able to hold the surface if it was subjected to tension forces 
during the loading. Finally the full joining between the surface 
and the frame was achieved by using polyester resin (IPSON P.38) 
along all the edges. This type of fixation needed at least 24
hours in order to test it under full strength.
7-3 The testing rig
The function of the testing rig, shown in Fig.(7-4), was to
provide a strong frame clamp to the wooden model to ensure that 
there were no displacements or translation during the loading.
Also to facilitate the loading and the monitoring of the resulting 
deformations during the experiments performed on the grid shell.
7-3-1 D escription of the testing rig
The rig consisted of two steel columns and a wooden beam 
clamped to them. The base of the columns were connected to the lab
floor by bolts. Six transverse wooden beams (380 mm in length and
50x50 mm in cross section) were connected to the main beam. Then 
two flat plywood sheets were fixed on the two sides and covered by
-164
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Fig(7-4) The testing rig
white paper sheets see Fig.(7-4).
7-3-2 Loading system
The loading of the models was achieved by loading the
appropriate nodes of the dome using a system of steel cables and
spreader beams (wiffle tree) connected to a 10.0 ton tension jack 
fixed to the strong floor of the lab . A load cell was placed 
between the screw jack and the loading arrangement, where the load 
cell was connected to a datalogar and a computer. Therefore, the
load on the surface was recorded by the load cell through the
computer (see Fig.(7-5).
Two cases of loading were considered. In the first case of 
loading, the load was applied at four nodes of one comer to 
produce an unsymmetrical load as shown in Fig.(7-6-a). In the
second case full symmetric loads were applied on sixteen points 
,four points at each quarter as shown in Fig. (7-6-b).
connected to 
the g r id shel 1
10.0 ton 
te n s io n  jack
compute r 
m o n i t o r i n g  the 
d i s p  lacemen t
d a t a  1 o ge r
j a c k  d i a l
[-beam
"Si 10 to n  H. jack
wmmmm V,'/,'///,
f ix i ng  
nut load c e l l  f i x e d  to a beam
bol t s
s t ron g f 1 oor
The loading system 
Fig.(7-5)
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ACase of loading No.l 
Fig.(7-6-a)




Vertical displacements were recorded at four nodes (at the 
centre of each quarter). A steel rod, 1.0 mm diameter, soldered
vertically to those nodes , and at each position a channel was 
made on the wooden beam of the testing rig to control the node
displacement vertically. A scale was marked at the position of
the rods, see Fig.(7-4).
7-4 D eterm ination o f elastic properties o f the w ire mesh
It is necessary during the comparison between the theoretical 
and experimental studies, to determine the elastic properties of 
the wire mesh used in the model to interpret the deflections and 
to predict the collapse load. Therefore two tests were carried 
out to measure the bending stiffness of the wire mesh, flexural 
and tension test.
7-4-1 Flexural test
Two types of flexural tests were carried out on a sample of 
the wire used in the mesh (five samples were used in each test).
The first test treated the sample as a simply supported beam
(S.S.B), set up between two roller supports . Load was applied 
via a knife edge to the centre of the test specimen and the
vertical deflection of the central points were recorded for a
given applied load, see Fig.(7-7-a). The second test treated the
sample as a cantilever fixed at one end and the load was applied
on the other, also the applied load and the corresponding
deflection at the end were recorded, see Fig.(7-7-b). The results
of the two tests are shown in table (7-2) .
(P )
i
L= 50 0 .0  mm
F i g .  ( 7 - 7- a )
L= 150 .0 mm
Fig.(7-7-b) Arrangement of sample for flexural tests.
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T E S T T Y P E SAMPLE
N O .
LOAD
( g m )
D E F L E C ,
( mm)
( H I )
VALUES
S P E C I M E N
D I M E N .
( 1 )  S . S . B .
* PL ( A . L E ) : 








4 8  
5 0
4 9  
6 0
5 7 . 6 5
5 6 . 4 4
5 4 . 1 9
5 5 . 2 9
4 5 . 1 5
1 0 0 ,
( 2 )  CANT.
3






5 0 . 8 2  
4 0 . 5 0  
4 6  . 5 0  
4 2 . 1 8
5 0 . 8 2
150,
Ave  r a g e  
E l
4 9  . 8 6 7
Table (7-2) Results of flexural tests
7-4-2 Tensile test
The tensile test was carried out on five specimens of the 
steel wire used in the mesh. The samples were 300 mm in length. 
The diameter of the specimens were determined using a micrometer 
(where <j> 1.63 mm). The 10.0 ton DARTEC test machine was used to 
measure the applied loads and the corresponding elongation, see 
Fig.(7-8). From the machine plots, the load- displacement 
relation was plotted for each specimen and the value of
Fig.(7-8) The tension test using the 10 t DARTEC machine
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the modulus of elasticity (E) was calculated. Figures (7-9-a) and 
(7-9-b) shows the relation between the load and the corresponding 
deflection, (Fig.(7-9-b) amplified the first 20.0 mm of 
displacement of Fig.(7-9-a)).
7-5 F irs t case of loading
One quarter only of the surface was loaded to achieve the 
unsymmetrical case, the wiffle tree was hanged at four points in 
element no. 1, see Fig. (7-5-a). The starting load was 5.0 kg and 
increased by 5.0 kg until the surface collapsed. The relation
between the applied load and the corresponding deflection was
recorded at the middle of each quarter. During the early loading
stage, the loaded quarter and the quarter diagonally opposite to 
it moved inward, while the other two comer moved outward. When 
the loading was proceeded, the deflection increased dramatically 
at the loaded quarter. Fig. (7-10) shows the relation between the 
load and deflection for quarter 1 and 3, while Fig.(7-ll) shows 
quarter 2 and 4 for both practical and numerical results.
7-6 Second case of loading
In the this test the four quarters were loaded to study the 
symmetrical case, the wiffle tree was hang at sixteen points all 
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The grid shell was loaded first using a 10.0 ton jack, and
the test was repeated using weights starting from 10.0 kg and 
increased by 10.0 kg until the surface collapsed. The relation 
between the applied load and the corresponding deflection was
recorded at the middle of each quarter. During the early stage of 
loading , two diagonal quarters moved inward, while the other two
moved outward.
When the load was proceeded, the deflection increased 
dramatically at the two quarters which moved inward, but prior to 
total collapse, the whole surface deflected downward. Fig.(7-12) 
shows the relation between the load and deflection at quarter 1
and 3, while Fig.(7-13) for quarter 2 and 4 for both practical and 
numerical results.
7-7 O bservation and discussion of the test results
During the investigation of the model type, piano wire was 
the first choice to be used for the surface but the idea was 
changed for two reasons. First, the piano wires were very stiff to 
bend, second too much time was required to build all the mesh from 
a single wire.
The value of E obtained from the load-displacement curve 
would appear to be low, this is possibly due to the fact that the 
sample had a very small diameter (<}> 1.64 mm), also the wires were 
not straight due to the mesh form.
In the first test, the total collapse load was 45.0 kg
weight, where the load was manually increased by 5.0 kg every
step. In the second case, the loading of the model was repeated 
again manually because it was found that the total required load 
was 2% of the total jack capacity and the jack could not provide 
sufficient sensitive increments of load. The total collapse load 
was 125.0 kg.
At the beginning of the loading, the two models behaved 
similarly. But during the loading process, every case behaved 
differendy as shown in Fig.(7-14) and Fig.(7-15).
At 20.0 kg loading in the first test, when the load was
removed the shell recovered to its original shape except from only 
local deformation at the load hanging points. For the second test 
this occurred at 45.0 kg.
There was no shrinkage or damage at the position of the 
connection of the wire mesh to the wooden frame and that means no
tension forces were produced in that area, also the EPSON 38 is 
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Fig.(7-14) The unsymmetrical loading
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Fig.(7-15) Symmetrical loading
7-8 Conclusion and comparison
From the experimental results and the above discussions, the
following conclusions can be drawn;
(1) In the symmetrical case of this dome, the crossing lines
.which divided the dome into four quarters, produced a very
high resistance against the deflection up to the full
collapse, see Fig.(7-16).
(2) The testing model under unsymmetrical loads behave partially
symmetric at the start of the test (two diagonal quarters were
moved inward and the other two moved outward).
(3) The deformed shapes obtained from the experimental tests are
reasonably consistent with the results of the finite element
program (see Figures (6-6),(6-7) and (7-14),(7-15)).
(4) In the first test the collapse load from the computer program 
was 56.0 kg weight and from the testing model was 45.0 kg.
(5) In the second test the collapse load from the computer program
was 150.0 kg weight and from the testing model was 125.0 kg.
(6) The testing model shows a full coincidence with the output
results of the computer program.
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The agreement between the experimental and the finite element 
results was successfully demonstrated, therefore the buckling 
load of grid shells even for those of complex geometry can be 
predicted.
Fig.(7-16) The crossed resistance lines against the deflection
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS AND FU TU R E AREA OF RESEARCH
8-1 Conclusion
The numerical analysis presented in this thesis described the
spatial behaviour of the buckling of grid shells. The expression 
for the normal bending, geodesic bending and torsional moment as
well as the membrane forces were derived. The study started with
a curve in two dimensions and extended to grid shells in three
dimensions.
General conclusions may be drawn from the work as follows;
1- The results obtained from the two-dimensional computer program
agreed well with the solutions found in alternative existing 
analytical procedures and theory of elastica.
2- In the three dimensional analysis, two cases of loading were
investigated for the grid shell model, the first case was
unsymmetrical where the load was applied in four points at the 
middle of one quarter, and the second was symmetric where the
load was applied in sixteen nodes with equal space all over the 
shell. The results of the computer program show a good 
agreement with the behaviour of the physical model tests.
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3- A bicubic B-spline element with 48 degrees of freedom was 
introduced and applied as a new element for the finite element
method.
4- Care must be taken during the division of the elements when 
calculating the axial tension forces. The ratio between the 
number of constraints and the number of the degrees of freedom 
in the author’s opinion should be approximately 1:2.
8-2 Suggestions for future research
One of the original aims of the work reported in this thesis
was to perform general analysis of grid shells. The analysis was 
successful when the model was divided into a certain number of 
elements and failed with other, precisely when calculating the 
axial tension on the surface. Therefore more applications are 
needed to generate the computer program for any type of data.
A further numerical development would be needed to study the 
position of the boundary at the surface, especially, when the 
boundary is located in skew position to the surface as shown in
Fig.(8-1).
The effect of the ties on the lattice shells is very 
significant, as mentioned in chapter 1. More study is needed to
investigate the effect of ties using the computer program.
Creep buckling was studied on columns that have different
types of degrees of freedom. However, the effect of creep buckling 
on grid shells needs further research to calculate the lifetime of 
such surfaces.
Finally the double layer lattice shell ( such as the shell
which was used for the Mannheim exhibition centre), needs further 
investigation to include the effect of shear deformations in the 
computer program.
A paper, has been submitted to the Institute of Civil
Engineering, is inclosed at the end of the appendices.
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Appendix A-l-a (bar has one degree of freedom)
Me/Mn=2.0 & N=1.6 & K=1.5 
theta=0.1 an d  initial angle=1.0
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Me/Mn=3.0 & N=1.6 & K=1.5
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Appendix A-l-b (Two hinged H-sec. column)
S m /S k = 0 .0 3  & S m /S n = 0 .0 5  
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Appendix A-l-c (Unstable case)
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N=3 & K=1 & INITIAL STRA!N=0.01
Legend
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Appendix A-2 (The computer program liata)























































PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE CREEP BUCKLING OF BAR HAS ONE 
DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
******************************************************
INTEGER KOUNT,IFAIL,NOUT,IW(102)
DOUBLE PRECISION W (800),RESULT
DOUBLE PRECISION A,ABSERR,B,EPSABS,EPSREL,EX,EXACT 




DOUBLE PRECISION A3,A13,A23,A33,R1,R2,R3,RR,DR, TT 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CHARACTER*10 OUTFIL
PRINT *, 'PLEASE, INSERT YOUR OUTPUT FILE THANK YOU'
R E A D (5,*) OUTFIL















50 FORMAT (IX,'THETA-',F6 .3, 8 X,'Me/Mn»',F 6 .3, 8X, ' (n)-' 
*,F6.3),8X,'(K)=',F6.3)
s s s s = = = s = = s = c s s s s s a s s s = s s s = = s s s s s s s s s = s = = s s s s r s s s s s s s a
DO 200 1=40,90,10 
G2=I/100.0 
DR=0.0













55 A « (AD*PI)/180
56 B »(BD*PI)/180
57 KOUNT = 0
58 IFAIL - 1
59 C




























86 C THE NAG SUBROUTINE (D01AJF)
87 c
88 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FST(X)
89 DOUBLE PRECISION X
90 INTEGER KOUNT
91 DOUBLE PRECISION G2,G3,G4,R11
92 c








1  Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
2 C PROGRAM TO CALC. THE CREEP BUCKLING OF H-SEC.COL. (2)
3 q ******************************************************
4 INTEGER KOUNT,IFAIL,NOUT,IW (102)
5 DOUBLE PRECISION W (800),RESULT
6 DOUBLE PRECISION A,ABSERR,B, EPSABS,EPSREL,EX,EXACT
7 DOUBLE PRECISION PI, X01AAF, G2, G3,G4,G5, G7, Rll
-210 - creep
9 EXTERNAL FST,SGN
10 COMMON /TELNUM/ KOUNT,G2,G3,G4,Rll
11 C «==*====«===========»=»====»**==================*=«==«
12 INTEGER M,N,M N ,I,J , LS,LL
13 DOUBLE PRECISION DD,RR,TT
14 DOUBLE PRECISION G1,G6,GD,GA,GB,GAA
15 c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ************************************
16 CHARACTER*10 OUTFIL




21 DO 100 M=3,5,1
22 G7=M/100.0
23 DO 100 MN=5,10,5
24 G6=MN/100.0
25 DO 100 N=50,90,20
26 G5=N/10.0
28 WRITE(6,50)G7,G6,G5
29 50 FORMAT(8 X,'Sm/Sk=',F 6 .3,X,' Sm/Sn=',F6.3,X,'L/H=',F6.3)
31 DO 110 1=15,16,1
32 G3=I/10.0
33 DO 120 J=15,16,1
34 G4=J/10.0




40 DO 200 JJ=10,50,20
41 GA-JJ/10.0
42 WRITE(6,51)GA
43 51 FORMAT(6 X,'THE INITIAL ANGLE =',F6.2)
44 C
45 C ********************  P / PE k t c / T **********************
46 C
47 WRITE(6 ,55)
48 55 FORMAT(10X,4HP/PE, 11X, 4Htc/T, 10X,7HALFA(c))
49 C
50 DO 250 LS=40,90,10
51 G2=LS/100.0
52 DO 300 LL=10,200,10
53 G1=LL/100.0
54 DO 400 KK=20,500,20
55 GD=KK/10.0
56 C
5 7  c *********************** D01AJF * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
58 C




63 B =(BD*PI)/18 0






69 KOUNT = 0







77 IF(DD.GT.0.01) GOTO 400





83 2 0 0 CONTINUE
84 1 2 0 CONTINUE
85 1 1 0 CONTINUE




90 WRITE(6,81) RESULT,ABSERR,KOUNT, I W (1),IFAIL
91 80 FORMAT (1H,2X,1HA,6X,31H- LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION*,
92 *E10.3/1H,2X,1HB,6X,31H- UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION « ,
93 *E10.3/1H,2X,39HEPSABS - ABSOLUTE ACCURACY REQUESTED «,
94 *E9.2/1H,2X,39HEPSREL - RELATIVE ACCURACY REQUESTED - (
95 *E9.2/)
96 81 FORMAT (1H,2X,41HRESULT-APPROXIMATION TO THE INTEGRAL-
97 *E14 . 5/1H,2X,42HABSERR-ESTIMATE OF THE ABSOLUTE ERROR-,
98 *E10.3/1H,2X,42HKOUNT-NO. OF THE FUNCTION EVALUATIONS-,
99 *14/1H,2X,43HIW(1) - ELEMENTS OF REAL WORKSPACE USED-,
1 0 0 *14/1H,2X,21HIFAIL - ERROR FLAG - ,14/)
1 0 1 PI-(2/G6)**G3





107 c NAG SUBROUTINE (D01AJF)
108 c
109 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FST(X)
1 1 0 DOUBLE PRECISION X
1 1 1 DOUBLE PRECISION G2,G3,G4,R11
1 1 2 INTEGER KOUNT
113 c
114 COMMON /TELNUM/ KOUNT,G2,G3,G4,Rll
115 c
116 KOUNT—KOUNT+1
117 FST-(1-G2-R11* ( (1+X)* * (G4-1)))/ ( ( (1+X)* * (G3))
118 * - (SGN(1-X)*( (1-X)**G3)))
119 c
1 2 0 RETURN
1 2 1 END











































123 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SGN(X)
124 DOUBLE PRECISION X
125 IF(X.LT.O.OO) THEN
126 SGN=-1.00












* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PROGRAM TO CALCU.THE CREEP BUCKLING OF UNSTABLE COLUMN 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
INTEGER KOUNT,IFAIL, NOUT,M,N,L,K,I,J,JJ, NK
DOUBLE PRECISION W(800)
DOUBLE PRECISION X01AAF,RESULT
DOUBLE PRECISION A,ABSERR,B,EPSABS,EPSREL,EX,EXACT 
EXTERNAL FST
COMMON /SELNUM/ KOUNT,R11,R22,G3,GK
DOUBLE PRECISION PI,G2,G3,G4,G5,G6 ,GK,AA,GD 
DOUBLE PRECISION Rll,R22,RR,DD,DR, TT 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CHARACTER*10 OUTFIL
PRINT *, 'PLEASE, INSERT YOUR OUTPUT FILE THANK YOU'
READ(5,*) OUTFIL
OPEN(6 ,FILE*OUTFIL,FORM*'FORMATTED') 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DO 100 L=l,9 , 8  
G5-L/10.0 
DO 100 Mss20,40,10 
G6=M/10.00 
DO 110 N=15,16,1 
G3=N/10.0 
DO 120 NK=15,16,1 
G4=NK/10.0
IF(G3.L E .G4) GOTO 110 
GK=G4-1
WRITE(6,50)G5,G6,G3,G4
FORMAT(IX,'THETA=',F 6 .2,8X,'Me/Mn*',F 6 .2, 8 X,' (n>-' 
*,F6 .3,8 X, ' ( k ) = ' , F 6 . 3)





- 2 1 3 - creep
42 C
43 DO 200 1*40,90,10
44 G2=I/100.0
45 C
46 WRITE(6,2 3 3)G2





52 DO 300 K=10,800,10
53 GD=K/10.0
54 C







































94 C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  SUBROUTINE
95 C
96 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FST(X)
97 DOUBLE PRECISION X
98 c
-2 1 4 - creep
99 INTEGER KOUNT
100 DOUBLE PRECISION COS,TAN
101 DOUBLE PRECISION R11,R22,G3,GK
102 C
103 COMMON /SELNUM/ KOUNT,Rll,R22,G3,GK
104 KOUNT=KOUNT+l
105 C
106 FST= (2*COS ( X)  - (Rll* (1/COS ( X)  * * 2 )  ) - (R22* (TAN ( X )  **GK) *




H I  C *****************************************************
- 2 1 5 - creep
A PPEN DIX (B) 
Two-dimensions analysis
Appendix B-l-a










DI(5,7)=DI(7,5)=DI(6,8)=DI(8,6)= i  - u3
A ppendix B -l-b




B(2,2)=1 6 u2-24 u3+9u4
B(2,3)=B(3.2)=-4u-5u2+18u3-9u4
B(2,4)=B(4,2)=-4u3+3u4
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Appendix B -l-d
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-217-
Appendix B-2 (2D com puter program list)
2Dprog first declares the variables and arrays to be used in 
the program. The coefficients in the arrays PGJDG,KG,KAG,KBG,KSG, 
FBG,FAG,FSG and FPG, are initially set to zero in the declaration.
2Dprog then calls the subroutines according to the flow
diagram shown next. In the summary; the groups of subroutines 
indicated by the following functions;
1. INPDAT to BANDW The structural data is read and stored in
appropriate arrays.
2. AANDTA [A] matrix is calculated
3. FORCE to KFPMATThe element forces are calculated and printed
by cycling throught the elements.
4. UANDTU to KBGKATThe global stiffness matrices for the bending
and axial are calculated.
5. SPRING to KSGMATThe global stiffness matrix of the spring is
calculated by cycling through the boundires.
6. PGKMAR The global forces stiffness matrix.
7. SOLVE The equilibrium equations are solved and the
dispacement soluton is printed.




























































































C THIS PROGRAM IS DEVELOPED TO CARRY OUT TWO-DIMENTIONAL
C ANALYSIS OF CURVES BY USING THE FINITE










I NG = NUMBER OF ELEMENT GROUPS I
c I NE = NUMBER OF ELEMENT |
c I ROWN = NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE G-STIFF. MATRIX |
c 1 COLN = NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE G-STIFF. MATRIX |
c 1 NOCP = NUMBER OF CONTROL POINTS 1
c I NCPS = NUMBER OF NODES PER SPLINE I
c | NDFP = NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER POINT |
c I NFNO = NUMBER OF EXTERNAL FORCES 1
c | NRNO = NUMBER OF RESTRAIN NODES 1
c 1 DOF = NUMBER OF TOTAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM |
c I CORD = CO-ORDINATES OF THE CONTROL POINTS 1
c | MCON = SPLINE CONNECTIVITY 1
c 1 PROP = MATERIAL GROUP & CROSS SECTION PROPERTIES |
c I PFR = EXTERNAL FORCE PROPERTIES 1
c | PFRC = EXTERNAL FORCE POSITION I
c I SPR = SPRNG PROPERTIES I
c 1 SPRE « SPRNG POSITION I
c 1 KBE = ELEMENT BENDING STIFF. I
c 1 KAE = ELEMENT AXIAL STIFF. 1
c 1 KS = ELEMENT SPRING STIFF. I
c I FBE = ELEMENT BENDING FORCE I
c 1 FAE = ELEMENT AXIAL FORCE 1
c 1 FS = ELEMENT SPRING FORCE |
c 1 FPE = ELEMENT APPLIED LOAD I
c 1 KBG = GLOBAL BENDING STIFF. |
c I KAG = GLOBAL AXIAL STIFF. I
c 1 KSG = GLOBAL SPRING STIFF. |
c 1 FBG = GLOBAL BENDING FORCE |
c 1 FAG = GLOBAL AXIAL FORCE I
c 1 FPG = GLOBAL EXTERNAL FORCE I
c 1 FSG = GLOBAL SPRING FORCE |
c 1 KG = ELASTIC LINEAR STIFFNESS 1
c 1 PG = GLOBAL FORCE MATRIX |
c I DG = GLOBAL DISPLACEMENT MATRIX |
c I ALFA AXIAL STRAIN |
c I BETA = BENDING STRAIN |
c I LCNO = NO. OF CASE OF LOADING 1
c | IT = ITERATION NUMBER. |



















6 8  
69
p
DOUBLE PRECISION CORD(20,2)fPROP(20,4),S P R (20,3)
* , F B E (8 ),FAE(8 ), A (4,4),T A (4,4), C l (4,4), C 2 (4,4),B (4,4)
* ,KBG(20,20),KAG(20,20),KSG(20,20),K G (20,20)
* , U (1, 4),U 1 (1/4), U 2 (1,4),T U I (4,1) ,T U 2 (4,1),INCR(4)
* ,E l (4,4),F I (4,4),G I (4,4), H I <4, 4), S I <4,4),A C U (20)
* ,FBG(20),F A G (20),FPG(20),FSG(20),PG(20),DG(20)
* ,FBM(8 )rFAM( 8 ),FPE(8 )fFS(8 ) ,WKA(8 ) ,P F R (20,2),X(20)
* ,IBB(5,8,8) ,BBD(5,8,8),KS(8 , 8 ),P T (20),DELTA(20)
* ,KBE(8 ,8 ),K A E (8 ,8 ),KBM(8 ,8 ) ,R AM(8 ,8 ),DH(8 ,8 )
* ,BCPD(5,4,4),BI(5,4,4),D(4,4) ,DGX(20),DGY(20),PP(4)
* zUA,ALFA,BETA,ACCU,PGG(20) ,KG G (20,20),P T T (4) 




CALL INPDAT (NG,NE,NCPS,NOCP,NDFP,DOF,CORD,X ,MCON
72 * ,PROP,SPRE,SPR,NFNO,NRNO, ALFA,BETA,El,FI, GI,HI,SI
73 * ,PFR,PFRC,LCNO,INCR)
74 CALL OUPDAT (NG, NE,NCPS,NOCP,NDFP,DOF,CORD,X,MCON








83 DO 4 848 1*1,ROWN
84 PG (I)*0.0
85 PGG(I)=0.0
8 6 DO 4848 J*l,COLN




91 DO 900 LN*1,LCNO
92 ITT*ITT+1
93 WRITE(6,901)ITT
94 901 FORMAT(1H,'LOAD CASE NO. ',13)
95 C
96 DO 30 NF*1,NFNO
97 CALL FORCE (PP,LN, NFNO, NF,PFR, PFRC, FPE, A, ACU, LCNO, INCR)
98 CALL KFPMAT (MCON, NFNO, NF, ROWN, FPE, FPG, PFR, PFRC, IR)
99 IF(ABS(ACU(NF)).L E .ABS(ACU(1))) ACCU=ABS(ACU(NF))
1 0 0 IF(ACU(NF).LE.ACU(1)) ACCU=ACU(NF)
1 0 1 30 CONTINUE






108 WRITE(6 ,45) IT
109 45 FORMAT(1H,'ITERATION NO. ',15)
1 1 0 C
1 1 1 DO 10 IE=1,NE
1 1 2 DO 11 JU=1,2
113 CALL UANDTU(JU,UA,U,U1,U2,TUI,TU2)





























































CALL FAEMAT (IE, JU,X, FAE, ALFA, ROWN, PROP, FAM, IBB, BBD, BI, BD) 
CALL KAEMAT(IE,JU,X,KAE,ALFA,ROWN,PROP,KAM, IBB,BBD) 
CONTINUE
CALL FBGFAG (IE, N E , FBM, FAM, FBG, FAG, ROWN, MCON)
CALL KBGKAG (IE,NE, KBM, KAM, KBG, KAG, ROWN, COLN,MCON)
CONTINUE
DO 20 NR=1,NRNO
CALL SPRNGF (NR, MCON, NRNO, A, SPRE, SPR, FS, X, ROWN, IR)
CALL SPRNGK(NR,MCON,NRNO,A,SPRE,SPR,KS,X,ROWN,IR)
CALL FSGMAT(NR,MCON,NRNO,ROWN,FS,FSG,SPRE,IR)









FORMAT(1H, ' PG' )
WRITE(6,304)(PG(I),I»1,ROWN)
FORMAT(E14.5)





DO 50 1*1,ROWN 













SUBROUTINE IN PUT DATA
SUBROUTINE INPDAT(NG,NE,NCPS,NOCP,NDFP,DOF, CORD,X ,MCON
* ,PROP,SPRE,SPR,NFNO,NRNO,ALFA,BETA,El, FI,GI,HI,SI
* ,PFR,PFRC,LCNO,INCR)
INTEGER N G ,NE,NOCP,NDFP,DOF,NFNO,NRNO,NCP S,LCNO 
DOUBLE PRECISION CORD(20,2),PROP(20,4),SPR(20,3)
* , El (4, 4), FI (4, 4), GI (4, 4), HI (4, 4), SI (4, 4)
* , X (20),P F R (20,2),ALFA,BETA,INCR(4)
INTEGER M C O N (30,4),SPRE(20,2),PFRC(20,2)
-222- 2Dprog
172 READ (5,*)NOCP,N E ,N G ,NDFP,DOF,NFNO,NRNO,NCP S
173 READ(5, *) <M,<CORD(M,N),N»1,2),1=1,NOCP)
174 DO 39 JJ=l,NOCP
175 X (2* JJ-1) “CORD (JJ, 1)
176 X (2*JJ) =CORD(JJ,2)
177 39 CONTINUE
178 C
179 READ (5,*) (M, (MCON (M, N) ,N=1,4) ,1-1, NE)








188 R E A D (5,*)(M,(El(M,N),N«1,4),I-1,NCPS)
189 READ (5,*) (M, (FI(M,N),N-1,4),I-1,NCPS)
190 REA D (5,*)(M,(GI(M,N),N=1,4),I-1,NCPS)
191 REA D (5,*)(M,(HI(M,N),N=1,4),1=1,NCPS)




1 Q £ r*---
END













203 DOUBLE PRECISION C O R D (20,2),PROP(20,4),S P R (20,3)




208 700 FORMAT(//22X,'THE DATA' / 22X,'========')
209 WRITE(6,710)NG,NE,NOCP,NDFP,DOF,NFNO,NRNO,NCP S
210 710 FORMAT(1H,'DATA SUPPLIED',//1H,'NUMBER OF ELE.GROUP',15,
211 . * /1H,'NUMBER OF ELEMENT ',15,
212 * /1H,'NUMBER OF CONTROL POINT ',15,
213 * /1H,'NUM. OF D.O.F PER N.C.P ',15,
214 * /1H,'TOTAL NUM. OF D.O.F ',15,
215 * /1H,'NUMBER OF NODEL FORCES ',15,
216 * /1H,'NUMBER OF SPRING ',15,
217 * /1H,'NO. OF C.P. PER SPLINE ',15)
218 WRITE(6,720)
219 720 FORMAT(//1H,'NODES COORDINATE',/1H,8 X, ' NODE',9X,
220 * 'X(l)',10X,'X(2)')
221 WRI T E (6,730)(M,<CORD(M,N),N=1,2),M=l,NOCP)
2 2 2 730 FORMAT(1H,110,2F15.5)
223 WRITE(6,740)
224 740 FORMAT(//1H,'MEMBER CONNECTIVITY' , /1H, 2X,'MEMBER',
225 * 6 X,'NODE l',6 X,'NODE 2',6X,'NODE 3',6X,'NODE 4')
226 WRITE(6,750)(M, (MCON(M,N),N=1,4) ,M=1,NE)
227 750 FORMAT(1H,16,4112)
228 WRITE(6,760)
- 2 2 3 - 2Dprog
229 760 FORMAT(//1H,'MEMBER PROPERTIES',/1H,IX,'MEMBER' ,
230 *6X,'E(N/ME)',7 X , 'I(M4)',7 X ,'AREA(M2)',7X,'LENGTH (M)')
231 W R I T E (6,770)(M,(PROP(M,N),N-lr4),M=1,NG)
232 770 FORMAT(1H,15,4E l 4.4)
233 W R I T E (6/776)
234 776 FORMAT(//1H,'APPLIED LOADS',/1H,4X,'LOAD NO.',4X,
235 * 'ELEM.NO.',4X,'DIRECTION',8X,' (U)',5X,'LOAD VALUE')
236 W R I T E (6,777) (M, (PFRC(M,N),N=1,2), (PFR(M,N),N=1,2) ,M=l,NFNO)
237 777 FORMAT (1H,110,2112,F I 4.3,El4.5)
238 WRITE (6,780)
239 780 FORMAT(//1H,'SPRING PROPERTIES'f/1H,4X,'SPRING NO.',3X,
240 *'ELEM.NO.',3X,'DIRECTION',8X,' (U)',9X,' (S)',10X,'CONST.')





247 C SUB. TO CALCULAT THE BAND WIDTH OF THE STIFF. MATRICX
24 8 0============================================================
24 9 SUBROUTINE BANDW(NDFP,NOCP,NCPS,ROWN,COLN)
250 C







259 C SUB. FOR CALCULATE THE A MATRIX
261 SUBROUTINE AANDTA(A,TA)
262 C
263 DOUBLE PRECISION A (4,4),T A (4,4),DD
264 C
265 DD=1.0/6.0
266 A (1,1)= 1*DD
267 A (1,2)= 4*DD
68 A (1,3)* 1*DD
269 A(2,1)=-3*DD
270 A (2,3)= 3*DD
271 A (3,1)“ 3*DD
272 A (3,2)=-6*DD
273 A (3,3)= 3*DD





279 DO 10 1=1,4
280 DO 10 J=l,4





- 2 2 4 - 2Dprog




292 DOUBLE PRECISION U A , U (1,4),U 1 (1,4), U 2 (1,4),T U I (4,1), T U 2 (4,1)
293 C
294 IF(JU.EQ.l) UA-1.0




299 U (1, 4)=UA* * 3
300 C
301 Ul(l,2)-1




306 T U I (3,1)= U 1 (1,3)











318 C SUBROUTINE BMAT TO CALCU. [B] MATRIX
319 0 = = = = = = = = = = = ~ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = « = = = « = = « = « = = = = = « *





325 DOUBLE PRECISION A  (4, 4), TA (4,4) ,C1 (4, 4) ,B (4, 4) ,Bl (4, 4)
326 * , El (4, 4), FI (4, 4), GI (4, 4),HI (4, 4), SI (4, 4),D (4, 4)
327 * ,U A , U 1 (1,4),T U I (4,1),CP (4,4),B I C (5,4,4),D H (8,8)
328 * ,I B B (5,8,6),B B D (5,8,8),BI(5,4,4),BD(5,4,4)
329 C
330 DO 20 L-1,4




335 C MATRIX [B]= [A]' [U#] ' [U'] [A]
336 C ===========================
337 DO 31 1=1,4
338 DO 31 J-1,4
339 B1(I,J)=0.0
340 DO 31 M-1,4
341 Bl(I,J)=B1(I,J)+TA(I,M)*C1(M,J)
342 31 CONTINUE
-2 2 5 - 2Dprog
343 C
344 DO 32 11-1,4
345 DO 32 JJ— 1,4
346 B(II,JJ)— 0.0

















363 D(l,l)- 6 *U11-6*U22+2*U33
364 D(l,2)—  12*U11+15*U22-6*U33
365 D (1, 3) — 6 *U11-12*U22+6*U33
366 D (1,4)— 3 *U22-2*U33
367 D (2,2)- 24*U11-36*U22+18*U33
368 D (2,3)— -12*U11+27*U22-18*U33
369 D(2,4)— 6 *U22+6*U33
370 D (3,3)— 6 *U11-18*U22+18*U33
371 D (3,4)— 3 *U22-6*U33
372 D (4,4)— 2 *U33
373 DO 76 1-1,4
374 DO 76 J-1,4
375 D (I, J) —D (I , J) / 6.0
376 IF(I.GT.J) D(I,J)—D(J,I)
377 76 CONTINUE
378 DO 71 L— 1,4
379 LL—2*L






386 DO 48 K-1,4
387 DO 48 L— 1,4
388 B l (1,K, L) — (U11*EI(K,L) + U22*FI(K,L)/2.0 + U33*GI(K,L)
389 * /3.0 + U44*HI(K,L)/4.0 + U55*SI(K,L)/5.0)/4.0
390 B l (2,K, L) — (U22*EI(K,L)/2.0 + U33*FI(K,L)/6.0 +U44*GI(K,L)
391 * /12.0 + U55*HI(K,L)/20.0+ U66*SI(K,L)/30.0)/4.0
392 Bl(3,K,L) = (U33*EI(K,L)/6.0 + U44*FI(K,L) / 2 4 .0 +U55*GI(K,L)
393 * /60.0 + U66*HI(K,L)/120.0+U77*SI(K,L)/210.0)/4.0
394 Bl(4,K,L)=(U44*EI(K,L)/24.0 +U55*FI(K,L)/120.0+U66*GI(K,L)
395 * /360.0+ U77*HI(K,L)/840.0+U88*SI(K,L)/1680.0)/4.0
396 B l (5,K, L) — (U55*EI(K,L)/120.0+U66*FI(K,L)/720.0+U77*GI(K,L)
397 * /2520 + U88*HI(K,L)/6720.0+U99*SI(K,L)/15120.0)/4.0
398 C
399 C CALCULATION OF THE 1st, 2nd,3rd,4th DIFFERETIATION OF [C]
- 2 2 6 - 2Dprog
400 C =  =  s = * = = * = « s : = = = = = s * = = x = = a B = = =  =  * = =  =  = = * = = =  =  * s = = = = * = = = a t 3 = a s s B = « s = = = a = a = » «
401 BD(1,K,L) =  (0.25)*(El(K,L)+U11*FI(K,L)+U22*GI(K,L)+U33*
402 * HI(K,L)+U44*SI(K,L))
403 BD (2, K, L) = (0 . 25) * (FI (K, L) +2 . 0*U11*GI (K, L) +3 . 0*U22*HI (K, L)
404 * +4.0*U33*SI(K,L))
405 BD(3,K,L) =  (0.25)* (2.0*GI(K, L)+6.0*U11*HI(K,L)+12.0*U22*SI(K,L))
406 BD(4,K,L) =  (0.25)*(6.0*HI(K,L)+24.0*U11*SI(K,L))




4 1  1
C
n





413 DO 90 L =l,7,2
414 K Y = 0 .0
415 DO 9 K=l, 4













429 C=== s= =  =  s s  *= = ==»= sssss=sss«s a = = = = = = = = = = = i * r E = = i * = = = = = = = = = = = = B : = 3 = = = s a e = * »
430 c SUB. TO CALCULAT BENDING FORCE MATRICES.
431 c — ==========*:=======:======:=========================—=======*
432 SUBROUTINE FBEMAT (IE, JU, UA, FBE, BETA, X, ROWN, FBM, DH, PROP)
433 c
434 INTEGER ROWN,JU, IE
435 DOUBLE PRECISION BETA,UA,X(20),DH(8,8) , L E N , P R O P (20,4)
436 * ,F B E (8),FBEU (8),F B M (8)
437 c
438 L E N = P R O P (1,4)
439 JD=2*IE-2
440 DO 25 1-1,8
441 FBE(I)-0.0











453 I F (JU.EQ.2) THEN
454 DO 33 M - l , 8
455 FBM (M)-BETA* (FBEU (M)-FBE (M) )
456 33 CONTINUE







*x O JL t---
462 c SUB. TO CALCULAT BENDING STIFFENS MATRICES.
463 pV-p---
464 SUBROUTINE KBEMAT (IE, JU, UA, KBE, BETA, X, ROWN, KBM, DH, P R O P )
465 c
466 INTEGER ROWN,JU,IE
467 DOUBLE PRECISION B E T A , U A , X (20), D H (8,8),PROP (20,4),LEN
468 * ,K B E (8,8),K B M (8,8),K B E U (8,8)
469 c
470 LEN=PROP(1,4)
471 DO 25 1=1,8
472 DO 25 J=l,8




477 DO 250 M = 1 ,8





483 I F (JU.EQ.2) THEN
484 DO 33 M-1,8
485 DO 33 N-1,8






492 pL --- s = SSS
493 c SUB. TO CALCULAT AXIAL FORCE MATRICES.






500 DOUBLE PRECISION X (20),F A E 2 (8),F A E 1 (8),P R O P (20,4)
501 * ,F A E (8),F A M (8),FAEU(8),BC1(5,8), B C 2 (5,8),B l (5,4,4)






508 DO 101 J B = 1 ,5
509 PP1(JB)=0.0
510 PP2(JB)=0.0
511 DO 101 1=1,8
512 B C 1 (JB,I)=0.0
513 B C 2 (JB,I)=0.0
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514 101 CONTINUE
515 C
516 DO 103 J B = 1 ,5
517 DO 33 1=1,8
518 DO 13 J = l , 8
519 BC1 {JB, I ) =BC1 (JB, I ) +BBD (JB, I , J) *X(J+JD)
520 B C 2 (J B , I )=BC2(JB,I)+IBB(JB,I,J)*X(J+JD)
521 13 • CONTINUE
522 P P 1 (JB) = P P 1 (JB)+X(I+JD)*BC2(JB,I)
523 P P 2 {JB) = P P 2 (JB)+X(I+JD)*BC1(JB,I)
524 33 CONTINUE
525 103 CONTINUE
526 DO 30 1=1,8
527 FAE1(I)=0.0
528 IK=-1
529 DO 301 M = 1 ,5
530 IK=-IK




535 DO 92 1=1,8
536 FAE2(I)= 2 * B C 2 (1,1)
537 92 CONTINUE
538 C
539 DO 130 1=1,8
540 FAE1(I)=FAE1(I)/ (LEN**4)
541 FAE2(I)=FAE2(I)* ( 2 / (LEN**2))









551 I F (J U .E Q .2) THEN
552 DO 50 1=1,8

















566 DOUBLE PRECISION X (20),KA E 2 (8,8),KAE1(8, 8) , P R O P (20,4)
567 * , K A E (8,8),K A M (8,8),KAEU(8,8),BD(5,4,4)
568 * ,P P 1 (5),P P 2 (5),B C 1 (5,8),B C 2 (5,8)
569 * ,A L F A , L E N , I B B (5,8,8),B B D (5,8,8)
570 c




574 DO 101 J B = 1 ,5
575 P P l (JB)*0.0
576 P P 2 (JB)*0.0
577 DO 101 1*1,8
578 B C 1 (JB,I)*0.0
579 B C 2 {JB,I)*0.0
580 101 CONTINUE
581 C
582 DO 103 JB=1,5
583 DO 33 1=1,8
584 DO 13 J=l,8
585 B C 1 (JB,I)=BC1(JB, I ) + B B D (JB, I, J)*X(J+JD)
586 B C 2 (JB,I)=BC2(JB, I)+IBB(JB, I, J)*X(J+JD)
587 13 CONTINUE
588 P P l (JB) =PP1(JB)+X(I+JD)*BC2(JB,I)




593 DO 82 1=1,8
594 DO 82 J*l,8
595 KAE1(I,J)=0.0
596 IK=-1
597 DO 83 JB=1,5
598 IK=-IK
599 KAE1(I,J)*KAE1(I, J) +IK*(2*PP1(JB)*BBD{JB,I,J)
600 * + 4 * B C 1 (J B , I ) * B C 2 (JB,J)
601 * + 4 * B C 2 (JB,I)*BC1(JB,J)




606 DO 87 1*1,8




611 DO 130 1*1,8
612 DO 130 J=1,8
613 KAE1(I,J)=KAE1(I, J ) / (LEN**4)
614 KAE2 (I,J)=KAE2(I,J)* ( 2 / (LEN**2))




619 DO 505 1=1,8





625 I F (JU.EQ.2) THEN
626 DO 50 1=1,8
627 DO 50 J-1,8
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639 INTEGER IE,NE, ROWN,MCON (30, 4) ,H(4) ,V(4),P(4)
640 c
641 DOUBLE PRECISION F B M (8),FAM(8),F B G (20) ,F A G (20)
642 c
643 IF (IE.NE.1) GO TO 40





649 DO 10 K=l,4
650 H (K) =MCON (IE, K)
651 V (K) =2* (H(K)-H(l) )
652 10 CONTINUE
653 c
654 DO 60 M-1,2
655 DO 20 1=1,4
656 P(I) = (2*H(I)-1) +M-1
657 20 CONTINUE
658 C
659 DO 30 L= 1 ,4
660 FBG (P (L) ) =FBG (P (L) ) +FBM (M+V (L) )






667 C== = = = = ======= = === = ========= = ==== ========'===*=I========== ===*:====
668 C
P —
SUB. TO CALCULAT THE GLOBAL BENDING & AXIAL STIFF.MAT.
0 0 7 s — —==s s
670 SUBROUTINE KBGKAG (IE, NE, KBM, KAM, KBG, KAG, ROWN, COLN, MCON)
671 c
672 INTEGER IE,NE,ROWN,COLN,MCON(30,4) ,H(4) ,V(4) ,P (4) ,PP (4)
673 c
674 DOUBLE PRECISION K B G (20,20),K A G (20,20),K B M (8,8),K A M (8,8)
675 c
676 IF(IE.NE.1) GO TO 20
677 DO 30 M = 1 , ROWN
678 DO 30 N = 1 ,COLN
679 KBG(M,N)=0 . 0
680 30 KAG (M,N) =0. 0
681 20 CONTINUE
682 C
683 DO 10 K = 1 , 4
684 H (K)=MCON(IE,K)





























































DO 35 L-1,4 
P(L)=2*H(L)-1 
35 CONTINUE
DO 31 1-1,4 
DO 31 J»l,4 
DO 40 M-1,2 
DO 40 N«l,2 
II-P(I)+M-1 
J J = P (J)+N-1
KBG (II, JJ) =KBG (II, JJ) +KBM (V (I) +M, V (J) +N)






C SUB. FOR CALCULATING THE EQUIVLANT FORCE ON THE C.P.
C====================*======================================«




DOUBLE PRECISION INCR(4),A (4,4),P F R (20,2),F P E (8)
* ,ACU (20),U(1,4),C (1,4),U A (4),P P (4),DELP(4)
C





IF(LN.EQ.1) DELP(NF)— 0.0 
PP(NF) — PP (NF)+DELP(NF)
UA(NF) —PFR(NF,1)





U ( l , 4)—UA(NF)**3 
DO 300 L-1,4 
C(1,L)=0.00 
DO 30 K-1,4




DO 4 0 J-1,4




18 F P E (JS)— FPE (JS)+PP(NF)*C(1,J)
4 0 CONTINUE





























































C SUB. FOR CALCULATING THE GLOBAL FORCE & STIFF.LOAD MAT.




DOUBLE PRECISION F P E ( 8 ) ,F P G (20),PFR(20,2)
C
IF(NF.NE.l) GO TO 75 





DO 35 J=l,4 
I R (J)=MCON(MF, J)
35 CONTINUE
C
DO 45 N = 1 ,4 













DOUBLE PRECISION S P R (20,3),A (4,4), C (1,4) , U (1, 4)
* , X (20),D E (10),D E L (10),F S (8),UA,S,CONST
C











DO 30 L-1,4 
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799 C
800 MR=SPRE(NR, 1)
801 DE (NR) =0 . 0
802 DO 35 J-l, 4
803 IR(J)=MCON(MR,J)
804 IF(SPRE(NR,2 ) .EQ.2) GO TO 15
805 JX=2 *I R (J ) -1
806 GO TO 16
807 15 JX— 2 * I R (J)




812 DO 40 J— 1,4
813 IF(SPRE (NR, 2) .EQ.2) GO TO 17
814 JS=2*J-l
815 GO TO 18
816 17 JS=2*J












SUBROUTINE SPRNGK (NR,MCON, NRNO, A, SPRE, SPR, KS,X, ROWN, IR)
826 c
827 INTEGER NR, NRNO, ROWN,MCON (30,4) , SPRE (20,2) , IR (4)
828 c
829 DOUBLE PRECISION S P R (20, 3) , A (4, 4 ),C (1,4 ),U (1,4),K S (8,8)
830 * ,X(20),DE(10),D E L (10),UA,S,CONST
831 c
832 DO 10 1-1,8
833 DO 10 J - l , 8
834 KS (I, J) — 0 . 0
835 10 CONTINUE
836 c
837 UA - S PR(NR,1)
838 S — SPR(NR,2)
839 CONST— SPR(NR, 3)
840 U(l,l)=l
841 U (1,2)—UA
842 U (1,3)—UA* * 2
843 U ( l , 4)—UA**3
844 DO 30 L— 1,4
845 C (1,L)— 0.0
846 DO 30 K — 1,4
847 C (1, L) —C (1, L) +U (1, K) *A (K, L)
848 30 CONTINUE
849 C
850 DO 60 M=l,4
851 DO 60 N-1,4
852 IF(SPRE(NR,2) .EQ.2) GO TO 36
853 MM=2*M-1
854 NN=2*N-1










864 C SUB. TO CALCULAT THE SPRING GOLABL FORCE MATRIX
000 u==:
866 SUBROUTINE FSGMAT (NR,MCON, NRNO, ROWN, FS, FSG, SPRE, IR)
867 C
868 INTEGER NR,NRNO,ROWN,IR(4),S P R E (20, 2),MCON(30,4)
869 DOUBLE PRECISION F S (8),F S G (20)
870 C
871 IF(NR.NE.1) GO TO 75





877 DO 350 J=l,4
878 I R (J)=MCON(MR,J)
879 350 CONTINUE
880 C
881 DO 45 N=l, 4
882 DO 45 M=l, 2
883 IQ=2*IR(N)+M-2
884 JQ=2*N+M-2





890 C== = SSSS = S = SSSSS = ==SSBSEa=ZE = SS3&S = SSS=SS=SSSKSSSBSS3BSSS = BB
891 c
p
SUB. TO CALCULAT THE SPRING GOLABL STIFF. MATRIX
0 _ — S —.
893 SUBROUTINE KSGMAT (NR,MCON, NRNO,ROWN,COLN, KS,KSG, SPRE, IR)
894 c
895 INTEGER NR,NRNO,ROWN,COLN, H (4)
896 c
897 DOUBLE PRECISION KS (8,8),K S G (20, 20)
898 INTEGER IR(4),V(4),PP(4),P(4),M C O N (30, 4), S P R E (20,2)
899 c
900 IF(NR.NE.1) GO TO 75
901 DO 70 1=1,ROWN





907 DO 10 K=l,4
908 H(K)=MCON(MR, K)
909 V  (K) =2* (H (K) -H (1) )
910 10 CONTINUE
911 c
912 DO 35 L=l, 4




916 DO 31 1*1,4
917 DO 31 *1=1, 4
918 DO 50 M = 1 ,2
919 DO 50 N=l,2
920 II=P(I)+M-1
921 J J = P (J)+N-1














SUBROUTINE PGKGMT (FBG, FAG,FSG,FPG,PG,KBG,KAG,KSG,KG




936 DOUBLE PRECISION K B G (20,20),K A G (20,20),K S G (20,20)
937 * ,F B G (20),FAG (20),F P G (20),F S G (20),P G (20),P G G (20)
938 * ,D E L T A (20),PT (20),K G (20,20),K G G (20,20)
939 c
940 DO 10 1=1,ROWN
941 PT(I)=FBG(I)+FAG(I ) +FSG(I)
942 P G (I ) = P G G (I ) - P T (I )
943 D E L T A (I ) » P G (I )
944 c
945 DO 20 J=1,COLN
946 K G (I ,J ) = K B G (I ,J)+KAG (I,J)+KSG(I,J)
947 KGG (I, J) =KG (I, J)
948 2 0 CONTINUE













SUB. SOLVE BY USING GUA S S -E LEMENATI ON
SUBROUTINE SOLVE (NX,MX,KG,BY,WKA,DY)
957 c
958 INTEGER NX, MX




963 DO 300 1=1,M2
964 11=1+1
965 DO 290 K=II,M1
966 FACT=KG(K,I)/KG (I,I)
967 DO 280 J=II,M1
968 KG (K, J) =KG (K, J) -FACT*KG (I, J)
969 280 CONTINUE
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970 KG (K,I)=0.0




975 c BACK SUBSTITUE
976 c




















994 INTEGER N E ,D O F ,R OWN,N OCP,M C O N (30,4),H(4)
995 DOUBLE PRECISION DG(ROWN),A (4,4),C P (1,4),D G X (20),DGY (20)
996 * ,P X (20),PY(20),X(20),U(1,4)
997 c
998 W R I T E (6, 2007)
999 2007 FORMAT(/1H,8X,'X',10X,'Y')
1000 C
1001 DO 120 IE-1,NE
1002 DO 110 J-l,4
1003 H (J )= M C O N (IE,J )
1004 P X (J ) = X (2*(H(J) )-1)
1005 PY (J) =X (2* (H (J) ) )
1006 110 CONTINUE
1007 C







1015 U (1,3)=UAA* *2.0
1016 U (1,4)=UAA* *3.0
1017 DO 50 K-1,4
1018 CP(1,K)=0.0
1019 DO 50 JJ=1,4
1020 C P (1,K ) = C P (1,K ) + U (1,J J ) * A (JJ, K)
1021 50 CONTINUE
1022 C
1023 DO 55 L-1,4
1024 D G X (J ) = D G X (J ) + C P (1,L)*PX(L)
1025 D G Y (J ) = D G Y (J ) + C P (1,L)*PY(L)
1026 55 CONTINUE
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A PPENDIX (C) 
Three-dim ensional analysis
Appendix C-I
r(u ,v)= |l u u2 u3jDTDT| l  v  v 2  v 3 | T
The covariant base vectors are defined as,
a X a
a .=r,t a2= r ,2 a 3 ~ |a | Xa^[
henc;
a ( = |o  1 2u 3u2jDTDT| l  v  v 2 v 3 | T
a 2= |l  u u2 u3| d TDt | o 1 2v 3v2j
a J , =(o 1 2u 3u2jDTDTfl v v2 v3j T
, 2 =^0 1 2u 3u2jDTDT|o 1 2v 3v2j
a 2, 2 = ( l  u  u 2  u3)dT O t (0 1 2v 3 v 2 |
al)=aia i=V.[D]mT[D]T.U T.U [D jm fD f.V 1
a22=a2 V V P im iD ] 'I 'b [ D ] [ T ] [ D ] 1.V
ai2=a2 t=ai V V [D][T]T[D]t.Ut .U (D][T)[D]t.Vt
a3=(a,X a2) / / a  a=a„ V  (»„)*
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b =a .8
11 1 , 1  3
bn .  [ f a , (2).a2(3)-al (3).aj (2)jl- fa l (l) .a 2(3)-ai (3).a2( l) ] j  
+ fa 1(l) .a 2(2)-a1(2).a2(l) )k ]  - ^ 1
b =8 .8
22 2 ,  2 3
V  f ( a  1 ( 2 ) a j ( 3 ) ' a  I ( 3 ) i l 2 ( 2 ) )  f a i ( 1 ) a 2 ( 3 ) a  l ( 3 ) a 2 ( 1 ) ] j
+ (a i (l) .a 2(2)-al (2).a2(l) )k ]
b =8 .8
12 1 , 2  3
bn- [ ( a , (2).a2(3)-a, (3).a2(2)| i- [a , ( l) .a 2(3)-a i (3).aI( l) ]  j
a  2| a i (l) .a I(2)-aI(2).a2( l) ]k l
Appendix C-2 (3D com puter program list)
3Dprog is ruining in the same way of 2Dprog except some 
changes can be written according to the flow diagram shown next. 
The groups of subroutines indicated as follows;
1. INPDAT to BANDW The structural data is read and stored in
appropriate arrays.
2. AANDTA Calculation the matrix [A].
3. FORCE to KFPMATThe element forces are calculated and printed
-240-
by cycling throught the elements.
4. VANDTV to FSTR [U] and [V] matrices are calculated and their
derevative.
5. SDIFF to TORQT The member stiffness matrix of bending and
torsion is assembled.
6. FBGKBG to GSTIF Bending and torsion gloable stiffness matrix.
7. SPRNGF to FSGKSGThe global stiffness matrix of the spring is
calculated by cycling through the boundires.
8. VASUB to KAGMATThe membrane forces of the surfaces is
calculated.
9. PGKGMT The global forces stiffness matrix.
10.SOLVE to OUTSOlThe equilibrium equations are solved and the
displacement solution is printed.


























































































c THIS PROGRAM IS DEVELOPED TO CARRY OUT THREE-DIMENTIONAL
c ANALYSIS OF GRID SHELLS STRUCTURES BY USING THE FINITE
c
c=














NUMBER OF ELEMENT GROUPS |
c I NE = NUMBER OF ELEMENT |
c | ROWN = NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE G-STIFF. MATRIX |
c 1 COLN = NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE G-STIFF. MATRIX |
c 1 NOCP = NUMBER OF CONTROL POINTS |
c 1 NCPS = NUMBER OF NODES PER SPLINE |
c 1 NDFP = NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER POINT |
c 1 NFNO = NUMBER OF EXTERNAL FORCES |
c I NRNO = NUMBER OF RESTRAIN NODES |
c I DOF = NUMBER OF TOTAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM |
c 1 CORD = CO-ORDINATES OF THE CONTROL POINTS I
c 1 MCON 3= SPLINE CONNECTIVITY |
c I PROP * MATERIAL GROUP & CROSS SECTION PROPERTIES I
c I PFR = EXTERNAL FORCE PROPERTIES I
c 1 PFRC = EXTERNAL FORCE POSITION |
c 1 SPR = SPRNG PROPERTIES 1
c 1 SPRE = SPRNG POSITION |
c 1 KBE 3S ELEMENT BENDING STIFF. I
c I KAE = ELEMENT AXIAL STIFF. |
c 1 KS = ELEMENT SPRING STIFF. |
c I FBE = ELEMENT BENDING FORCE |
c I FAE ELEMENT AXIAL FORCE |
c I FS = ELEMENT SPRING FORCE |
c I FPE = ELEMENT APPLIED LOAD |
c 1 KBG = GLOBAL BENDING STIFF. |
c 1 KAG = GLOBAL AXIAL STIFF. |
c 1 KSG GLOBAL SPRING STIFF. |
c 1 FBG « GLOBAL BENDING FORCE |
c 1 FAG = GLOBAL AXIAL FORCE |
c 1 FPG = GLOBAL EXTERNAL FORCE |
c 1 FSG = GLOBAL SPRING FORCE |
c 1 KG = ELASTIC LINEAR STIFFNESS |
c 1 PG = GLOBAL FORCE MATRIX I
c 1 DG GLOBAL DISPLACEMENT MATRIX |
c 1 ALFA = AXIAL STRAIN |
c I BETA - BENDING STRAIN |
c I LCNO = NO. OF CASE OF LOADING I
c 1 IT = ITERATION NUMBER. |




I I NCR THE LOAD INCREMENTS 1







61 * ,KBG(300,300),KSG(300,300),KGG(300,300),K G (300,300)
62 * ,K S (4 8,48),KRE(48,8),KQE(8/48),KRG(300/200),KQG(200/300)
63 * /FBG(300),FPG(300),FSG(300),P G (300),INCR(10),PGG(300)
64 *,FPE (48)/FS(48),PFR(20,4),DG(300),DCC(300),X(121),Y(121)
65 * ,KP11 (48/48),KP22(48,48),KP33(48,48),PT(300)/Z(121)
66 * ,QP11(48),QP22 (48),QP33(48),FB11(300),FB22(300),FB33(300)
67 * ,KB11 (300,300),KB22(300,300), KB33(300, 300)
68 * ,UA,U(1,4),U1(1,4),U2(1,4),VA,V(4,1),V1(4,1),V2(4,1),RX,RY,RZ
69 * ,H (1,4),H1(1,4),H2(1,4),V R (4,1),VRl(4,1),VR2 (4,1),ACU(300)
70 * , A, AS,AI11,AI22,STR(8), STRG(200), ASH,AS22, PP (16) ,PCC(300)
71 * ,All,A22,A12,A1(3),A2 (3),AAll(3),AA12(3), A D A (4,4)
72 * , FDELT(16),TX211,TS211,TX122,TS122,SPX,SPY,XLEN,YLEN,TENG(200
73 * ,ACCU,ALFA,BETA1,BETA2,GAMA,B11,B12,AB11,AT211,AT122,BX22,BS2
74 * ,DAI(16,3,3),DA2 (16,3,3),DA11(16,3),DAS(16,3),DDA12(16,3,16,3
75 * ,DAI2(16,3),DAA11 (16,3,3),DAA12(16,3,3),DA (16,3)
7 6 * ,DB11(16,3),DB12(16,3),DAB11(16,3),NORU(3),DDNORU(16, 3, 16,3,3





82 * ,DABV11(16,3),DAT122(16, 3)
83 * ,DABV22(16,3),DAT211(16,3)









95 CALL INPDAT(NG,NE,NR,NC,NOCP, NDFP,DOF, PFR, PFRC,LCNO
96 * , INCR,PROP, SPRE, SPR,NFNO,NRNO,BETA1,BETA2, GAMA
97 * ,NINO,IENO,SPX,SPY,XLEN,YLEN,AI11,AI22,NOSE,TX,TY,TXM,TYM)
98 CALL OUPDAT (NG,NE,NR,NC,NOCP,NDFP,DOF, PROP, SPRE, SPR,NFNO,NRNO















113 DO 231 NF=1,NFNO
114 IF(ITT.NE.1) GOTO 422
115 PP(NF)=PP(NF)




120 WRITE(6,901)ITT, P P (1)
121 901 FORMAT(1H,'LOAD CASE NO. ',13,' LOAD-',F8.3)
122 C







130 DO 848 1=1,ROWN
131 PG(I)=0.0
132 DO 84 8 J=1,COLN






139 45 FORMAT(1H,'ITERATION NO. ',15)
140 C










151 DO 847 1*1,ROWN1
152 FBG(I)=0.0




157 DO 10 IE=1,NE




162 DO 5353 J*l,48
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163 KP11(I,J)=0.0
164 KP22 (I, J) =0. 0




169 DO 11 JV=1,NINO
170 CALL VANDTV(JV,NINO,NZZ,VA,V,Vl,V2)
171 MZZ=0
172 DO 12 JU=1,NINO
173 CALL UANDTU(JU,NINO,MZZ,UA,U,Ul,U2)
174 CALL AANDB(IE,U,U1,U2,V,V1,V2,H,H1,H2,VR,VR1,VR2,DISP
175 * ,A,AS,A1, A2,All,A22,A12f AA22,AA11, AA12,B11,B22,B12,N0RU
176 * , ADA, ABV11, ABV22, BXl 1, BX22, AT211, AT122/ A S H  , AS22
177 * ,AB11,AB22,BS11,BS22,TX211,TS211,TX122,TS122)
178 CALL FDIFF (IE,H, HI, H2, VR, VRl, VR2, A, AS, All, A22 , A12, A S H
179 * ,B11,B22,B12,A1,A2,AA11,AA22,AA12,DA,DAS,DAI,NORU,AS22
180 * ,DAT211/ DAT122,DABl1,DAB22,DA2,DAl1,DA22 , DAI2,DAAl1
181 * ,DB11, DB22, DB12,BX11f BS11,BX22,BS22,DAAl2,DABVll,DABV22
182 * ,DBX11, DBS11,DBX22,DBS22,DNORU,DAA22,TX211,TS211, DTX11
183 * ,DTS11,TX122, TS122,DTX22,DTS22,DAS11,DAS22)
184 C
185 DO 1400 LT=1,16
186 DO 1400 N»l,3
187 KT=t3* (LT-1) +N
188 CALL FSTR (LT, N, KT, BETA1, BETA2 , GAMA, ABll, AB22 , AT211, ATI22
189 * , ABVl 1, ABV2 2 , DAB2 2 , DAT 211, DABV11, DABl 1, DAT 122, DABV2 2
190 * ,QP11,QP22,QP33)
191 C
192 DO 1500 K-1,16




197 * , All, A12,A22, ASH,AS22,DASH,DAS22, LT,N, KT, K, L, LN)
198 CALL BEND1 (All, Bll, ABll, BETA1, KP11,DAl 1,DAAl 1,DB11, DNORU
199 * , A22, B22, AB22 , DABl 1, DDNORU, DDBll, AA11, LT, N, KT, K, L, LN
200 * , DA22 , DAA22, DB22 , DAB 2 2, DDB22, AA22, DDA11, DDA22)
201 CALL BEND2 (AS,All, A1,A2,AT211,AA11,TX211,TS211,LT,N,KT
202 * , BETA2,KP22,DAl 1, DAl,DA2,DAAl 1,DA12,DAS,DAT211,K, L, LN, A22
203 * ,AA22,DTX11,DTS11,DDA11,DDA12,DDAS,TX122,TS122,DA22,DAA22
204 * ,DTX22,DTS22,DAT122,AT122,A12,DDA22)
205 CALL TORQ (AS, A12, AA12, B12, GAMA, KP33, DAl2, DAS, A11, B11
206 * ,A22,B22,DNORU,DAAl2,DB12,DDA12,DDAS,DDNORU,LT,N,KT,K, L, LN
207 * ,BS11,BXl1,DB11,DDB11,DDA11,DABVl1,DBXl1,DBS11,DAl1,ABVl1














221 DO 502 1*1,ROWNl
222 FSG(I)*0.0
223 DO 502 J=1,COLNl
224 KSG (I, J) =0 . 0
225 502 CONTINUE
226 C
227 DO 20 NR3* 1, NRNO
228 CALL SPRNGF (NR,MCON,NRNO, ADA, SPRE, SPR, FS, DISP)




233 DO 3050 M-l,ROWNA
234 STRG(M)*0.0





240 DO 55 IE*1,NE
241 DO 32 L*l,8
242 STR(L)*0.0






249 DO 65 11*1,IENO
250 CALL VASUB(II,IENO,KZ,VO,VOl)
251 JS*0
252 DO 75 JJ*1,IENO
253 CALL UASUB(JJ, IENO, JS,UO,U01)











265 CALL PGKGMT(FBG,FSG,FPG,PG,KBG,KRG,KQG,KSG,KG, ROWN,COLN
266 * , ROWNl,COLNl,ROWNA,COLNA,KGG,PGG,STRG,TENG, PT)
267 C
268 C CALL SOLVE(ROWN,COLN,KG,PG,DG,PCC)
269 CALL SOLVEN(ROWN,COLN,KG,PG,DG,PCC,DCC)
270 WRITE(25,911)ITT,PP(1)
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271 911 FORMAT(1H,'LOAD CASE NO.',13,' LOAD=',F8.3)
272 CALL OUTSOl (NE,NOCP, IENO, ROWNl,DG,X, Y, Z,TX,TY, TENG
273 * ,MCON,CORD,DISP)
274 TPSQ=0.0




279 DO 301 11=1,ROWNA
280 I=ROWNl+II
281 DLSQ=DLSQ+(P G (I)**2.0)
282 301 CONTINUE
283 PRINT*,"TOTAL OF THE SQU. PG ",TPSQ
284 PRINT*,"TOTAL OF THE SQU. STR",DLSQ
285 C IF(TPSQ.GE.2.0) GO TO 400
286 IF(DLSQ.LE.1.0E-7) GO TO 530
287 GO TO 400
288 530 IF(ITT.LT.LCNO) GO TO 900
289 C





295 c SUBROUTINE IN PUT DATA
296 c===
297 SUBROUTINE INPDAT(NG,NE,NR,NC,NOCP,NDFP,DOF,PFR,PFRC,LCNO
298 * , INCR, PROP, SPRE, SPR, NFNO, NRNO, BETA1, BETA2, GAMA
299 * ,NINO,IENO,SPX,SPY,XLEN,YLEN,AI11,AI22,NOSE,TX,TY,TXM,TYM)
300 c
301 INTEGER NG, NE, NOCP, NR, NC, NDFP, DOF, NFNO,NRNO, LCNO, IENO
302 * ,1, J,II,M,N,NF,NINO,SPRE(50,2),PFRC(20,2) ,NOSE
303 REAL PROP(20,7),SPR(50,4),PFR (20,4),INCR(10),AI11,AI22,TXM
304 * ,TYM,BETA1, BETA2, GAMA,SPX,SPY,XLEN,YLEN, TX (200),TY (200)
305 c
















322 READ (9,*) (M, (PFRC (M,N) ,N=1, 2) , (PFR (M,N) ,N=1, 4) ,M=1,NFNO)
323 READ (9, *) (M, (SPRE (M, N) ,N=1,2), (SPR(M,N) ,N=1, 4) ,M=l,NRNO)
324 READ (9,*) (TXM,TYM)

















333 C SUBROUTINE OUT PUT DATA
334 c============r===:============================:====E=========:=====a*
335 SUBROUTINE OUPDAT (NG,NE,NR, NC,NOCP,NDFP,DOF, PROP, SPRE, SPR
336 * , NFNO, NRNO, PFR, PFRC, LCNO, INCR, NINO, IENO, SPX, SPY, XLEN
337 * , YLEN,NOSE,TX,TY)
338 c
339 INTEGER NG, NE, NOCP, NDFP , DOF , NFNO, NRNO, LCNO, IENO
340 * ,NR,NC,NINO,SPRE(50,2),PFRC(20,2),NOSE




345 700 FORMAT (//22X, ' THE DATA' /22X, ' )
346 WRITE (25, 710) NG, NE, NOCP, NR, NC, NDFP, DOF, NFNO, NRNO
347 710 FORMAT (1H,'DATA SUPPLIED',//1H,'NUMBER OF ELE.GROUP“', 15,
348 * /1H,'TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMEMT “ ',15,
349 * /1H,'NUMBER OF CONTROL POINT “ ',15,
350 * /1H,'NO. OF NODES PER ROW “ ',15,
351 * /1H,' NO. OF NODES PER COL. “ ',15
352 * /1H,'NUM. OF D.O.F PER N.C.P “',15,
353 * /1H,'TOTAL NUM. OF D.O.F *',15,
354 * /1H,'NUMBER OF NODEL FORCES “',15,
355 * /1H,'NUMBER OF SPRING “',15)
356 WRITE(25,720)XLEN,YLEN
357 720 FORMAT (//7X,'X-LENGTH=',F5.2, ' Y-LENGTH=',F5.2)
358 WRITE(25, 760)
359 760 FORMAT (//1H,'MEMBER P R O P / 1 H , ' M E M . ',5X, ' (AREA)',5X,' (LEN)'
360 *, 5X, ' (E) ' , 5X, ' (G)', 5X, ' (Ix)', 5X, ' (Iy) ' , 9X,' (J)')
361 WRITE(25,770) (M, (PROP(M,N) ,N“1,7),M“1,NG)
362 770 FORMAT(1H,12,El2.3,6E10 .3)
363 WRITE (25, 766) NINO, IENO, LCNO
364 766 FORMAT(/1H,'NO. OF NUMER. INTEGRATION “ ',15,
365 * /1H,'NO. OF INTEGRATED EL/ELEM.=',15,
366 * /1H,'NO. OF LOADING CASE “'#15)
367 WRITE(25,776)
368 776 FORMAT(//1H,'APPLIED LOADS',/1H,'LOAD NO.',4X,
369 *' ELEM.NO.',4X, 'DIREC.',10X,' (U)',6X,'(V)',8X,' (PP)',5X,'INCR')
370 WRITE(25,777) (M, (PFRC(M,N),N-1,2),(PFR(M,N),N=1,4),M=l,NFNO)
371 777 FORMAT(1H,15,2110,FI9.3,3F10. 3)
372 WRITE(25,780)
373 780 FORMAT(//1H,'SPRING PROPERTIES',/1H, ' SPR. NO.',3X,
374 *'ELEM.NO.',3X,'DIREC.', 5 X ,' (U)',6 X , ' (V)', 1 0 X , '  (S)',8 X , 'CONST.')
375 WRITE(25,790) (M, (SPRE(M,N),N“1,2),(SPR(M,N),N“1,4),M=l,NRNO)
376 790 FORMAT(1H,15,2110,FI1.3,FI0.3,El4.3,F12.3)
377 WRITE (25, 795) (M,TX(M) ,TY(M) ,M=1,NOSE)
378 795 FORMAT(I10,2E13.4)










383 c SUBROUTINE DATA FOR CALCU. THE COORD. AND ELEM. CONEC.
n3 OH ----
385 SUBROUTINE DATAE (NE, NR,NC,MCON,NOCP, CORD, X, Y, Z, SPX, SPY, XLEN
386 * ,YLEN,DISP)
387 c
388 INTEGER NE,NOCP,NR,NC,MCON(64,16),NJ(4) ,MF(100,4,4)
389 REAL X(121),Y (121),Z(121),ZZ(121),CORD(121,3),ALF,BET






396 C740 FORMAT(//1H,'MEMBER CONNECT.',//,'ELEM NO.',20X,'Nl.N16')
397 J=0
398 DO 10 K=1,NE
399 JX=0
400 DO 100 L=1,4
401 LL=L-1
402 JY=0












415 DO 11 MX=1,ML
416 MN=MX*NL
417 IF(K.EQ.MN) GO TO 16
418 11 CONTINUE





424 C720 FORMAT(//1H, 'NODES COORDINATE',/1H,8X,'NODE',9X,
425 C * '(X)',10X, ' (Y)',10X,' (Z)')
426 XMX=-(XLEN/2+2*SPX)
427 YMY=-(YLEN/2+SPY)
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433 AS=0.5
434 BS=0.5






441 DO 62 L=1,NC
442 NA=NC*L
443 IF(KK.EQ.NA) GO TO 19
444 GO TO 62
445 19 XMX=-XLEN/2-2*SPX
446 YMY=YMY+SPY






453 WRITE(25,3090) (I, (CORD(I,J), J=l, 3),I=l,NOCP)
454 3090 FORMAT(I5,3E13.4)
455 DO 401 IE=1,NE
456 DO 400 1=1,4
457 DO 400 J-l,4
458 LL=4*(I-l)+J
459 LT=MCON(IE,LL)
460 DISP(IE, 1,1, J)=CORD(LT, 1)
461 DISP(IE, 2, I, J)=CORD(LT,2)






468 o = = ==== = ====== = = = = = = = = ===::=========s=============i============*
469 C SUB. TO CALCULAT THE BAND WIDTH OF THE STIFF. MATRICX
470 o = = ==============================«===*========================«
471 SUBROUTINE BANDW (NDFP, NOCP, NE, IENO, ROWN, COLN, ROWNl, COLNl
472 * , ROWNA, COLNA)
473 C














c SUB. FOR CALCULATE THE A MATRIX
- 2 5 1 - 3Dprog
487 C= =  =  =  =  =  5= = =  = = =  =  =  =  = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = = = = * =  =  * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * *
488 SUBROUTINE AANDTA(ADA)
489 c
490 REAL A D A (4,4),DD
491 c
492 D D = 1 .0/6
493 A D A (1,1)= 1*DD
494 A D A (1,2)= 4*DD
495 A D A (1,3)= 1*DD
496 A D A (2,1)=-3*DD
497 A D A (2,3)= 3*DD
498 A D A (3,1)= 3*DD
499 A D A (3,2)=-6*DD
500 A D A (3,3)= 3*DD
501 A D A (4,1)=-l*DD
502 A D A (4,2)= 3*DD
503 A D A (4,3)=-3*DD








SUBROUTINE FORCE (PP, ITT,NF, PFR, PFRC, FPE, ACU, INCR, ADA)
512 c
513 INTEGER NF,ITT,PFRC(20,2)
514 REAL INCR(10),PFR(20,4) ,FPE(48),ADA(4,4),DELP(10)
515 *, ACU (20) ,U(1,4) ,UU (10),PP(16) , C (1, 4), H (4,1), V (4,1), W  (10)
516 c





522 c IF(ITT.EQ.1) DELP(NF)=0.0










533 V (2,1) = W  (NF)
534 V (3,1) = W  (NF) **2.0
535 V (4,1) = W  (NF) **3.0
536 DO 300 L=l,4
537 C (1, L)=0 . 0
538 H(L,1)=0 . 0
539 DO 30 K =l,4
540 C (1,L)=C (1,L)+U(1,K) *ADA (K, L)





545 DO 40 1-1,4

















SUBROUTINE KFPMAT(MCON,NFNO,NF,ROWNl, FPE, FPG,PFRC)
560 C
561 INTEGER NFNO,NF,ROWNl,MCON(64,16) ,PFRC(20,2),IR(16)
562 REAL FPE(48),FPG(300)
563 C
564 IF(NF.NE.l) GO TO 75









574 DO 45 1=1,16










3 0 ^ V
584 C SUBROUTINE VANDA TO CALCU. [V] MATRICES.


































617 U (1,3)=UA**2 . 0
618 U (1,4)=UA**3.0
619 c
620 U1 (1, 2) *1. 0
621 U 1 (1,3)“2.0*UA
622 U 1 (1,4)=3.0*(UA**2.0)
623 c







630 C SUBROUTINE AANDB TO CALCU. [B] MATRIX
632 SUBROUTINE AANDB(IE,U,U1,U2,V,VI,V2,H,HI,H2,VR,VR1,VR2,DISP
633 * ,A ,AS,Al,A2,Al1,A22,AI2,AA22,AA11,AA12,B11,B22,B12, NORU




638 REAL ADA(4,4),C(1,4),C l (1,4),C 2 (1,4)
639 * ,DISP(100,3,4,4),U (1,4),U1(1,4),U2 (1,4),VR(4,1),VR1(4,1)
640 * , V (4,1),V I (4,1),V2(4,1),H (1,4),H1 (1,4),H2 (1,4),VR2(4,1)
641 * ,A,AS,A1(3),A2(3),AS11,AS22,A11,A22,A12,AA11(3) ,AA12(3)
642 * ,Bll,B12,ABll,AT211,ABVll,ABV22,BX11,BX22,N0RU(3) ,AA22(3)
643 * ,B22,AB22,TX211,TS211,TX122,TS122,BS11,BS22,AT122
644 C
645 DO 20 L-1,4
646 H (1,L) =0.0
647 Hi(1,L)=0.0
648 H2 (1,L)=0.0




652 DO 203 K—1,4




657 VR1 (L, 1) =VR1 (L, 1) +ADA (K, L) *Vl (K, 1)







665 DO 200 N=1,3
666 Al (N) —0 . 0








675 DO 202 J-l,4
676 C(1,I) -C(1,I) + H (1,J)*DISP(IE,N,J,I)






























706 DO 100 N=l,3
707 NORU(N)=N0RU(N)/AS
708 Bll=Bll+AAll(N)*NORU(N)
709 B22=B22+AA22 (N) *NORU(N)
710 B12=B12+AA12(N)*NORU(N)
711 TX211=TX211+ (AA11 (N)* (A11*A2(N)-A12*A1(N)))
712 TX122-TX122+(AA22(N)* (A12*A2(N)-A22*A1(N) ))
713 100 CONTINUE
714 TS211=1. 0/ (AS*A11)


















731 c SUBROUTINE TO DIFF. a,al,a2,all,a22,.. regeard to displ.
732 c=============================================================*=*
733 SUBROUTINE FDIFF (IE,H, HI, H2, VR, VR1, VR2, A, AS, All, A22, Al2, A S H
734 * ,B11,B22,B12,Al,A2,AAl1,AA22,AA12,DA,DAS,DAl,NORU/ AS22
735 * /DAT211/DAT122,DABl1,DAB22,DA2,DAl1,DA22,DAl2,DAAl1
736 * tDB11/DB22,DB12,BXl1,BS11r BX22,BS22,DAAl2,DABV11, DABV2 2
737 * , DBX11,DBS11,DBX22,DBS22,DNORU,DAA22,TX211,TS211,DTX11
738 * , DTS11,TX122,TS122,DTX22,DTS22,DAS11,DAS22)
739 c
740 INTEGER IE,I,J,LX,LY,LT
741 REAL H (1, 4) , HI (1, 4),H2 (1, 4),BXll, BS11,ASH, AS22
742 *, VR (4,1), VR1 (4,1), VR2 (4,1) ,A, All, A22,A12, AS, B11,B12,BX22, BS22
743 *,A1(3),A2(3),AAll(3),AA12(3),DAA11(16,3,3),DAA22(16, 3, 3)
744 *, DA l (16,3,3),DA2(16,3,3),DA11(16,3),DA(16,3),DAA12(16, 3, 3)
745 *, DAS(16,3),DA22(16,3),DA12(16,3),DAB11(16,3)
746 *, DB11(16,3),DNORU(16,3,3),DB12(16,3),NORU(3)
747 *, DTX11(16,3),DTS11 (16,3),DAT211(16,3),DBS11 (16,3)
748 *,DBX11 (16,3),DB22(16,3),DAB22(16,3),AA22(3),B22
749 *,TX122,TS122,DTX22 (16,3),DTS22(16,3),DAT122(16,3)
750 *, TX211,TS211,DBX22 (16,3),DBS22(16,3),DABV11 (16,3),DABV22(16,3)
751 *,D A S H  (16,3) ,DAS22 (16,3)
752 c
753 DO 2200 1=1,4
754 DO 2200 J=1, 4
755 LT=4*(1-1)+J
756 DO 2400 N=1, 3





761 DO 30 M-l, 3





767 DAAl2 (LT,N,M)=H1(1,1) *VR1(J, 1)
768 GO TO 30
769 35 DAl (LT, N, M) =0 . 0
770 DA2 (LT, N,M) =0. 0









780 DNORU (LT,N , 3) *=DA1 (LT,N, 1) *A2 (2)+Al (1) *DA2 (LT,N,2)
781 * -DAl(LT,N,2)*A2(1)-Al (2)*DA2(LT,N,1)
782 C
783 DO 50 M-1,3
784 DA11(LT,N)“DA11(LT,N) + (2*A1(M)*DA1(LT,N,M) )
785 DA22(LT,N )=DA22(LT,N) + (2*A2(M)*DA2(LT,N,M) )
786 DAl2 (LT,N)=DA12(LT,N )+(Al(M)*DA2(LT,N,M)+A2(M)*DA1(LT,N,M)i
787 50 CONTINUE










798 DO 60 M-1,3
799 DNORU(LT,N,M)=(DNORU(LT,N,M)*AS-DAS(LT,N)*NORU(M))/A
800 DB11(LT,N)=DB11(LT,N)+ (NORU(M)*DAA11(LT,N,M)
801 * + AA11(M)*DNORU(LT,N,M) )
802 DB22(LT,N)=DB22(LT,N)+ (NORU(M)*DAA22(LT,N,M)
803 * + AA22(M)*DNORU(LT,N,M))
804 DB12(LT,N )=DB12(LT,N)+ (NORU(M)*DAA12(LT,N,M)
805 * + AA12(M)*DNORU(LT,N,M))
806 c
807 DTXll(LT,N)=DTX11(LT,N)+ (A11*DA2(LT,N,M)+DA11(LT,N)*A2(M)
808 * -A12*DA1(LT,N,M)-Al(M)*DA12(LT,N) ) *AA11(M)
809 * +DAA11(LT,N,M)* (A11*A2(M)-A12*A1(M))
810 DTX22(LT,N)=DTX22(LT,N) + (A12*DA2 (LT,N,M)+A2(M)*DA12(LT,N)
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811 * -A22*DA1(LT,N,M)-A1(M)*DA22(LT,N))*AA22(M)






818 * -DB12 ( L T , N ) *A11-B12*DA11( L T , N )
819 DBX22 ( L T , N )  =DB12 ( L T , N )*A22+B12*DA22( L T / N )
820 * -DB22(LT,N)*A12-B22*DA12(LT/N)
821 DBS11(LT/N)=- (DAS(LT/N)*A11+AS*DA11(LT/N))/((All*AS)**2.0)
822 DBS22(LT/N) =- (DAS(LT/N)*A22+AS*DA22(LT,N))/((A22*AS)**2.0)
823 C
824 DAB11 ( L T ,  N) = (A11*DB11( L T , N ) -B11*DA11 ( L T , N ) )/(All**2.0)
825 DAB22 ( L T , N )  *= (A22*DB22( L T , N ) -B22*DA22( L T , N ) )/(A22**2.0)
826 DAT211 (LT, N) = (TS211*DTX11(LT,N)+TX211*DTS11(LT,N))
827 DAT122(LT,N) = (TS122*DTX22(LT,N)+TX122*DTS22(LT,N))
828 DABV11(LT,N)=-(BS11*DBX11(LT,N)+BX11*DBS11(LT,N))






836 C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULAT FORCES FROM V.WORK
838 SUBROUTINE FSTR(LT,N,KT,BETA1,BETA2,GAMA,AB11,AB22,AT211,AT122





844 * ,FP11 (48),FP22 (48),FP33(48),QP11(48),QP22(48),QP33(48)
845 * ,DAB22 (16,3),DAT211(16,3),DABV11(16,3)
846 * ,DAB11 (16,3),DAT122(16,3),DABV22(16,3)
847 C
848 FP11 (KT)=BETA1* (AB11*DAB11 (LT,N)+AB22*DAB22 (LT,N) )
849 FP22(KT)=BETA2* (AT211*DAT211(LT,N)+AT122*DAT122 (LT,N))









859 C SUBROUTINE TO DIFF. a,al,a2,all,a22,.. regeard to displ.
8 6 C c = = = = = = = = ™ = = = = ™ ™ = = = ™ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = *
861 SUBROUTINE SDIFF (A, AS,DA, DAI, DA2, DAS,DA11, DA12, DA22,DDAS
862 * ,DDA11,DDAl2,DDA2 2,NORU,DNORU,DDNORU
863 * , All, A12,A22,ASH, AS22,DASH,DAS22, L T , N ,  K T ,  K,  L ,  LN)
864 C











































































DDA12 (LT, N, K, L) =DDA12 (LT, N, K, L) + (DA2 (LT, N, M) *DA1 (K, L, M)














C SUBROUTINE TO DIFF. a,al,a2,all,a22,.. regeard to displ.
SUBROUTINE BENDl(Al1,B11,ABl1,BETA1,KPll,DAI1,DAA11,DB11,DNORU
* ,A22,B22,AB22,DABll,DDNORU,DDBll,AAll,LT,N,KT,K,L,LN
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919 * +DAA11 (K, L, M) * DNORU (LT, N, M) +DAA11 (LT,N,M> *DNORU (K, L, M) )
920 DDB22(LT,N,K,L)=DDB22(LT, N, K, L) + (AA22(M)*DDNORU(LT,N,K,L,M)




925 * -B11*DDA11(LT,N,K, L)-DB11 (K,L)*DA11(LT,N))*(All**2)
926 * - (A11*DB11(LT,N)-B11*DA11 (LT,N))*2*A11*DA11(K,L))
927 * / (All**4.0)/48.0
928 DDAB22 (LT, N, K, L) - ((A22*DDB22 (LT, N, K, L) +DA22 (K, L) *DB22 (LT,N)
929 * -B22*DDA22(LT,N,K,L)-DB22 (K,L) *DA22(LT,N))*(A22**2.0)
930 * - (A22*DB22(LT,N)-B22*DA22(LT,N))*2*A22*DA22(K,L))
931 * /(A22**4.0)/48.0
932 C
933 KPl (KT, LN) =BETA1* (AB11*DDAB11 (LT,N, K, L)+DAB11 (LT,N) *DAB11 (K,L)
934 * +AB22*DDAB22 (LT, N, K, L) +DAB22 (LT,N) *DAB22 (K, L) !





940 c SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE GEODISC MOMENT
941 c===
942 SUBROUTINE BEND2(AS,All,Al,A2,AT211,AAll,TX211,TS211,LT,N,KT
943 * , BETA2,KP22,DAI1,DAI, DA2,DAA11,DAI2,DAS,DAT211,K,L,LN,A22





949 * , KP2 (4 8,48),DTS22(16,3) ,DA12(16,3),DDA12(16,3,16,3)
950 * ,DAS(16,3),DTS11(16,3),DDAS(16,3,16,3),KP22(48,48)
951 * ,AAll(3),DA11(16,3),DAT211(16,3),DAI(16,3,3),DTX11(16,3)
952 * ,AA22 (3),DA22(16,3),DAT122(16,3),DA2(16,3,3),DTX22(16,3)
953 * ,DDTS11(16,3,16,3),DDTX11(16,3,16,3),DAA11(16,3,3)
954 * ,DDTS22 (16,3,16,3),DDTX22(16,3,16,3),DAA22(16,3,3)
955 * ,A1(3),DDA11(16,3,16,3) ,DDAT211 (16,3,16,3)




960 DO 50 M=*l, 3
961 DDTX11(LT,N,K,L)—DDTX11(LT,N, K,L) + (DA11(K,L)*DA2(LT,N,M)
962 * +A2(M)*DDA11(LT,N, K, L)+DA2(K,L,M)*DA11(LT,N)
963 * -DAI2 (K, L) *DA1 (LT, N, M) -Al (M) *DDA12 (LT, N, K, L)
964 * -DAI (K, L,M) *DA12 (LT,N) ) *AA11 (M)
965 * + (A11*DA2 (LT,N,M)+A2 (M) *DA11 (LT, N)-A12*DAl (LT, N, M)
966 * -Al(M)*DA12(LT,N) ) *DAA11(K,L,M)
967 * +(A11*DA2(K,L,M)+DA11( K , L)*A2(M)-A12*DA1(K,L,M)
968 * -DAI2 (K, L) *A1 (M) ) *DAA11 (LT, N, M)
969 DDTX22 (LT, N, K, L) =DDTX22 (LT, N, K, L) + (DA12 (K, L) *DA2 (LT,N, M)
970 * +A2 (M) *DDA12 (LT, N, K, L)+DA2 (K, L,M) *DA12 (LT,N)
971 * -DA22 (K,  L) *DA1 (LT, N, M) -Al (M)  *DDA22 (LT, N, K, L)
972 * -DAI(K,L,M)*DA22(LT, N))*AA22(M)
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973 * + (A12*DA2(LT,N,M)+A2(M)*DA12(LT,N)-A22*DA1(LT,N,M)
974 * -Al (M)*DA22(LT/N))*DAA22(K,L,M)
975 * + (A12*DA2(K,L,M)+DA12 (K,L)*A2(M)-A22*DA1(K,L,M)
976 * -DA22 (K,L)*A1 (M) ) *DAA22 (LT,N,M)
977 50 CONTINUE
978 DDTS11(LT, N,K,L) —  ((DA11(K,L)*DAS(LT,N)+DDAS(LT,N ,K,L)*A11
979 * +AS*DDA11(LT,N,K,L)+DAS(K,L)*DA11(LT,N))
980 * * ( (AS*A11)**2.0)
981 * -((A11*DAS(LT,N)+AS*DA11(LT,N))
982 * *2.0*AS*A11*(DA11(K,L)*AS+A11*DAS(K, L))))
983 * /((All*AS)**4.0)/48.0
984 DDTS22(LT, N,K, L) —  ((DA22(K,L)*DAS(LT,N)+DDAS(LT,N,K,L)*A22
985 * +AS*DDA22(LT,N,K,L)+DAS(K,L)*DA22(LT,N))
986 * *((AS*A22)**2.0)
987 * - ( (A22*DAS(LT,N)+AS*DA22(LT,N))
988 * *2.0*AS*A22*(DA22(K,L)*AS+A22*DAS(K,L))))
989 * /((A22*AS)**4.0)/48.0
990 DDAT211(LT,N,K,L) =sTX211*DDTSll(LT,N,K,L)+DTX11(K,L)*DTS11(LT, N)
991 * +TS211*DDTX11(LT,N,K,L)+DTS11(K,L)*DTX11(LT,N)
992 DDAT122(LT,N,K,L)~TX122*DDTS22 (LT,N,K,L)+DTX22 (K,L)*DTS22(LT,N)
993 * +TS122*DDTX22(LT,N,K,L)+DTS22(K,L)*DTX22(LT,N)
994 C








1003 C SUBROUTINE TORQ
1005 SUBROUTINE TORQ(AS,A12,AA12,B12,GAMA,KP33,DA12,DAS,All,Bll
1006 * ,A22,B22,DNORU,DAA12,DB12,DDAl2,DDAS,DDNORU,LT,N,KT,K, L, LN
1007 * ,BS11, BX11, DB11,DDB11,DDAl1,DABV11,DBX11,DBS11, DAI1, ABV11
1008 * , BS22,BX22,DB22,DDB22,DDA22,DABV22,DBX22,DBS22,DA22,ABV22)
1009 C
1010 INTEGER LT,N, KT,K,L,LN
1011 REAL A12,AS,GAMA,B12, AA12(3), KP3(48,48),DAS (16,3),KP33(48,48)
1012 * ,DB12(16,3),DDB12 (16,3,16,3),DDNORU(16,3,16,3,3),DAA12(16,3,3
1013 * , DDAS(16,3,16,3),DA12(16,3),DDA12(16,3,16,3),DNORU(16,3,3)
1014 * ,All,Bll,ABVll,DBll (16,3),DDABV11(16,3,16,3),DDBS11(16,3,16,3
1015 * , A22, B22, ABV22,DB22(16,3),DDABV22(16,3,16,3),DDBS22(16,3,16, 3
1016 * ,DABV11(16,3),DDBll(16,3,16,3),DA11(16,3),DDA11(16,3,16,3)
1017 * ,DABV22(16,3),DDB22(16,3,16,3),DA22(16,3),DDA22(16,3,16,3)
1018 * ,BX11,BS11,DBX11 (16,3),DBS11 (16,3),DDBX11(16,3,16,3)
1019 * ,BX22,BS22,DBX22 (16,3),DBS22 (16,3),DDBX22(16,3,16,3)
1020 C
1021 DDB12(LT,N,K,L)=0.0
1022 DO 50 M=1,3
1023 DDB12(LT,N,K,L)=DDB12(LT,N,K,L)+ (AA12(M)*DDNORU(LT,N,K,L,M)
1024 * +DAA12 (K, L, M) * DNORU (LT, N,M) +DAA12 (LT,N,M) *DNORU (K, L, M) ) /4 8. 0
1025 50 CONTINUE
1026 DDBXll(LT, N,K,L)=A12*DDB11(LT,N,K,L)+DA12(K,L)*DB11(LT, N)

































































































* ,KP11(48,48),KP22(4 8,48),KP33(4 8,48),KB11(300,300)
* ,KB22(300,300),KB33(300,300)
DO 100 K=l,16 
IR(K)=MCON(IE,K)
CONTINUE
DO 10 K=1,16 






































SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL MATRICES
X U ? H
1095
L--







1102 DO 63 K=1,ROWNl
1103 FBG(K)=FB11(K)+FB22(K)+FB33(K)
1104 c BBG(K)=ABS(FBG(K))
1105 c IF(BBG(K).LT.5) FBG(K)=0.0







1113 c SUBROUTINE SPRNG FORCES




1118 REAL SPR(50,4),ADA(4,4),H(1,4),U (1, 4),V(4,1),V R (4,1)
1119 * ,DISP(100,3,4,4),D E (100),DEL(100),FS(48),UA,UV,S,CONST
1120 c













1134 V ( 2 , 1 ) =VA
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1135 V(3,1)=VA**2.0
1136 V (4,1)=VA**3.0
1137 DO 30 L=l,4
1138 H (1, L) =0. 0
1139 VR(L, 1)=0.0
1140 DO 30 K=1, 4
1141 H(1,L)=H(1,L)+U(1,K) *ADA(K,L)
1142 VR(L,1)=VR(L,1)+ADA(K,L)*V(K,1)




1147 DO 35 1=1,4
1148 DO 35 J=l,4
1149 LT=4 *(1-1)+J
1150 IF(SPRE(NR,2).EQ.2) GO TO 15
1151 IF(SPRE(NR,2).EQ.3) GO TO 16
1152 DE(NR)=DE(NR)+H(1,I)*DISP(IE,1,I,J)*VR(J,1)
1153 GO TO 35
1154 15 DE(NR)=DE(NR)+H(1,I)*DISP(IE,2,I,J)*VR(J,1)




1159 C IF(ABS(DEL(NR)).LT.1E-6) DEL(NR)=0.0
1160 C
1161 DO 40 1=1,4
1162 DO 40 J-1,4
1163 LT=4*(1-1)+J
1164 IF(SPRE(NR,2).EQ.2) GO TO 17
1165 IF(SPRE(NR,2).EQ.3) GO TO 18
1166 JS=3*LT-2
1167 GO TO 180
1168 17 JS=3*LT-1
1169 GO TO 180
1170 18 . JS=3*LT
1171 180 FS(JS)=S*DEL(NR)*H (1,1)*VR(J,1)





1177 C SUB. SPRNGK FOR CALCULATING THE ELEMENT SPRING STIFF. M.
1179 SUBROUTINE SPRNGK(NR,MCON,NRNO,ADA,SPRE,SPR,KS)
1180 C
1181 INTEGER NR,NRNO,MCON(64,16),SPRE(50,2) , IR(16)
1182 REAL SPR(50,4),ADA(4,4),U (1,4),H(1,4) ,KS(48,48)
1183 * ,D E (100) ,DEL(100),UA,S,CONST,V(4,1) ,V R (4,1)
1184 C
1185 DO 10 1=1,48
1186 DO 10 J=1,48
1187 KS(I,J)=0.0
1188 10 CONTINUE
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1189 C







1197 U (1, 4) =UA**3. 0
1198 V<1,1)=1.0
1199 V (2,1)=VA
1200 V (3, 1) =VA**2 . 0
1201 V (4,1)=VA**3.0
1202 DO 30 L=1,4
1203 H (1,  L) =0 . 0
1204 VR(L,1) =0 . 0
1205 DO 30 K=1,4
1206 H (1,  L) =H (1,  L) +U (1,  K) *ADA (K, L)
1207 V R (L,1 ) =VR(L,1)+ADA(K,L)*V (K,1)
1208 30 CONTINUE
1209 C
1210 DO 60 M=1 , 4
1211 DO 60 N=1 , 4
1212 LT=4*(M-l)+N
1213 IF(SPRE(NR,2).EQ.2) GO TO 36
1214 IF(SPRE(NR,2).EQ.3) GO TO 37
1215 MM=3*LT-2
1216 GO TO 370
1217 36 MM=3 * LT-1
1218 GO TO 370
1219 37 MM=3*LT
1220 C
1221 370 DO 70 1=1,4
1222 DO 70 J=1 , 4
1223 KT=4*(I-l)+J
1224 IF(SPRE(NR,2).EQ.2) GO TO 46
1225 IF(SPRE(NR,2).EQ.3) GO TO 47
1226 NN=3*KT-2
1227 GO TO 470
1228 46 NN=3*KT-1
1229 GO TO 470
1230 47 . NN=3*KT






P j- - - -
END
JL c. 3  t K*
1238 C SUB. TO CALCULAT THE SPRING GOLABL FORCES & STIFF. MATRIX
1240 SUBROUTINE FSGKSG(NR,MCON,NRNO,ROWN1,COLNl , FS,FSG,KS,KSG,SPRE)
1241 c
1242 INTEGER NR,NRNO,ROWN1,COLNl,IR(16) , MCON(64,16), SPRE(50,2)























































REAL F S (48)/FSG(300),KS(48,48),K S G (300,300)
MR=SPRE(NR,1)








DO 50 J=l,16 

























REAL U (1,4),U1(1,4) , UA
UA=(JJ+JS)/(2.0*IENO)
U (1,1)=1.0
U (1, 2 j=UA




1300 U 1 (1,2)=1.0
1301 U1(1,3)=2.0*UA







c SUBROUTINE INITIAL VALUES
1308 p .




1313 REAL U (1,4),U1 (1,4),V (4,1),V1(4,1),C(1,4) ,C l (1,4),V R (4,1)
1314 * ,V R 1 (4,1),DISP(100,3,4,4),ADA(4,4),H(l, 4),HI (1,4)
1315 * ,A11,A22,AI11,AI22,A1(3),A2(3),STR(8)
1316 c
1317 DO 120 LF=1,4
1318 H (1,LF)=0.0
1319 H I (1,LF)=0.0
1320 VR(LF,1) *0.0
1321 VR1(LF,1)=0.0
1322 DO 120 K=1,4
1323 H (1, LF) =H (1, LF) +U (1, K) *ADA (K, LF)
1324 HI(1,LF)=H1 (1,LF)+U1(1,K)*ADA(K,LF)






1331 DO 201 N=l, 3
1332 A l (N)=0.0
1333 A 2 (N)=0.0
1334 DO 202 1=1,4
1335 C(1,I)=0.0
1336 C1(1,I)=0.0
1337 DO 202 J=l, 4
1338 C(1,I) =C(1,I)+H(1,J)*DISP(IE,N,J,I)
1339 C l (1,1)-Cl (1,1)+H1 (1,J)*DISP(IE,N,J,I)
1340 202 CONTINUE









1350 DO 30 MC=1,2








































1370 REAL H(1,4),H1(1,4),VR(4,1),VR1 (4,1),AI11,AI22,A1(3) ,A2(3)
1371 * ,DAI1(16,3),DA22(16,3),DAI(16,3,3),DA2(16,3,3)
1372 * ,KQE(8,48),KRE(48,8),A11,A22,KKQ (18,48)
1373 c
1374 IJ=IENO* (II-D+JJ
1375 DO 30 MC=1,2
1376 L=2* (IJ-D+MC
1377 c
1378 DO 100 1=1,4
1379 TO 100 J=1,4
1380 LT=4 * (I-l)+J





1386 DO 301 M=1,3
1387 IF(M.NE.N) GO TO 302
1388 DAI(LT,N, M)=H(1,1)*VR1(J,1)
1389 DA2(LT,N,M)=H1(1,1)*VR(J,1)
1390 GO TO 301




1395 DO 201 M-1,3
1396 DAI1 (LT, N)=DA11(LT,N) + (2.0*DA1(LT,N,M)*A1(M))
1397 DA22(LT,N)=DA22(LT,N) + (2.0*DA2(LT,N,M)*A2(M) )
1398 201 CONTINUE
1399 C
1400 IF (MC.NE.1) GOTO 7 5
1401 KRE(KT,L)=-(DAll(LT,N)/2.0*AI11)
1402 KQE(L,KT)= - (DAll(LT,N)/2.0*AI11)
1403 C KRE(KT,L)=KRE(KT,L)+ ( (A11-AI11)/AI11)*(DAll(LT,N)/2.0*(A11**0
1404 C * + (A11**0.5)*(DAll(LT,N)/AI11)
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1405 C KQE(L,KT)=KQE(KT,L)+ ( (All-All1)/AIll)* (DAll(LT,N)/2.0*(All**0.5
1406 C * +(All**0.5)* (DAll(LT,N)/AIll)
1407 C KRE(KT,L)=KRE(KT,L)+DA11(LT,N)/(2.0*(All**0.5) )
1408 C KQE(L,KT)=KQE(L, KT)+DA11(LT,N)/(2.0*(A11**0.5))
1409 KKQ(KT,L)=ABS(KRE(KT,L))
1410 IF(KKQ(KT,L).LT.1.0E-05) THEN





1416 75 KRE (KT, L) =- (DA22 (LT,N) /2.0*AI22)
1417 KQE (L, KT) —  (DA22 (LT,N) 12 . 0*AI22)
1418 C75 KRE (KT, L) =KRE (KT, L) + ( (A22-AI22)/AI22) * (DA22 (LT,N) /2 . 0* (A22**0 . 5
1419 C * + (A22**0.5)* (DA22(LT,N)/AI22)
1420 C KQE(L, KT)=KQE(KT,L) + ((A22-AI22)/AI22)*(DA22 (LT,N)/2.0*(A22**0.5
1421 C * + (A22**0.5)* (DA22(LT,N)/AI22)














X *i J H
1435 c
p---
SUB. TO CALCULAT THE GLOBAL AXIAL FORCES & STIFF. MATRIX












1448 DO 100 LN=1,MV
1449 NN=MV*(IE-1)+LN
1450 STRG(NN)=0.0
1451 STRG (NN) =STRG (NN) -f STR (LN)
1452 DO 100 K=1,16




1457 KQG (NN, IA) =0 . 0
1458 KRG (IA, NN) =KRG (IA, NN)+KRE (JA, LN)
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1465 c SUB. TO CALCULAT THE TOTAL FORCE AND STIFFNES MATRIX
1466 p^---
1467 SUBROUTINE PGKGMT(FBG,FSG,FPG,PG,KBG,KRG,KQG,KSG,KG,ROWN,COLN





1473 * ,FBG(300),FPG(300),FSG(300),P G (300),PGG(300),STRG(200)
1474 * ,P T (300),K G (300,300),KGG(300,300),KSG(300,300),BBG(300)
1475 c
1476 DO 40 1=1,ROWNl
1477 DO 4 0 J=l,COLNl
1478 KG(I,J)=KBG(I,J)+KSG(I,J)
1479 4 0 CONTINUE
1480 DO 50 M=l,ROWNl





1486 c DO 60 1=1,ROWN




14 91 DO 100 1=1,ROWNl
1492 FAG(I)=0.0




1497 DO 10 1=1,ROWNl




1502 DO 20 J=l,ROWNA
1503 JJ-ROWN1+J
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1513 C
1514 INTEGER NX,MX




1519 DO 300 1=1,M2
1520 11=1+1
1521 DO 290 K=II,Ml
1522 FACT=KG(K,I)/KG(I,I)
1523 DO 280 J=II,Ml
1524 KG(K,J)=KG(K,J)-FACT*KG(I,J)
1525 280 CONTINUE





1531 C BACK SUBSTITUE
1532 C















C SUB. SOLVE BY USING NAG-SUB. LIB.
1547 c=== = == = = =: ===:=;= = == = =: = = = = = = == = = = = ==* = = = = = = «=:==== = = = = = = = = = =:=«
1548 SUBROUTINE SOLVEN(NX,MX,KG,BY, DY,PCC,DCC)
1549 c
1550 INTEGER NX,MX,I,NN,J,IA,IAA,IFAIL
1551 REAL DCC(300),PCC(300),K G (300,300),B Y (300),D Y (300) ,KKG(300,300)
1552 * ,DDY (300)






1559 DO 40 1=1,NX
1560 BB(I)=BY (I)




1565 . CALL F04ATF(Al,300,BB,NN,CC,AA1,300,WKS1,WKS2,IFAIL)
1566 IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GOTO 20
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1567 WRITE(6,9998)IFAIL
1568 9998 FORMAT('IFAIL= ',12)
1569 STOP
1570 C
1571 20 DO 50 1=1,NX
1572 DY (I)=CC (I)
1573 DO 50 J=1,MX
1574 KKG (I, J) =AA1 (I, J)
1575 50 CONTINUE
1576 C
1577 DO 30 1=1/NX
1578 PCC(I)=0.0
1579 DDY(I)=0.0








1588 c SUB. OUTPUT THE NODE DISPLACEMENT and ELEM. TENSION
1589 r*= ——L,---




1594 REAL D G (300),X(121),Y(121),Z(121),TX(200) , TY (2 0 0) ,TENG(200)
1595 * ,CORD(121,3),DISP(100,3,4,4)
1596 c
1597 c WRITE(25,*)(' NO D(l) D(2) D (3) '>
1598 DO 50 1=1,NOCP
1599 ID=3*I-2










1610 DO 400 IE=1,NE
1611 DO 400 I=i;4
1612 DO 400 J=l,4
1613 LT=4*(I-1)+J
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1621 C WRITE(25,*)('ELEMENT TENSIONS,')
1622 C WRITE(25,*)('I TU(I) TV(I)')














P - - - -
SUB. OUTPUT THE NODE DISPLACEMENT






1641 REAL CORD(121,3),X(121),Y(121),Z(121),ADA (4,4)
1642 * , TMX(4,4),TMY(4,4),TMZ(4,4),U,V,RX,RY,RZ
1643 * ,AMX(4,4),AMY(4,4),AMZ (4,4),UM (1,4), VM (4,1)
1644 *,FMX(1,4),FMY(1,4),FMZ(1,4),AMXX(4,4),AMYY(4,4),AMZZ(4,4)
1645 c
1646 DO 80 IE=1,NE
1647 WRITE(25,29)IE
1648 29 FORMAT('ELEM. NO. ',15)




1653 DO 14 1=1,4
1654 DO 15 J=1, 4
1655 L=I+J-l+MY
1656 TMX (I, J) =X (N (L) )






1663 DO 17 1=1,4




1668 . DO 17 M=l,4
1669 AMXX(I,J)=AMXX(I,J)+ADA(I,M)*TMX(M, J)




1674 DO 93 11=1,4
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1679 DO 93 MM=1,4
1680 AMX (II, J J) =AMX (II,JJ) +AMXX (11, MM) *ADA (J J, MM)
1681 AMY (11/ JJ) =AMY (11/ JJ) +AMYY (I I, MM) *ADA(JJ,MM)




1686 DO 70 JU=1,4
1687 U = (JU-1)/3.0
1688 U M (1,1)=1.0
1689 U M (1,2)=U
1690 UM(1,3)=(U**2)
1691 U M (1,4) = (U* *3)
1692 C
1693 DO 60 JV=1,4
1694 V=(JV-1)/3.0
1695 V M (1,1)=1.0
1696 V M (2,1)=V
1697 V M (3,1) = (V* *2)
1698 V M (4,1)=(V**3)
1699 C
1700 DO 10 J=1,4
1701 FMX(1,J)=0.0
1702 FMY (1, J) =0 . 0
1703 FMZ (1, J) = 0 . 0
1704 DO 10 M-1,4
1705 FMX (1, J) =FMX (1, J)+UM (1, M) *AMX (M, J)
1706 FMY (1, J) =FMY (1, J)+UM (1, M) *AMY (M, J)








1713 DO 20 J-1,4
1714 RX=RX+FMX(1,J)*VM(J,1)
1715 RY=RY+FMY(1,J)*VM(J,1)
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Synopsis
B ic u b ic  B - s p lin e  s u r f a c e  'p it c h e s ' * r e  u s e d  f o r  th e  s p e d h c s d o n  o f s u r h tc e s  
i n  c o m p u te r  t i d e d  g e o m e tr ic  d e s ig n  f o r  p u r p o s e s  s u c h  i s  th e  c o n tr o l o f  m a c h in e  
t o o ls . T h is p ip e r  d e s c r ib e s  th e  th e o r y  o f th e  ip p A 'c to o o  o f  s u c h  p i tc h e s  ms h a te  
d e m e n ts  f o r  th e  b u d d in g  t n i f y s b  o f  g r id  s h e d s  w h ic h  m iy  u n d e r g o  l u g e  
d e f le c tio n s p r io r  t o  c c lh p s e  G o o d  a g r e e m e n t w a s  f o u n d  b e tw e e n  r e s u lts  B e e n  th e  
n u m e r ic * !  e n d / s i s  e n d  t e s t s  o n  *  p h y s ic * ! m o d e l
Introduction
The commonest example cf a ‘grid’ or ‘Jfctice’ shell is a dome shaped 
kitchen sieve made of woven wire mesh. The mesh is fabricated flat and it is poss­
ible to form a dome shape since there can be relative rotation of the two sets of 
wires so that the wires form Hole diamond shapes on the surface instead of 
squares.
The concept of the grid shell was first suggested by the architect, Professor 
Frei Otto1, together with the idea of forming the shell in the shape of a hanging 
chain net which is then inverted. This has the advantage that there will be no bend­
ing moments in the mem ben doe to own weight
2The Mannheim grid shells described by Happdd and Liddell2 and Ottc? re  
made of continuous timber members which are not woven, bet joined by single 
bolts where they cross to allow relrive rotation of the two sets of members. The 
shells are of irregular shape and were frbricred flat and then erected on scaffold 
towers which were lifted using fork-lift trucks.
The Mannheim shells span up to 60m and have two layers of timber 
members running in each direction, making four layers altogether. This is to pro­
vide sufficient bending stiffness, but nevertheless the total thickness cf the shells is 
only 200mm.
The relative rotation of the members which is so essential to the erection of 
grid shells also allows mechanisms of deformation of the shell after erection. This 
raises the question of failure of the shells doe to buckling, particularly under snow 
load. During the design of the Mannheim shells it was found necessary to intro­
duce diagonal wire ties to stiffen the structure.
However, the flexibility caused by the relative rotation of the two sets of 
mem ben does have the advantage that deflections prior to collapse are relatively 
large which in turn means th£ grid shells show more warning of buckling collapse 
than do conventional shells. It also means that the buckling load is not greatly 
effected by small geometrical imperfections, unlike conventional shells.
There seems to be no analytical method which can be used to predict the 
buckling load of grid shells due to their highly non-linear behaviour. This means 
thac one is forced to rely on physical model tests and numerical methods. However 
sophisticated the numerical model, it is the authors* view that physical model tews 
are still indispensable in the design of grid shells. This is because the modes of de­
form Wi on cf grid shells are so complex that only a physical model which can be 
prodded and poked under load gives a true feeling cf structural action. One cf the 
authors (Williams) was involved in the numerical analysis and physical model test­
ing of the Mannheim shells and it was found that wheo a physical model was near 
to collapse certain areas became veiy stiff, pushing against the ties, while other re­
gions lost all stiffness and were hanging in tension off the stiff areas.
Surface coordinates
A grid shell consists of members running in two directions. One could, 
perhaps, produce a structural model which models each member on a one to one
3basis. However, for a reasonably fine grid this would be very uneconomic in 
computing resources. One possibility is to try and model the cotfribudoa of a 
number of parallel members in one 'beam element’ as was daae on the Mannheim 
shells. The alternative is to say that a fine grid is nearer to a coodnucms surface 
than it is to a coarse grid. This is the approach th* we have adopted.
The most convenient way to specify a surface is using the prametric form
u  and rare known as surface coordin*es. Any one surface can be expressed in an
Eliminating o  and p from the three equations, 3. or the three equations, 4, gives 
equsrion 2 in each case.
Lines of constant o  and constant pfocm a net on a surface in the same way 
th* lines of Utitude and longitude form a net on a globe.
In order to avoid having to write separate equations for r ,  y  and / ,  it is 
convenient to introduce the position vector,
in which I, j and k are unit vectors in the directions of jr. /'and z  respectively.
It would seem natural to try and find one vector function, r (ir, to repce-




infinite number of different parametric forms. For example, the hyperboloid cf one 
sheet,
2
could be written as
j  -  jcosh o  cos p 
/ -  £cosb psin v  
z -  rsinb o
3
or, with different surface coordiates, as
4
Z= CUQ(P - P).
r = r(p , p) * x \  +  y \  + zk 5
4sent an entire surface. However, this leads to a number of problems and it is easier 
to represent a surface by a number of elements or 'patches’. Each element has its 
own surface coordinate system ( u  and v )  and its own vector fuoc2ionr(*. t)to 
describe its shape.
We shall be dividing the surface of a grid shell up into curved quadrilateral 
shaped dements and the four sides of each element will be the curved lines n = 0 
and 1 and v  * 0 and 1. Along the common boundary between elements 1 and 2 
shown in figure 1, o  -1  on element 1 and * = 0 on dement 2» but at a particular 
point on the boundary both dements share the same vaiue of v . On the boundary 
between dements 1 and 3 nis continuous and v  jumps baci from 1 to 0.
The members of a grid shell form an obvious system cf surface coordinates 
and therefore we shall choose the elements and their surface coordinates so that 
either u  = constant or v - constant along the members.
Even though we can allow jumps in the coordinate system between ele­
ments, we must ensure that there is sufficient 'physical' continuity between ele­
ments. No overlaps or gaps can be allowed to form between elements and we must 
also mate sure that no ‘tints' occur in the continuous members cf a grid shell as 
they pass from pass element to another.
Much of the wort in the application of the finite element method to plates 
and shells concentrates on producing elements which provide sufficient continuity 
across boundaries. The vector function r ( a ,  v )  for each element is specified in 
terms of 'degrees of freedom' which are the coordinates of corner 'nodes’, the 
directions or slopes of certain tangents and so on. Adjacteat dements share certain 
degrees of freedom and this provides the continuity. The more degrees of freedom 
that adjacent elements share, the better the continuity.
The bicubic B-spline surface patch
The bicubic B-spline surface patch (or element, we shall use either word as 
seems most appropriate) is used for the specification of surfaces in computer aided 
geometric design for purposes such as the control of machine tools. In this applica­
tion there is again the necessity for continuity of position and tangent between 
patches. In fact the bicubic B-spHne also provides continuity of curvature between 
adjacent parches, ahhough in our application this is not strictly necessaqr.
5The bicubic B-spline patch achieves this levd of continuity from a relative­
ly simple formulwion by ensuring that adjacent patches share 3M of their degrees 
of freedom. Not only that, but the bicubic B-spline patch only be coordinates for 
its degrees of freedom, not rotations or the orientation of tangents - this males it 
particularly attractive for large deflection problems such as grid shells.
The theory of computer aided geometric design and the bicubic B-spline 
patch is described in detail in Faux and Pratt4. The function f  (tr, a) specifying the 
shape and position of a bicubic B-spHne patch can be written
1
r = f(a , F) = [ l  a a2 f 3]DPDt v
r2
i r * J
in which
- s
0 £ U £ 1 
OS F- Z 1
r i 4 i o
-3  0 3 0
3 - 6 3 0  
- 1 3 - 3 1J
and
P =
Pll Pl2 PlS Pl4 
Pit Pfi P »  P34 
Pll P ll P »  PM 
p4i P o  P o  Ph .
The matrix P contains 16 vectors, pjj to p^, which are the position vectors 
of 16 'control points' relative to the origin cf x ,/a n d  /coorcfiiutes. r is calcula­
ted using the usual rules cf matrix muJtiplicatioa - ‘rows into cohmms'. The veaor 
equation, equation 6, is equivalent to 3 ordinary equations. Thus, if we were to put 
the x coordinates of the 16 control points, x l l  to into Pinstead cf pjjto P«. 
equation 6 would give x ( u , f ) , the x  coordinate of a typical point on the surface.
The adjective 'bicubic' comes from the fact that equation 6 contains o  and v  
up to the cubic term.
In general, none of the 16 control points actually Hes on the surface, which 
seems a fittle odd at first, but it is necessary to the 'working* of the patch. The con-
trol points for two adjacent patches overlap as shown in figure 2 on which it can be 
seen that the two patches share 12 control points.
If patch 1 is specified by P as given in equation 8. pitch 2 would be spec­
ified by
in which the * denote the position vectors of the four unlabled control points on 
the right hand side of figure 2.
Now substituting u  -  1 into equation 6 for patdi 1 (in which P is obtained 
from equation 8) and o  = 0 into equation 6 for patch 2 (in which P is obtained 
from equation 9) gives the same result for r as a function of r . Thus there is 
continuity of position between the two patches.
There is also continuity of the partial derivatives
and therefore there is continuity of slope and curvature.
There is similar continuity across boundaries across which v  jumps back 
from 1 to 0.
achieve this apparently miraculous result, but it is enough for us to understand how 
to use the bicubic B-spline patch and. if desired, check th* it does work using the 
above reasoning. The factor 1/6 in equation 7 is necessary so that if all the control 
points were to He in a plane, then the patch would lie in the same plane.
We have chosen to use a bicubic 6-spline patch or finite element, but it 
would be possible to use a biquadratic B-spline instead. This would have 3x3  = 9
“P21 P22 P23 P24*
p_ P3! P37 P33 P34
P ii PO P43 P44
t t t *
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Faux and Pratt4 describe how the formulation, equation 6, is obtained to
7control points instead of 16. Tbe biqoadndc patch would give continuity of slope 
(which is all that we strictly require), but not continuity erf curvtture. However, the 
biquadratic finite element should not be dismissed since it is crften better to use a 
larger number of simpler elements.
Tbe fact that the control points do not in general lie an the surface does not 
prevent us using their coordinates as degrees cf freedom in a finite dement analy­
sis. One might argue th« it is impossible to apply loads to nodes that are not on the 
surface, but, of course, a proper finite dement analysis only applies ‘fictitious’ or 
'generalised* loads to nodes. These fictitious loads are obtained from the real loads 
by integntion using the virtual work equation.
strain energy theorems which amount to the same thing. For our purposes the virt­
ual work equation can be written:
Virtual work equation
In the application cf the finite demem method to structural problems the 
equations of equilibrium are built up using the virtual work equation or one cf the
-  f l t  J ! . <*«.] dodv
12
in which the 'equilibrium set* and the 'compaibility set' are
sEquilibrium set
q -  load on shell per unit a times r 
A h  {or A ir  ) * Qormal beading moment in members 
in the direction of increasing §  (or r )
A ^  (or A f r  )*  geodesic bending moment in members 
in tbe direction of increasing w  (or r)
M b  (or A$y) -  torsional moment in members
in the direction of increasing r (or r)
5  (or £ ) *  tension in members
in the direction of increasing # (or r)
22, = tension in diagonal ties 
Q = forces exerted by shell on boundary 
per unit length 




S f  -  increment cf displacement cf shell 
S Q =  increment of rotation of shell 
at boundary
S x m  (or S tc ar) = increment of normal curature 
in members in the direction 
of increasing u  (or v )
S te p  (or S iC g r) = increment cf geodesk caviare 
in members in the direction 
of increasing o  (or v )
S K n  (or S /C jy )  = increment of twist per unit length 
in members in the direction 
of increasing v (or f)
S $  (or S c , )=  increment of axial strain in members 
in the direction cf increasing # (or f )
S C fr  -  increment of strain in diagonal ties.
s  is arc length along the boundary.
The detailed definitions of the quantities in equation 12 must be such th* 
when each member of the equilibrium set is multiplied by the appropriate member 
of the compatibility set and the result integrated over the surface or boundary, then 
the result is equal to the virtual work that is done or absabed. Thus certain quami-
9ties need to be defined as ‘per unit o ' or ‘per unit v  \  The words 'normal’ and 
'geodesic' will be defined below.
Tbe moments, shear forces and tensions (or, more likely, compressions, Le. 
negftive tensions) in the grid members and the tensions in any ties are in equili­
brium with the applied loads, q, and the boundary forces and moments. Tbe incre­
ments of curvature, twist and axial strain are compatible with the increment of dis­
placement, <fr, of a typical point on the surface cr boundary and the increment of 
rotation, /Q , which occurs at the boundary.
In our application of the virtual work equation the equilibrium set will be 
'real1 and the compatibility set will be ‘hypothetical’. Thus a number of differing 
hypothetical compatibility sets will be used to build up the 'equilibrium equations’ 
following the standard procedure of the finite element method.
It is important to realise th* we can use the virtual work equation in a non­
linear, large displacement problem provided that we use a compatibility set which 
consists of small increments of displacement, rotation, curvature, twist and axial 
strain which take place about the deformed geometry.
Shear forces do not appear in the virtual work equation, except at the 
boundary where they are included in Q  On the Mannheim shells composite action 
between the two layers of grid running in the same direction was not perfect so 
that it was necessary to consider deform*ion caused by shear force. This effect 
could be included in the method now being discussed by including the relative 
‘slip’ between the two parallel layers of grid as extra degrees of freedom and intro­
ducing the appropriate extra terms in the virtual work equation.
In order to make practical use of the virtual work equation, equation 12, we 
need to be able to calculate the curvature, twist and axial strain of the grid shell 
members and also the increments of these quantities associated with an increment 
of displacement.
The unit tangent to the grid members running in the direction of increasing
ois
d x  d x
do _ do 13







Tbe curvature of tbe grid members can be divided into two parts, normal 
curvature and geodesic curvature. Tbe normal curvature is tbe curvature lying in a 
plane normal to tbe surface. Tbe normal curvature in tbe direction of increasing
jn d 2* Ji
Kao ~= to to2





Tbe geodesic curvature is tbe curvature lying in tbe plane of tbe surface, tbat 
is tbe curvature seen when looking in a direction perpendicular to tbe surface. A 
‘geodesic' is a line of zero geodesic curvature an a surface. Tbe geodesic curvature 
of a member running in tbe direction of increasing g  is
d\0
ft
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Tbe twist per unit length of a member in tbe direction of increasing nis 
ft
< ■ » = —
. [n x t .]
<^r|
f t]
[ f t 2
ft ft ^ l r  ftix —  + — x  . n x  —  
ft ft ftftJ I  ftJ
r ft ^r l | ^ x to\
L f t '  f t \ \  f t  f t l
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Tbe axial strain in tbe grid members in tbe direction of increasing u  is
The subscript, 0, is to indicate the unstrained condition so th* L  ,  is the length of 
member per unit o  in the unstrained condition. Engineers may think th* equation 
IS is rather an odd definition of strain, but if strain is small in the directions of the 
members, then this definition gives the same result as the more usual definition. 
Equ&ictn IS has a number of advantages, including the fact that it does not require 
a square root.
Corresponding to equations 13.15,16,17,18 and 19 there are equations giv­
ing the curvatures, twist and axial strain of the members running in the directi on of 
increasing v .
Tbe strain in the ties.
The + or - is taken according to which diagonal direction a tie follows.
Equation 6 gives r whose components are tbe jr,/■ and /coordinates of a 
typical point on an element. If the coordinates of the control points change slighly. 
then P (equation 8) will change by cfPandr will change by
12
Differential on of equations 15.16,17 and 18 (and the corresponding equa­
tions for the v  direction) and of equation 20 enable the increments of curvature, 
twist and axial strain to be calculated as quantities dependent upon <fP.
Finally constants describing the bending, twisting and axial stiffness of grid 
members aod the axial stiffness of ties are required. In calculating tbe axial force 
in ties a condition is necessary stating the they cannot take compression.
Simple experiments with grid shells show that the axial stiffness of grid 
members (but not ties) is so high that the actual value of stiffness is immaterial. 
For this reason it was decided that it is more elegant to replace the usual
tension = Young's modulus X cross-sectional area x  strain 22 
by the equation
axial strain in grid members = 0 23
which leaves the value of tension indeterminate, at least temporarily.
Finite element formulation
Let us write the i % y $ n d  /coordinates of the control points defining *11 the 
elements describing a grid shell in a column matrix, X  In order to do this we will 
require some overall numbering system for the control points in tbe same way that 
nodes are numbered in the finite element method.
Corresponding to X there will be a column matrix , F. containing the compo- 
nents of the out of balance 'forces' applied to each control point. A typical compo­
nent of F, say / / ,  is found by using a compatibility set in which only the i* 
component of X  X /  (which could be the x ,  y o c  z  coordinate of a control point), 
changes by a small amount.
F j  multiplied by the change in X /  is equal to the left haod side of the virt­
ual work equ&ion, equation 12. Thus the out of balance ‘forces' are the applied 
’loads' minus the ’resistance’ from the structure, / /  will only equal zero for all va­
lues of/.that is
F =  0 , 24
when we have achieved equilibrium.
13
Tbe tensions in 'selected* grid shell members need to be stored in a column 
matrix which we shall call T. We will return to the question of wh* exactly we 
mean by 'selected1. The stmn in the same members will be stored in the column 
matrix ft The strains are defined in such away th*
= virtual wort absorbed by tensions 25 
in grid shell member*
Note that we can use equation 25 as part of the build up of the finite element 
formulation despite the fact that we shall subsequently impose the condition
t  = 0 26
which corresponds to our assumption that grid shell members (but not ties) have 
infinite axial stiffness. This is because our compatibility sets are 'hypothetical*.
We also need to consider boundary constraints. If D is a column m*rix cf 
boundary displacements and rotations and R is a column matrix of forces and mo­
ments exerted by the shell on its boundary supports, then R and D hive to be 
defined such that
RT/ D  = virtual wort done by 27
boundary thrusts and moments.
Again we can use equation 27 despite the fact that we shall subsequently impose 
the condition
D -  0 . 2S
In order to achieve our desired deformed state of equilibrium with zero «i»l 
strain in grid members and satisfaction of boundary constraints, we have to satisfy 
equations 24,26 and 25, all at the same time. To find such a state we require equa­
tions which tell us how F, e  and D change due to changes in X, T  and R  Tbe 
change in F is caused by changes in each of X  T  and R so th*. in matrix notation
SF = ~K SX+ (fFftoMoai + 
where
s -H  <fT 29
and
& Ffc^ort mcskxM = -  Y S R .
K is a square matrix and the size and shape of H and Y correspond to the number 
of elements in the column matrices, F, Tand R
14
The changes in •  and D depend only upon JXsothat
30
and
<fD = B<fX. 31
Space does not permit a discussion of the details ctf how K, H, Y, J and B 
are determined. However their derivation is a purely mechanical one involving 
differentiation and numerical integration which is required to evaluate the left hand 
side of the virtual work equation, equation 12.
However, things are not quite as complicated as they might seem since
J = HT 32
and
B - Y T. 33
These equations follow from application of the vinos! wort equation to give:
iVFr.ata.f <fx=-[<rr]T St 34
and




-[Y<fR]T <fX =-[<f R]TB<fX. 37
which give equiaions 32 and 33.
The final equation is obtained by combining equaions 29,30.31,32 and 33 
togive
- S F 7 X -
S * = Z S T
.  S O . . S R .
15
in which the square matrix. Z  is given by
Z =
K H Y1 
HT 0  0 
V  0  0
39
The complete procedure to Hod the deformed shape in equilibrium with gi­
ven loads is
1. Assume a starting configuration defined by initial va­
lues of X.T and R
2. Calculate the out of balance forces. F, the grid 
member elongations, e. and the displacements and rota­
tions at boundary constraints, D, which should all be 
zero, but will not be so at the start of the analysis.
3. Set
40
- S F F
S* s - e
. s o . -D .
4. Solve equation 38 for <fX. S T  and
5. Set
X X s x
T = T 4 ST
A Lrj .SPL
41
6 .  Go bad to step 2 and continue until F, € and D are 
acceptably small.
Clearly the whole proceedure requires tb* the square matrix Z in equation 




Eqwtions 26 and 24 are geometrical constraints which reduce the effective 
number of degrees of freedom. Clearly we cannot have so many geometric con­
straints that the whole structure locks solid. A single bicubic B-spline patch has 16 
contol points and therefore 16 x 3 = 4S degrees of freedom. However in a surface 
that is modelled by a reasonably Urge number of patches, the sharing of control 
points by adjacent patches means that away from the edge of the structure the 
number of control points is equal to (he number of patches. Thus effectively there 
are only 3 degrees of freedom per patch. This means that there can be no more 
than two geometric constraints per patch forcing the grid member strains to be 
zero.
Tbe obvious location for these constraints is along the four sides of each 
patch. This is only two constraints per patch since each side is shared by two 
patches.
Boundary constraints are more difficult to discuss in general terms, but 
again one must not impose too many geometric constraints.
Example
Figure 3 shows a computer plot of an unloaded grid shell modelled by four 
bicubic B-spline paches. There are no ties on the structure. Figure 4 shows the de­
formed shape of tbe numerical model caused by application of a uniformly distri­
buted vertical load to the entire shell. Figure 5 shows the deformed shape caused 
by application of a uniformly distributed load to one quarter of the shell.
Figure 6 shows a photograph of a physical model of the same structure sub­
ject to a number of point loads intended to model the uniformly distributed load 
over a quarter of the shell used to produce figure 5. The model is made from a wo­
ven mild steel wire mesh.
Quantitative comparison of results from the computer and physical models 
showed very good agreement. The computer model overestimated the collapse 
load by approximately 10%. This could be due to the fact that yielding of the sted 
wires began prior to final collapse of the physical model.
17
The above theoretical description introduced 'rigid' boundary constraints 
via equwion 28. The computer analysis which produced figures 3.4 and 5 actually 
used stiff springs instead of rigid restraints, basically because the rigid boundary 
formulation had not been derived at that time.
Tbe computer model did include the condition of zero axial strain in the grid 
members (equation 26). However since there are only four elements and 5 x 5 = 
25 control points and therefore 75 degrees of freedom, it was possible to make the 
zero strain condition on 8 members per dement, rather than the 2 (or 4 if shared) 
discussed above.
Conclusions and suggestions for further work
The limited comparison of computer results and physical modd tests sugg­
ests that the bicubic B-spline finite dement can be used to produce accurate predic­
tions of the buckling loads on a grid shell
However, as mentioned in the introduction, the authors would not re­
commend tbe use af a computer analysis as the sole means of justicaticm of the 
structural safety of grid shells. This is partly because of the insight that a physical 
modd gives and partly because one can only 'trust' a computer program after it 
has been thoroughly tested in a wide range of application.
Grid shells made of timber are subject to creep and possibly creep buckling - 
a slowly accelerating collapse involving buckling and creep. This is a horribly 
complicated matter which could, perhaps, be included in a bicubic B-spline based 
computer modd.
Finally in double layer grid shells like those at Mannheim, there is the ques­
tion of relative slip between tbe two layers of grid running in paralld directions.
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Fig.(7-8) The tension test using the 10 t DARTEC machine
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Fig.(7-16) The crossed resistance lines against the deflection
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